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Abstract
As uncertainty can never be removed from reservoir forecasts, the accurate quantifica-
tion of uncertainty is the only appropriate method to make reservoir predictions. Bayes’
Theorem defines a framework by which the uncertainty in a reservoir can be ascertained
by updating prior definitions of uncertainty with the mismatch between our simulation
models and the measured production data. In the simplest version of the Bayesian
methodology we assume that a realistic representation our field exists as a particular
combination of model parameters from a set of uniform prior ranges. All models are
believed to be initially equally likely, but are updated to new values of uncertainty
based on the misfit between the historical and production data. Furthermore, most
effort in reservoir uncertainty quantification and automated history matching has been
applied to non-geological model parameters, preferring to leave the geological aspects
of the reservoir static.
While such an approach is the easiest to apply, the reality is that the majority of the
reservoir uncertainty is sourced from the geological aspects of the reservoir, therefore
geological parameters should be included in the prior and those priors should be condi-
tioned to include the full amount of geological knowledge so as to remove combinations
that are not possible in nature.
This thesis develops methods of geological parameterisation to capture geological fea-
tures and assess the impact of geologically derived non-uniform prior definitions and
the choice of modelling method/interpretation on the quantification of uncertainty. A
number of case studies are developed, using synthetic models and a real field data set,
that show the inclusion of geological prior data reduces the amount of quantified uncer-
tainty and improves the performance of sampling. The framework allows the inclusion
of any data type, to reflect the variety of geological information sources.
ii
Errors in the interpretation of the geology and/or the choice of an appropriate mod-
elling method have an impact on the quantified uncertainty. In the cases developed in
this thesis all models were able to produce good history matches, but the differences
in the models lead to differences in the amount of quantified uncertainty. The result
is that each quantification would lead to different development decisions and that the
a combination of several models may be required when a single modelling approach
cannot be defined.
The overall conclusion to the work is that geological prior data should be used in un-
certainty quantification to reduce the uncertainty in forecasts by preventing bias from
non-realistic models.
To me, because I was the one who did the work!
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The oil and gas industry is a multi-trillion dollar business where uncertainty in each field
makes their development a high-risk high-return investment. The value of a reservoir
is based on the amount of oil/gas produced and the value of those hydrocarbons at the
time of production. As such the risks to a field’s profitability include the price of a bar-
rel of oil/cuft of gas, the technical risks of development, environmental and health and
safety risks involved in the development, socio-political uncertainty in less developed
countries, and the risks involved in making predictions about the future performance
of the reservoir. The prediction of the amount of oil and/or gas that can be produced
from a reservoir is a key factor in all business decisions and contributes to the market
value of the company.
Reservoir performance predictions or forecasts are made based on numerical methods
of predicting the flow of fluid through the interconnected pore spaces of the reservoir
rocks, principally based on the Darcy equation [38] (which will be discussed in the
next chapter). Key to the Darcy definition of fluid flow is the permeability, which is a
measurable property of the reservoir rock, created by the shape and tortuosity of the
pore network. It is the strong link between geological facies (rock types) and perme-
ability that has resulted in the large amount of research on accurately creating realistic
shapes and distributions of facies bodies. Capturing the shapes of geological structures
is carried out by complex 3D modelling methods called geomodels, which encapsulate
some level of understanding of the geology. Nature however is much more complex and
while we can categorise different types of geological structure that we can model, the
exact shape, size and number of these geological bodies is still unknown. Geomodelling
is useful as it significantly reduces the number of required parameters to describe the
1
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Figure 1.1: The expected reduction in uncertainty over the lifetime of a field due to the increased
amount of knowledge about the reservoir. (adapted from Dromgoole and Speers [47])
shape of the geological structures in a reservoir.
Uncertainty in our reservoir reduces as we gain more knowledge, thus the general un-
derstanding of reservoir uncertainty in the oil industry is that it reduces over time, as
illustrated by Figure 1.1, adapted from Dromgoole and Speers [47]. Figure 1.1 shows
uncertainty reducing in the reserve estimates, after each phase of field development. In
their study of North Sea fields, Dromgoole and Speers [47] showed that this idealised
case is often incorrect and uncertainty estimates increase over time. This is because
people are often unable to realise the full potential range of uncertainty in the reservoir
during the early stages of development. Such results highlight a need in the oil indus-
try to correctly evaluate the reservoir uncertainty in order to appropriately assess the
developmental risks.
Of the 4 stages given in Figure 1.1 we can identify 2 key phases of reservoir development;
pre-production forecasting (the exploration and appraisal phases), and post-production
(the development and management phases). During the exploration phase we are more
concerned with locating our reservoir and assessing the potential volumes in place in
the reservoir. The appraisal stage is carried out once a field has been located and the
aim is to identify the volumes in place and predict the likely range of field productivity.
To this end a geologist will produce a model or set of models that they believe are
the best description of the reservoir based on the static data from wells and seismic
(i.e. unchanging with time, unlike reservoir production data), and short term dynamic
data such as well tests. Forecasts from these models are used to decide whether a field
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development will take place.
Post-production, we have new information that describes the state of our reservoir in
the rate and pressure data measured from the field. We can observe any discrepancy
between the model predictions and the actual reservoir production and use it as a metric
of the likelihood of the model. This process is called history matching in the oil industry
and it is the best history matched model that is typically used to make forecasts about
the future reservoir production.
This thesis concentrates on the uncertainty in the forecasts of post-production reser-
voirs due to uncertainty in the complex subsurface. It combines developments in the
way that reservoirs are modelled using computer simulations of the subsurface geology
and the flow of hydrocarbons, with statistical techniques to quantify the uncertainty
and incorporate both quantitative and qualitative geological knowledge. The result is
a set of predictions that accurately define the amount of uncertainty in our reservoir in
a coherent probabilistic format, based on sound geological knowledge. The two compo-
nents of this process of assessing geological uncertainty are geological parameterisation
and uncertainty quantification.
Geological Parameterisation is a way of describing the possible variations of a geological
system that may exist in a reservoir through a limited number of numerical parame-
ters. In essence we can assume that a given set of model parameters that describe
the geological unknowns in a reservoir will contain a combination of parameter values
that accurately represents our reservoir. By describing the probabilistic distributions
of these geological parameters we can quantify our initial state of knowledge of the
uncertainty in the reservoir. This thesis then develops methods to update those initial
estimates based on the quality of the calibration between the model forecasts and the
actual reservoir production. A general description of the content of this thesis is given
in the next section.
1.1 Chapter Objectives and Outline
The aim of this thesis is to examine the impact that geological information has on
the uncertainty quantification of post-production reservoirs. Specifically it examines
how the inclusion of geological prior data can reduce the quantified uncertainty, the
implications of how we parameterise the geology so that we can cover all the major
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uncertainties and how choices in modelling approach and interpretation affect our fore-
casts. The thesis is structured as follows:
Chapter 2 contains an overview of the modelling techniques used to predict reservoir
performance. These are in effect the ways of making production predictions by
calculating the flow of oil/gas through the reservoir and the ways of incorporating
the aspects of geology which affect flow, into those models.
Chapter 3 contains a description of the various ways of quantifying uncertainty in
reservoir models, with a particular emphasis on those methods that have been
applied in literature to including geological features. If Chapter 2 describes the
ways of making a model that can predict flow given the correct set of parameters,
then Chapter 3 describes the ways in which the correct (or many possible correct)
set(s) of parameters can be identified and used to quantify the uncertainty. Of
particular emphasis are the methods used throughout this thesis which automat-
ically find parameter combinations that adequately calibrate the model with the
measured data from the field, and then assess the uncertainty by the variation in
their predictions. Chapter 3 ends with a description of the framework that will be
used throughout the rest of this thesis to incorporate geological information into
the uncertainty quantification process and a description of the key terms that are
used in the rest of the thesis.
Chapter 4 contains a description of two synthetic studies carried out to test various
ideas around geological parameterisation. The first is a simple study that demon-
strates an example of how to parameterise a geological model and then shows
the effects of model resolution on the model response. The study is simple chan-
nelised model based on an outcrop in Northern Spain. The second study looks
at methods to parameterise faults in a geological model, the impact on reservoir
performance of the fault model parameters and the impact on flow predictions of
how we resolve faults in our gridded models.
Chapter 5 contains a synthetic example that shows how to include geological infor-
mation into a model to reduce the combinations of possible model parameters to
ranges that are geologically realistic. This is demonstrated by a reduction in the
quantified uncertainty by incorporating a small amount of geological information
into a channelised model, based on the one used in Chapter 4.
Chapter 6 describes two examples that show the effect of an incorrect model inter-
pretation on uncertainty quantification. In both cases three models with different
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interpretations of the geology are parameterised and the variation in the quality
of the history match and the amount of uncertainty quantified is assessed.
Chapter 7 takes the knowledge described in the previous chapters and applies it to
a real field example. The field is a section of the Milne Point Field in Alaska,
dominated by a number of faults. Case studies are developed to demonstrate
the key issues of model interpretation uncertainty, geological parameterisation
methods, and the benefit of geological information.
Chapter 8 concludes the thesis by defining a summary of the thesis and its major
findings. It also defines some ideas for future work.
In addition to the main text, two appendices are included that give details of the geolog-
ical parameterisation methods (appendix 1) and the simulation models used (appendix
2). All simulation models and RMS geomodels for the synthetic case studies (chapters
4-6) are included in an attached DVD. An overview of the synthetic cases is given for
each case in Figures 4.4, 4.10, 6.5 and 5.6 and the simulation run times for all simulation
models run (including the real field model in chapter 7) are summarised in Table B.1.
Chapter 2
Techniques for Modelling Petroleum
Reservoirs
2.1 Introduction
Reservoir performance prediction is a key component of any reservoir development, and
has been the focus of much research over the history of the oil industry. Hydrocarbons
are a commercial resource as they exist in large accumulations in the subsurface, and
can be extracted in commercial time frames because they are able to move through the
pore spaces in the reservoir rocks. The aim of a reservoir engineer is to make accurate
predictions of what production is possible from the reservoir, and how that will change
over the production life time. To do this requires a numerical method to calculate the
flow of oil through the rock matrix and a way of to define the variations, due to the
reservoir geology, of the properties that affect that flow path.
This chapter is split into two sections which concern the two main aspects of produc-
ing reservoir forecasts. The first section deals with the methods of calculating fluid
flow through porous media, including some fundamental discussion on the theory and
examples of numerical techniques to make predictions. The second section deals with
geological modelling of the reservoir, where our numerical simulation models are popu-
lated with properties based on an understanding of the aspects of geology that influence
the flow of fluid. The principle influences are porosity and permeability, which are prop-
erties linked to the distribution of geological facies. In short we can simulate fluid flow
by applying our numerical methods to a static representation of the pore network, based
on the reservoir geology.
6
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2.2 Reservoir Performance Prediction
Reservoir performance prediction is typically done through one of three methods, illus-
trated in Figure 2.1: Decline curve analysis, material balance or reservoir simulation.
Decline curve analysis makes forecasts of future production from the reservoir by fitting
a graphical curve to the available production data then using the equation of the curve
to infer future performance. The decline curve requires a start point, usually treated
as the last day of plateau production, a curvature and a rate of decline. In practice
decline curve analysis plots production rate (or commonly the logarithm of production
rate) against the cumulative production. A curve is then fitted to this data based on
one of three models: harmonic, hyperbolic and exponential. As predictions are based
on fitting to the data rather than modelling the sub surface physics, this approach will
become inaccurate if the field development strategy is changed. Any alterations to the
development (such as additional wells or well workovers to improve performance) will
invalidate the predictions. Additionally no pressure data is included in the calculation,
thus only future production can be extrapolated from this approach.
Material balance is a commonly used reservoir engineering technique that can make
predictions of hydrocarbon production based on the idea that the reservoir volume is
a constant, and that removal of one of the reservoir volumetric components will be
compensated for by the expansion and influx of the other components. Simply put,
if oil is produced from the reservoir, the remaining oil and gas will expand to fill the
void, the rock will expand and reduce the volume of pore space, and any aquifer present
will expand into the reservoir vacated by the oil. A simple description of the material
balance is given in Dake [38] where the volumetric balance can be simplified to:
withdrawal = expansion of oil and solution gas left in the reservoir
+ expansion of the gas cap
+ reduction in pore volume due to rock compressibility
+ reduction in hydrocarbon pore volume due to connate
water expansion
+ aquifer influx
(2.1)
Dake [38] also contains a full derivation of the material balance equation. The rela-
tionships between pressure and the expansion of the reservoir fluids and rocks can be
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Figure 2.1: Definition of three methods of predicting reservoir production: Decline curve analysis,
material balance and reservoir simulation (all referenced from Dake [38])
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calculated from the characteristic properties of the reservoir fluids and rocks. Such
tests are termed PVT tests (Pressure Volume Temperature) for reservoir fluids which
define the behaviour of reservoir fluids under the varying pressure and temperature
conditions that occur during production. The key factor in material balance is that
the reservoir is considered to be a single tank, that is homogenous and reacts immedi-
ately and equally throughout its entire volume. The drawback to such approaches is
that in reality the reservoir is never homogeneous, and as such any predictions on the
effect of a new development scenario (e.g. adding a new well) are unlikely to be accurate.
A more complex and robust method for predicting reservoir production is reservoir sim-
ulation, which is a mathematical model that discretises the reservoir volume into grid
cells, each of which has a different set of locally averaged properties that dictate flow.
The gridded model is then used to calculate a numerical approximation to the field
wide flow of reservoir fluids by calculating flows between adjacent cells of the model. It
combines the material balance equation to calculate the changes in the proportions of
reservoir phases and the pressure, with a method of predicting the flow of each phase
in and out of the each grid cell. It can be thought of as a collection of many material
balance models which have connections to a set of neighbours along which fluid may be
transferred. The next section describes the principles of reservoir simulation.
2.2.1 Reservoir Simulation Fundamentals
Reservoir simulation requires two parts, (1) a model of the reservoir that includes a set
of input parameters that are to be used by (2) a mathematical model that will make
predictions on the future reservoir performance. The static model of the reservoir is a
gridded representation of the reservoir, where each cell is populated with properties that
are populated from some type of modelling approach. The key static parameters used
by the mathematical model are the dimensions of the cells, the porosity (φ), absolute
(k) and relative (kr) permeabilities, depth, pressure and the fluid saturations.
Porosity is a measure of the proportion of void space in rocks to the bulk volume of
the rock (i.e. in clastic rocks this is the amount of space between the grains in the rock
matrix), and is typically given as a percentage.
Permeability is a measure of the tortuosity of the pore network which relates to the
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amount of time fluid will take to transit through the rock strata. Permeability is mea-
sured in Darcies, or more commonly millidarcies (mD), and is often highly anisotropic
throughout the entire reservoir, even over the dimensions of a reservoir model grid cell.
Permeability is linked to the size of the pore throats, and as such the grain size of the
reservoir rocks. As such permeability anisotropy is often linked to the heterogeneous
nature of reservoir rocks, and is represented in the model as permeability vectors kx, ky
and kz.
Fluid saturations are fractional values representing the relative proportions of oil, water
and gas in the pore space for a given grid cell.
The mathematical model describes the physical behaviour of the reservoir fluids and
mass transfer of fluid between grid cells. It must include a way of capturing the inter-
action of the reservoir fluids as they flow through the reservoir and the effect of gravity,
capillary and viscous forces on the flow of fluids with respect to the changes in grid
properties (and thus geological facies). The flow of a single fluid phase though a porous
media can be predicted based on the Darcy equation which uses the permeability value
to calculate volumetric flow rate q by the equation:
q =
kA
μ
ΔP
L
(2.2)
where ΔP and k are the pressure differential and homogeneous permeability over dis-
tance L, μ is the fluid viscosity, and A is the cross-sectional area over which flow is
occurring.
The Darcy equation [41] originates in the works of Henry Darcy, who experimented on
optimal filter designs for the water supply of Dijon, which was sourced from an aquifer.
Darcy’s Law as it is often known, is a 1D description of single phase flow in a horizontal
system. For the purposes of simulation a more useful version of the Darcy equation is by
the partial differential form for u, the so called Darcy velocity, as given by the equation:
u = −k
μ
∂P
∂x
(2.3)
Reservoirs contain oil, water and gas and therefore the interactions of the three phases
must be incorporated into the flow equations. Fluids are either miscible (fluids mix
perfectly together to form a solution), as in the case of oil and its solution gas, or im-
miscible (fluids do not mix) such as oil and water. The interaction of immiscible fluids
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is modelled using relative permeability (kr) curves which model the drop in permeability
due to the presence of another fluid. Relative permeability is encapsulated in a curve
of fractional values between 0 and 1, where 1 equals 100% flow of that phase, plotted
against water saturation (Sw). Curves for each phase are used to calculate an effective
permeability, (ke) where ke = kr × k. Relative permeability is measured experimentally
for 2 phases, but 3 phase estimates of relative permeability can be predicted by methods
such as Stone [115] based on the 2 phase gas/water and oil/water curves. Miscible fluid
interactions affect the fluid viscosity, which is a part of the Darcy flow equation.
Phase behaviour is handled by either a black oil model, where oil, water and gas are
treated as different phases and the properties of each fluid are modelled using empirical
equations based on laboratory experiments, or by a compositional model (such as the
one provided as an option in the simulation software VIP™[1]), which treats the fluid as
a mix of different hydrocarbon molecules, of different chain lengths plus water and other
non-carbon based components of the reservoir fluid. Crude oil is a mixture of different
hydrocarbon molecules and it is the relative proportions of the different carbon chain
length components that define the properties of the fluid.
The mathematical model that must be solved is a set of phase dependant mass balance
calculations for each location in time and space, and a set of Darcy based flow calcula-
tions for the flow of fluid from a given grid cell to all of its neighbours. The result is a
complex set of partial differential equations that cannot be solved directly, rather the
reservoir is discretised both spatially via a gridded model, and temporally as a set of
discrete points in time called time steps. The model is then discretised using a finite
difference scheme and solved using an implicit or explicit methodology.
An alternative to a full finite difference reservoir simulation is to use streamline simula-
tion [120] techniques. Here the pressure solution, which is the most intensive calculation
that must be solved during full finite difference simulation, is solved to create pressure
contours throughout the model. The gradients calculated perpendicular to these con-
tours are the streamlines, along which the flow transport is calculated. The main
advantage of streamline methods is that they are able to simulate geologically complex
reservoirs with millions of grid cells (e.g. Batycky et al [12]).
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2.2.2 Gridding Choices and Effects on Flow
Simulation models define the 3D structure of a reservoir by discretising the volume into
grid cells. In much the same way as a photographic computer image is limited in resolu-
tion by the number of pixels, a simulation model’s resolution is limited by the number of
grid cells. Limitations on resolution occur due to the increasing computational cost of
simulation for increasingly finer grid scale models. The result is that most simulations
are a pay off between simulation time and model resolution, where the model is scaled
according to the aims of the simulation work.
There are a number of implications in modelling the reservoir as a grid, the key of which
are (1) numerical simulation errors from numerical dispersion, numerical diffusion and
grid orientation effects, and (2) the inability to capture the full impact of heterogene-
ity on flow due to a lack of geological detail in the model. Numerical diffusion and
dispersion result from the trunctation error caused by the use of a finite difference
scheme in place of differential equations. The size of these errors is proportional to
the grid cell size and the length of the timestep, thus for small grid blocks and short
timesteps the difference scheme performs well but the errors increase for larger cell sizes.
Increasing the grid cell size also increases the amount of sub-grid heterogeneity from ge-
ological structures that is not captured by the model. This is of particular importance
in modelling flood fronts in numerical simulations. Further details on the impact of
numerical errors and sub-grid heterogeneity can be found in Okano [88] and O’Sullivan
[91].
A number of gridding methods are available to engineers and geologists when building
a simulation model. Cartesian grids are preferential for reservoir simulation as the cell
size is constant and the cells are oriented in the same general direction. In contrast,
geological structures are highly irregular in shape and this creates problems when trying
to capture them in coarse Cartesian grids. One solution is to represent the irregular ge-
ological object using a regular Cartesian grid but increase the resolution locally around
the geological feature. This also helps to reduce the numerical dispersion and grid ori-
entation effects. Where applied to a small region of a model this procedure is known as
local grid refinement. An example of such a method is demonstrated by Al-Busafi et al
[2] where fault zone heterogeneity is incorporated into a model as a locally refined grid
between 2 fault partitions. Such a method is only suitable to capturing a small number
of very localised features (such as faults) due to the computational cost of increasing the
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model resolution in the refined area. A hierarchical approach to integrating different
levels of geological detail into the simulation model is suggested in Berg and Oian [16]
where different levels of detail of a fault zone are integrated in using a mixture of grid
refinement and upscaling techniques (upscaling is described in the next section).
Another way to capture the reservoir geology is to use alternative gridding methods that
take into account the irregular shape of the reservoir. The most commonly used ap-
proach for developing complex geological models is Corner Point (CP) geometry grids.
CP grids define the location of all 8 corners of each cell, rather than the cell centre
as is typical for a standard Cartesian grid. This added complexity also increases the
flexibility of the mesh to represent complex features such as faults and surface related
features. PEBI [94] (Perpendicular Bisection) grids and Voronoi [114] grids represent
more exotic methods to capture realistic reservoir structures.
2.2.3 From Geological to Simulation Grids
Geological modelling grids are often created at a resolution greater than is possible to
simulate using a reservoir simulator to capture all the necessary detail. To retain the
geological detail we can either resolve the geological model and simulation model at
the same scale, where appropriate in terms of simulation time and detail, or average
the physical properties of the grid to capture the fine scale effects in a coarse model, a
process known as upscaling. Upscaling is a complex field of study within the simulation
community, the full details of which are beyond this thesis (a good recent reference on
upscaling is Christie and Blunt [30]).
The simplest forms of upscaling are simple averaging methods, applied to static reser-
voir properties such as porosity, initial saturation and permeability. A common practice
is to employ an arithmetic average to the upscaling of porosity and initial reservoir sat-
uration, while permeability upscaling requires a combination of arithmetic, harmonic
and geometric methods depending on the permeability tensor that is being calculated
and geological structure being upscaled. Layered facies upscaling for instance may re-
quire a combination of harmonic averaging for the vertical permeability and arithmetic
averaging for the horizontal permeability averaging. Geometric mean averaging is of-
ten applied to correlated random fields (i.e. similar property values that are clustered
together), such as those produced from the geostatistical modelling of reservoir perme-
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ability distributions (see Section 2.3.1).
More complex methods for upscaling utilise the single and two-phase flow equations
used in reservoir simulation to calculate the flows in and out of a group of cells of the
same volume as the upscaled grid cell, to calculate averaged flow properties. In the
single phase upscaling methods, the inter-cell flows are calculated based on the Darcy
equation, then the flows are added for all cells in a given plane (e.g. for a flow between
wells in the x direction of a xyz 3D model, the flows for all cells in the plane zy are to
be added). This is then repeated for all the upscaled cell faces. The resulting bulk flow
is then used to calculate the effective permeability of the averaged group of cells.
Two phase methods are more complex as they take into account the upscaling of capil-
lary pressure and relative permeability curves which influence 2-phase flow in the reser-
voir simulator. Such methods are complex to implement, and similar levels of success
may be achieved through single phase methods such as Well-Drive upscaling (WDU)
[138], where the single phase solution is calculated for the entire geological grid. Geo-
logically focused upscaling has been developed for the SBED™software as demonstrated
by Nordahl et al [84] on tidal reservoir rocks.
This thesis makes use of only simple averaging methods to upscale its models to remove
the additional complexity of the upscaling process, though the author is aware that in
some cases more complex upscaling methods may be necessary to capture the sub-grid
geological detail.
An alternative to upscaling methods to account for sub-grid geological features is to ac-
count for the solution error between the coarse and fine grid simulation response. This
was used for a simple 2D case of viscous fingering in immiscible gas injection simulation
by O’Sullivan [92, 93, 91], however it is yet to be applied to the inclusion of sub-grid
geological effects on flow. In contrast to upscaling, the solution error model accounts
for the numerical solution error caused by the inability of the gridded model to capture
the impact of sub grid features. This has a significant advantage over upscaling as the
resulting coarse model runs quickly, but the error model adjusts the forecasted uncer-
tainty to a close approximation of the fine grid solution. Put simply we can get the
accuracy of a fine model, with the speed advantages of the coarse grid. This approach
is yet to be applied to a 3D case or more complex geological models, therefore the use
of solution error models is left for future work.
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2.3 Geological Reservoir Modelling
Geological modelling methods predict the distribution of reservoir facies throughout
the 3D volume of the reservoir based on all available data, including well, seismic and
analogue sources. Three key schools of modelling exist at present:
Geostatistical Modelling methods use 3D statistical methods to populate the model
based on the statistics from the wells, while integrating in other data sources.
Object or Boolean methods use predefined generic objects which represent typical
shapes of geological structures observed in nature, to populate the model.
Geological Process methods recreate the physics of the ancient geological process
to recreate the geological feature. Various numerical methods are employed to
represent the physics of the system. Examples of both depositional and geome-
chanical processes have successfully been recreated by such methods.
The following sections go some way to describing the various guises of these methods
including some case studies from literature. The key aspect of all the main geological
modelling methods is that they are a two stage process where first the distribution of
discrete facies parameters are distributed throughout the reservoir, then the facies geo-
bodies are filled with continuous reservoir properties (e.g. porosity and permeability)
that are related to the facies. The following sections are therefore split into methods
for dealing with continuous rock property distributions and discrete facies parameters.
These associations are often called facies modelling for the discrete parameters and
property or petrophysical modelling for the continuous parameters.
The basic workflow for generating a geological reservoir model [101] is therefore to
(1)generate the facies model conditioned well and seismic data, then (2) populate the
facies model with continuous parameters such as porosity and permeability using a
property modelling method. The following sections will describe methods for both of
these components.
2.3.1 Geostatistical Reservoir Property Modelling Methods
The aim of reservoir property modelling is to predict the value of a given cell away from
the known well data, based on the well statistics and any other data that is available to
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constrain the model. The simplest method of making predictions on reservoir properties
in 3D is to use kriging, developed in the 60’s by Georges Matheron (the name is a homage
to Daniel Krige who did a lot of pioneering work in the mining industry on assay data)
[46]. There are a number of adaptations to the kriging calculation, the simplest version
(simple kriging) being given in Equation 2.4.
x sk0 = mx +
n∑
i=1
wi(xi −mx ) (2.4)
where x0 is the unknown property to be predicted, mx = constant mean of the variable,
wi = kriging weight at location i, xi = data value at location i, and n = the number of
data points.
In short the kriged value xsk0 is calculated from the weighted combination of the well
data values xi. The mean mx is a spatially constant value for all estimates in this ap-
proach, and is a known input value of simple kriging. To calculate the kriging estimate
we need to calculate the weight values wi, for each data value xi. This requires an
estimation of the spatial continuity of the property that is being predicted, which can
be calculated using a variogram.
While the one dimensional statistics for two data sets may be the same, the spatial
correlation of the two sets may be quite different, and these differences can be captured
by the variogram. The variogram is calculated by plotting the average square difference
between data values as a function of distance h, termed the lag. For each lag distance
we calculate the average for each pair of data at that lag distance apart in the data set.
The generalised formula for a variogram is:
2y(h) = E [x (u + h)− x (u)]2 (2.5)
where h is the lag distance, x(u) is the value of property x at location u. In terms
of kriging, the semi-variogram y(h), is used to calculate the weights and in fact the
term variogram is often used interchangeably with semi-variogram because it is the
function of interest. The term variogram will therefore refer to the following definition
of semi-variogram in-line with most geostatistical texts:
y(h) =
1
2
E [x (u + h)− x (u)]2 (2.6)
In almost all circumstances the variogram produced from the above equations is not
used by kriging as the list of lag distances used in the calculation may not include the
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distance required for a particular estimate. As such the calculated variogram, usually
termed the experimental variogram, is used to infer a parametric approximation of the
data by finding a best fit variographic model. This is termed the model variogram and
allows interpolation in between the known values. Commonly used parametric models
are Spherical, Exponential and Gaussian.
The key problem with kriging is that it underestimates the spatial variability when
making predictions of 3D variables due to the spread of data. This is particularly per-
tinent for the prediction of reservoir properties as variations can take place over very
short distances, while the inter-well distances may be several kilometres for offshore
fields. The result is the creation of so called "bulls eye" predictions, where the kriged
estimate produces concentric contour lines about each well location. What is required
are methods that introduce realistic levels of spatial variability, whilst honouring the
overall trends in property distributions produced by the kriged estimates.
Continuous reservoir property modelling in industrial applications is almost exclusively
done using Sequential Gaussian Simulation (SGS), and is a component of most major
geological modelling software. It’s advantages are that it is simple to use and apply,
and can integrate well and seismic data easily and robustly. Given a set of well data
with measured data points of the variable that is to be simulated, SGS takes a random
walk through the 3D grid, and at each step along the path a value is calculated for
the continuous variable. The property value is predicted by sampling from a Gaussian
probability density function (PDF) for the specific location. Kriging is used to calculate
the estimates of mean and variance that are required to define the Gaussian distribu-
tion, hence are dependant on the data used and the spatial correlation of that data. To
maintain the spatial continuity of the data SGS adds the simulated points from each
step of the random walk to the existing group of models used in the kriging estimates.
Because of the use of kriging, variability increases away from the wells but the simu-
lations will always honour the well data, which is an requirement of geological modelling.
Key steps in running SGS on a reservoir model are: -
1. Pick a non-simulated/non-data source cell i at random
2. Compute a kriging estimate and the kriging variance by:
x ski = mx +
i−1∑
j=1
wj (xj −mx ) (2.7)
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σ2i ,sk = σ
2
x −
i−1∑
j=1
wjCij (2.8)
3. Define a Gaussian distribution for the property x from the mean (xi) and variance
(σ2i,sk) and draw a random value from it as the value for the location u.
4. Add xi as a new control point (i.e. a pseudo well data point when we are predicting
reservoir properties) that can be used in the next simulation
5. Go back to Step 1 and repeat until all the grid values are simulated.
Trend data in the property statistics and the use of two or more data sources to refine
the SGS process can be incorporated into the SGS workflow by the use of more exotic
kriging methods, such as cokriging [46]. Cokriging allows the integration of seismic data
in support of porosity predictions, and involves a modification to the simple kriging cal-
culation by calculating a second set of kriging weights for the seismic data. Trend data
can be added through the use of a Local Variable Mean, which predicts the variations
in the value of mx laterally and vertically.
A key technical issue with SGS is that for large data sets (i.e. for models with many
grid cells), the kriging calculation can become unwieldy, thus a common approach is to
use a search neighbourhood which only estimates the kriged mean and variance based
on a data points within a defined region of space around the point to be estimated.
This region is often defined as an ellipse with the major axis aligned along the main
direction of spatial anisotropy.
An alternative method for the interpolation of porosity fields is theGradual Deformation
Method [58] where, based on two initial random Gaussian fields with identical spatial
covariance, a new field can be produced by varying a deformation parameter. This
method can produce any number of gradually deformed realisations based on the initial
two random fields.
2.3.2 Reservoir Facies Modelling Methods
As mentioned in Section 2.3, the common approach used in geomodelling is to calculate
the distribution of reservoir facies, then populate each facies in turn using SGS or a
comparable method. This is important due to the relationships between facies types and
poroperm relationships, and the strong contrasts in porosity and permeability observed
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Figure 2.2: A simple demonstration of Sequential Gaussian Simulation for a 2 facies model. A
random walk is started at cell 1, from where it moves within the grid to cells with no facies data. For
the new cell "11" Indicator Kriging is used to make an estimate of the local sand and shale PDF as
shown in the lower right of the figure. The estimate is based on a combination of the well data and
the previously simulated cells. A facies code is drawn from the local PDF and applied to the cell. The
random walk then continues to the next cell.
between facies (i.e. between muds and sands). This section covers the most common
methods for simulating the distribution of reservoir facies, and covers geostatistical,
object based and numerical process modelling approaches.
Geostatistical Reservoir Facies Modelling Methods
The most common geostatistical simulation methods for facies simulation are Sequential
Indicator Simulation (SIS), Truncated Gaussian Simulation (TGS) and Pluri-Gaussian
Simulation (PGS) and are described in Doyen [46] and Consentino [33] among others.
Sequential Indicator Simulation is a common part of most commercial facies modelling
software packages, based on the SGS process described in Section 2.3.1. In contrast to
the SGS method, SIS calculates the probability of a given set of discrete parameters
(in our case facies) calculated from the variogram of the lithological parameters. The
facies classes are typically defined from wireline logs and cored sections of the wellbore.
A simple example of SIS is given in Figure 2.2 which defines sand and shale as two in-
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dicator variables, though any number of facies can be described. As for SGS, a random
walk is started where the initial data set is the known facies indicator values in the
wells. At each step the probability of each facies is calculated using indicator kriging,
where again parametric variographic models are used to create the weight functions
from experimental variograms, produced from well data. Based on the calculated dis-
crete probability distributions, a value of xi is drawn, and added to the collection of
data to be used in the xi+1 facies simulation step.
Truncated Gaussian Simulation (TGS) is another popular statistical method which pro-
duces a realisation based on a normalised (i.e. between 0-1) Gaussian distribution, to
produce an initial pattern similar to that of a continuous parameter estimator such as
SGS. TGS differs in that it defines a threshold value along the Gaussian distribution
marking the point at which the facies change. In short the threshold values dictate the
facies proportions in the model (a threshold of 0.5 in a 2 facies model defines an equal
split between the 2 facies).
TGS has two advantages over SIS. The first is that it is much faster than SIS as only
one Gaussian distribution is needed to be calculated, as opposed to SIS where a new
distribution is calculated from kriging at each step. The second is that the facies or-
dering in the Gaussian prevents some facies from being next to each other. This means
that real life facies associations can be programmed into TGS by the sorting of the fa-
cies thresholds. Lateral variability in the facies proportions can be included by having
threshold values that are variable throughout the model.
A drawback of TGS is that it only has one Gaussian field that defines spatial correla-
tion over the entire model. To impose different correlation structures on different facies
requires the use of Pluri-Gaussian Simulation (PGS). PGS invokes a threshold for a
number of Gaussian fields (one for each differently correlated facies) simultaneously,
hence describing regions of nD space that are related to a particular facies type. Us-
ing this method, a region is chosen for each facies based on a threshold value for each
Gaussian field used. Then a simulation for each Gaussian is created as for TGS and for
each cell in the model, the values of the Gaussian fields are check against the thresholds
to define the facies type.
A more recent and exciting development in geostatistical modelling is multiple-point
statistics (MPS), developed at Stanford University [27]. MPS attempts to overcome one
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of the main arguments against geostatistical modelling methods, which is the inability
to recreate realistic shapes of geological structures. The basic principle is to create
a "training image" from which the MPS learns the correlation structure. Training
images can be sourced from outcrop data, photos of modern depositional environments,
process models or object based models (see next sections for a descriptions on Object
and Process modelling). MPS works as follows:
1. Select a random location u for the simulation
2. Define a local search neighbourhood around point u and identify any previous
simulated data points and/or well/seismic data inside the search neighbourhood
3. Scan throughout the entire training image and find matching replicates of the
pattern observed in the search neighbourhood. Calculate the conditional proba-
bility of each facies type being at location u based on the number of replicates of
the observed pattern in the training image
4. Draw a facies value at random from the conditional PDF’s
5. Add the simulated value to the model
6. Repeat 1-5 until the grid is filled.
The main advantages of MPS is that it recreates the types of shapes and structures
observed in nature, it can encapsulate any number of data sources to condition the
model, even complex geological data sets and seismic image data, and it always honours
the well data (a problem for object and process based models). An issue with MPS is
that the short relative correlation length of the search neighbourhood, in comparison
with the long correlation length of geological structures such as channels, can mean
that sand body connectivity is not fully honoured [26].
Object Modelling Methods
Object, or Boolean modelling methods [33] were created to better represent the expected
shapes of geological structures exhibited in nature, through a set of predefined objects
that are added to the model, then populated with statistical properties. The key ad-
vantage of object-based modelling over pixel methods such as SIS and TGS is that more
complex geological shapes can be created, which imposes a more realistic connectivity
structure on the model. A successful example of this is the use of sinuous half cylinders
to represent fluvial channels, and the related crevasse and over bank deposits carried
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out by a number of authors [61, 65, 66, 18] .
The basic principle of object modelling is that each facies is represented by an object
shape, parameterised by the dimensions and shape of the object. Each facies is assigned
a proportion in the model (usually based on well facies proportions) and the simula-
tion is run to incrementally add objects to the model until (a) the facies proportion
is achieved, and (b) the well data is honoured. A typical object based methodology is
given in reference to the IRAP RMS™ geological modelling software [101], as this is the
chosen modelling software used throughout this thesis.
Initially IRAP RMS™ creates a model containing only background facies (this is typ-
ically shale in most scenarios) from which to populate the grid with model objects.
IRAP RMS™ uses the Simulated Annealing (SA) algorithm to converge on an optimal
solution by implementing one of three procedures to modify the model’s state: (1) add
a new object, (2) remove an existing object, (3) change one object to a new state (i.e.
a new set of parameters or a new object type).
SA is a stochastic optimisation algorithm based on the annealing process used in metal-
lurgy where a process of controlled heating and cooling of the metal increases the crystal
size and improves the quality of the metal. The metal is heated then cooled slowly to al-
low the atoms in the metal time to rearrange their locations to a more optimal position
with a lower energy state. Simulated annealing defines an energy state and temperature
heuristic for the system. At each step of SA a new location in parameter space close to
the initial location is proposed and an energy state is calculated based on the quality
of fit of the model to the reservoir data. The new proposed state is accepted based on
an acceptance probability which is based on the energies of the initial and proposed
states and a global temperature. The temperature is initially high, reducing over time
to a value of 0 whereupon the acceptance probability will only allow new models with
a lower energy state to be accepted. At the high initial temperatures, the acceptance
probability is less influenced by the temperature value and as such will allow new states
that have both smaller and larger energies. This prevents the algorithm getting stuck in
local minima during the early steps of the SA algorithm, while promoting convergence
in the later steps.
The key problem with object modelling software such as IRAP RMS™ is the difficulty
in conditioning the model to well data. This is particularly difficult in fields with small
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well spacings and/or a large number of wells, and as a result models may not always
perfectly converge on the input values. In addition the convergence rates are much
slower than for pixel based methods due to the optimisation process for finding a model
that fits the well data. At present it is the only commercially sourced method for pro-
ducing realistic facies distributions. As such it is the approach used throughout the
majority of the modelling in this thesis.
Geological Process Based Reservoir Modelling Methods
Geological Process models aim to recreate the processes that create geological structures
rather than recreate their shapes based on statistical models of their spatial correla-
tion, or based on analogues of the expected geobody shapes. Process models have been
developed for depositional models of geological processes and geomechanical models to
describe the deformation of the buried strata. Burgess and Emery [23] described a pro-
cess driven modelling method for carbonates, where the water depth, sediment volumes
and a carbonate production rate parameter. Siliclastic process models have been devel-
oped by a number of authors for small scale processes such as fluvial systems [119, 62]
and larger scale stratigraphic process modelling [132, 134]. Common to all siliclastic
process models is an approximation to the Navier-Stokes equation which describes the
flow of fluid in three dimensions coupled with a mass balance equation to account for
the sediment load, deposition and erosion across the models.
A common problem with process based methods is the long simulation times to produce
a single iteration of the model means it is difficult to condition it to well data. Karssen-
berg et al [62] are one of the few examples where an attempt has been made to condition
the model to the wells, however large numbers of expensive simulations are required for
each conditioned model. Given uncertainty in the conditioned model itself in compari-
son with the sparsity of well data, the use of process models to directly produce inputs
for simulations is not practical at present. An alternative use to process model data is
to condition a multi-point statistical model with a training image from a process model.
Other geological Modelling Methods
Other less commonly used approaches have also been developed for modelling reservoir
geology, including Support Vector Regression (SVR) methods [44] and fuzzy logic [85].
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Fuzzy logic has been applied by Nordlund [85] in a software called Fuzzim, to create
model realisations based on the inexactness of the more descriptive geological terminol-
ogy. A more thorough description of fuzzy logic is given in the Chapter 3.5. Fuzzim has
been used in tandem with SEDSIM stratigraphic process modelling software to capture
the influence of carbonate development while not adding greatly to the computational
overhead of the regional SEDSIM clastic simulation [137].
Demyanov [44] applied SVR to model fluvial systems. SVR replaces the traditional
two-step process of modelling the facies then populating them using a stochastic prop-
erty simulation method such as SGS. Here a so called geomanifold is generated based
on known/labelled data such as well data and seismic, and unlabelled data, which rep-
resents our knowledge of geological structures. SVR does not have any assumptions
about the relationships between the data, rather it infers them from the available data.
The petrophysical properties are simulated directly into the grid, rather than being
populated into existing facies geobodies, where the spatial distribution is dictated by
unlabelled data, but the model still honours the well and seismic constraints.
Both the SVR and fuzzy logic methods are at present only applied in academic or
research contexts and therefore the codes lack the robustness in functionality at present.
While SVR in particular looks like a promising method for modelling, particularly its
ability on capture geological knowledge, such an approach would require a significant
amount of further work to be robust enough for use on commercial operations. As such
these methods are left for future work.
2.4 Summary
This section describes the choices of modelling approach used in this thesis and the
reasons for those choices. To estimate the geological uncertainty in a reservoir we need
the following features in our simulation model:
1. A way of modelling the distribution of reservoir facies in 3D space, including all
structural features and facies body shapes
2. A way of populating the facies model with continuous parameters such as porosity
and permeability so that the link between the distribution of parameter values
and facies type is honoured
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3. A way of representing the physics of fluid flow through the pore spaces of the
rocks over the production lifetime
This is effectively a three step process where a facies model is created, populated by
properties conditioned to the input data and the facies type, and then simulate the fluid
flow through that model. To honour the geology a reservoir simulation method is used
in preference to decline curve or material balance. As such all models were simulated
using either Eclipse™or VIP™reservoir simulation software. Streamline simulation was
not applied but its ability to handle higher resolution grids would make it a good choice
when capturing high resolution geological features. It was not applied in this thesis as
traditional finite difference simulations are able to include capillary and gravity effects
on fluid flow more accurately [33].
While there are many geological modelling methods available, as has been shown in
this chapter, this thesis has used:
1. A combination of either boolean object models (chapters 4-6) populated by either
(a) a single porosity/permeability value (chapter 6) or populated with poro/perm
data using SGS (chapters 4 and 5)
2. A combination of SIS and correlated model horizons to populate the facies data
then SGS to populate the poro/perm data (chapter 7)
SIS, object/boolean modelling and SGS were used in this thesis as they are standard
methods for producing geological models available in commercial software. Object
models were used to parameterise the likely distributions of reservoir facies such that
the honoured the geology. While other methods like MPS and SVM may provide more
robust methods of modelling they are not available in commercial software and as such
they are less applicable to the majority of geological modellers.
Chapter 3
Uncertainty and Geological
Parameterisation
3.1 Introduction
The last chapter established the many ways in which the production response of a reser-
voir can be predicted, through the development of numerical flow simulations based on
grids developed to represent realistic geological structures and reservoir properties. Put
simply, our numerical simulation models can represent the flow though the porous rock
given an adequate description of the 3D variations in porosity and permeability, and
the volume of the reservoir. Assuming that we believe that our simulation models can
capture the physics of fluid flow in porous media, and that our geological modelling
methods can accurately recreate the reservoir geology, we can state that if we know
what parameters to put into these models, we can confidently make forecasts about
future production from the modelled field.
The main problem facing any would-be reservoir modeller is the lack of information
available to populate any reservoir model of a heterogeneous geological system away
from the wellbores. A good analogy to the problems faced in creating reservoir mod-
els was supplied by Christie et al [31], who likened forecasting reservoir production to
"drawing a street map of London and then predicting traffic flows based on what you see
from twelve street corners in a thick fog". The use of one of the various geomodelling
methods described in the previous chapter, puts constraints on the possible distribu-
tions of reservoir properties however there are still many possibilities. Expanding on
Christie’s street map analogy for our reservoir, geological modelling is the equivalent of
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knowing that roads can be classified by the number of lanes of traffic in each direction,
their location, their ranges of speed limit, and the common features that can exist on
them (i.e. you won’t get traffic lights on a motorway). It will not tell us how long or
tortuous the road is, how often the road type changes, nor which features (traffic lights,
speed bumps, pelican crossings, road works) that affect the flow of traffic are present.
Uncertainty arises from a lack of information, thus our inability to know the spatial
extent of our reservoir facies propagates into an uncertainty in the forward predictions
of our reservoir models. As we can never know the true geological definition of a
reservoir, we must find ways to handle the uncertainty, to allow decisions to be made.
There are a number of ways to quantify uncertainty. Bardossy and Forod [10] broadly
described 4 methods to quantify uncertainty in geology which are:
1. Deterministic Methods: This is the simplest approach to implement and simply
produces one or a number of models that match the geology. This process assumes
that all models that fit the data are equally likely, and the goodness of fit can
often be an arbitrary measure.
2. Probabilistic Methods: These methods calculate the probability of different mod-
els based on either their relative frequency (frequentist statistics) or by updating
from some existing model of uncertainty (Bayesian statistics). Probabilistic meth-
ods can therefore provide a measure of the uncertainty for a given model.
3. Possibilistic Methods: These methods provide a way of dealing with less well
numerically defined information such as arbitary measures of temperature (hot,
warm, cold) or depth (shallow, deep). It is useful in geology as the descriptive
nature of many geological descriptions can be more easily encapsulated. The main
possibilistic method is fuzzy logic.
Each approach takes a different philosophical view point on how assess uncertainty,
however this thesis will only discuss in depth the deterministic and probabilistic meth-
ods, with a short mention of possibilistic in the form of fuzzy logic which has been
applied to geological reservoir modelling.
3.2 Sources of Uncertainty in Reservoir Modelling
Uncertainty in reservoir prediction stems from a lack of knowledge due to a sparsity
of data and errors in the models used to make predictions. Data sparsity is a func-
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tion of the cost involved in collecting subsurface data by measurement of the reservoir.
For reservoir modelling, the data is very difficult and very expensive to get and may
require indirect measurements of physical reservoir properties. Measurements are typ-
ically taken directly from within the well or indirectly via a geophysical measurement
technique. Wells are the only route to measuring the actual reservoir rocks. Well costs
vary greatly depending on whether they are located onshore or offshore, the technical
difficulty of the well and rig and personnel costs, but are typically in the millions of
pounds range. As such only a small number of wells can be drilled ipso facto only
a small number of measurements can be taken. A number of measurement devices
are available to source data from the wellbore, and either measure the reservoir unit
properties and types (i.e. petrophysical methods, corelogs), reservoir fluid properties
(i.e. repeat formation testers (RFT), PVT samples) or reservoir dynamic responses
and pressures (i.e well test analysis, downhole pressure gauges). Not all tests will be
performed on each well and some may not be performed at all due to the costs involved.
Geologists deal with the sparsity of data by using prior knowledge about what is and
isn’t geologically possible to reduce the number of possible models. These expert judge-
ments are based on the experience of the geologist in inferring probabilities about the
unknown data using different but related data sources. An example of this may be to
infer porosity and net/gross values to estimate hydrocarbon volumes for an undrilled
exploration well, based on previously drilled wells in the region or outcrops of reservoir
facies exposed at surface. Such data is qualitative rather than quantitative, thus any
estimates of uncertainty for these data/parameters is based on the judgements of the
geologist and are as such open to bias. Baddley et al [8] identify a number of sources
of bias for both individuals and groups which occur when prior information is elicited
from experts. They state that individual bias can be subdivided into
Motivational bias comes from the self-interest of the expert providing the informa-
tion. An example of this may be that a consultant, who’s job is dependant on
his/her knowledge, may appear over-confident in order to appear knowledgeable.
Motivational bias can be reduced by setting the conditions to reflect the need for
an honest assessment rather than the "right" answer.
Cognitive bias is due to the incorrect understanding/processing of the data in making
an expert judgement. These are dependant on things such as:
1. How easily the expert can remember an occurrence of the event being as-
sessed
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2. How close their initial estimate is to the truth case, as an expert may choose
an initial estimate of probability (formally called an anchor), then adjust it
based on new information rather than completely re-evaluating the estimate.
3. Estimating the probability of the event based on the probability of another
event. A good example of this is the gamblers fallacy that states if a number
of trials all produce the same result (e.g a coin toss produces 8 heads in a
row), then the opposite outcome (i.e. a tail) is more likely.
Cognitive biases are caused by human predisposition to use short-cuts and rules
of thumb, based on experience and learning to simplify difficult to solve problems
so we can make quick decisions.
The mixture of these two biases can lead to over confidence in the predictability of the
model. Rankey and Mitchell [97] showed an example of over-confidence in expert opin-
ion on the interpretation of seismic data. Here experts believed that their interpretation
of a carbonate reservoir was close to reality based on the fact that the interpretation
was easy for the majority of the field. Comparison of the 6 interpretations showed that
portions of the reservoir that were less well defined added considerable variation to the
volumetric estimates, even though the other parts of the field were the same for all
interpretations.
Group bias comes from the interaction of experts in groups to discuss ideas and share
knowledge. Complex interactions of individual bias as well as miscommunication or
misunderstanding of ideas and the tendency of groups to herd towards one of a typi-
cally small number of prevalent theories as experts tend to incorporate other expert’s
knowledge into their own. Baddley et al [8] and Plous [96] provide a more detailed
explanation of the various sources of bias in expert opinion. Furthermore Curtis and
Wood [36] and Welsh et al [128] show methods that reduce the various sources of bias
in elicited data through the development of elicitation methods.
The other component to uncertainty is the occurrence of errors which can be categorised
as either data measurement errors or simulation errors. Data measurement errors can
be attributed to (1) device or human errors during the act of taking a measurement,
(2) errors due to the indirect nature of the measurement. Device and human measure-
ment errors can be controlled through quality assurance processes, though the age and
provenance of the data will indicate the quality.
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Seismic data is an example of an indirect measurement of the shape, extent and physical
properties of the reservoir. Seismic data resolution is dependant on the velocity and
frequency component of the returning sound waves and is higher when the velocity is
low and the frequency is high [33]. Seismic velocity is a measure of the speed at which
sound waves propagate through the rocks in subsurface, the uncompacted overburden
at surface and water in the case of marine surveys. It is effectively an unconstrained
property that can be inferred from local and regional knowledge of the velocity trends
and any well data available. It is a key uncertainty in the processing of seismic data to
produce representations of the reservoir.
Seismic data is also dependant on density of the measurement networks and environ-
mental factors such as whether the seismic was shot on land or over sea. It is not
possible to resolve all of the detail of the reservoir from seismic data and those features
that are resolved are subject to a degree of uncertainty related to the data resolution
[33].
The second type of errors are simulation errors. These errors are classified by Christie
et al [31] as:
• Input errors are errors in the data used to populate the model such as porosity
and permeability. Input errors are related to the poor quality of the measured field
data, inaccurate proxy data used to populate the unknown parts of the reservoir,
errors in data entry, and a poor choice of modelling method.
• Physics errors are caused by our inability to describe the physical system through
our inability to describe all phenomena that contribute to the systems present
state. In a geological context this is important when we choose to model our
geology using a representation of the physics of the geological process (i.e. depo-
sitional process models or geomechanical models).
• Solution errors are the difference between the exact mathematical solution and
the numerical algorithm used to represent them in the simulation model. Any
assumptions and simplifications from the mathematical model, errors in round-
ing numbers by the simulator or numerical errors due to the grid resolution all
contribute to solution errors.
Solution errors provide the most important source of simulation errors when important
geological features are below the scale of grid cell resolution of the features, thus are
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not adequately described by the modelling methods employed. When the geomodelling
method applied is only an approximation to the true structures, then we may also con-
sider this to be a solution error.
3.3 Deterministic Uncertainty Quantification Methods
Deterministic methods represent the typical methods applied to reservoir characteri-
sation by most engineers and geologists. A deterministic model is one where a set of
fixed parameters, often defined by a best guess methodology are applied to a model.
In terms of reservoir modelling, this means producing a single static model realisation
of the reservoir, and simulating it using a fixed set of reservoir fluid characteristics.
As discussed in the previous chapter, modern geomodelling software can produce any
number of equi-probable models that have the same spatial statistics as those found
in the wells or that can be inferred from seismic data [17], but have different property
distributions and model connectivities. The variation in the stochastic seed number
used by the geomodelling approach produces this variation and represents a key tool
in defining the static reservoir uncertainty. A common use of stochastic methods in
geomodelling is to produce many thousands or millions of models which can be used to
assess the uncertainty in the reservoir oil in place [33].
When it comes to reservoir simulation studies to make forecasts about the reservoir, the
large computational time required by a simulation typically means that only a few can
be run. A normal approach to reservoir forecasting is to use a small sub set of the ge-
ological model realisations to simulate production forecasts. When making production
forecasts based on appraisal data (i.e. before we have any production data), a common
methodology is to define a min, most likely and max geological model scenario to define
the range of uncertainty. The extremes of the min and max cases show the limits of the
up and down sides of any reservoir development, while the most likely case is typically
used to make financial analyses and to define reservoir development plans. A "worst
case analysis" approach [10], can be applied to the min case to make sure that the field
will break even should such a scenario come true.
Once we have production data, we can recondition our models to it, to improve the pre-
dictability of the model. It is highly unlikely that any of the appraisal model forecasts
will match the actual production rates of the reservoir once production has started, so
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Figure 3.1: Comparison of the various methods for producing reservoir forecasts, from history match-
ing a single model, to automated techniques and full uncertainty quantification of the reservoir.
the model can be adjusted to match the measured production rates. This process is
called history matching, and is the most common method of integrating dynamic data
into a static model realisation, to produce model forecasts.
3.3.1 History Matching
History matching is the process of incrementally changing the value of model parame-
ters to produce a model that matches the production data, while honouring the static
data from wells and seismic. Once a good history match is found, typically through a
trial-and-error process, a forecast can be produced. History matching manually is an
inherently deterministic method for producing forecasts. The time consuming nature of
running and adjusting a reservoir model until an adequate fit is found, means that only
a very small number, commonly only one, history matched reservoir model is produced.
Figure 3.1(a) illustrates the output from a single history matched simulation model.
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Identifying the true values of reservoir model parameters is an underconstrained and
ill-posed problem (as opposed to a well-posed problem) as there are many equally good
possible solutions. A well-posed problem was defined by Hadamard ([54], as referenced
from Erbas [48]), as one where (1) a solution exists, (2) the solution is unique, and
(3) the solution depends continuously on the data over the range of parameter space.
The problem is underconstrained in the sense that there are many more possible so-
lutions to the problem than data available to constrain it, though it is not completely
unconstrained as there is some data available. Therefore in reality when we history
match a model the problem is underconstrained as there is little data to condition the
model to and ill-posed as many solutions may exist, or the model may not provide an
appropriate solution to the problem. Geological modelling includes other sources of
knowledge not measured from the reservoir itself, but this knowledge helps to constrain
the parameter estimation process therefore reducing the number of possible solutions
to a smaller subset.
Reservoir history matching is ill-posed as many equally good solutions to a model exist
that match the data and we have no way of differentiating between them. For a given
model we can typically identify many combinations of parameters, that may be located
in different regions of parameter space, which provide equally good history matches;
such regions are termed local minima, and may or may not be the optimal, global min-
ima. As the model is only a representation of reality even the global minima may not
represent the truth, rather it is the best solution for that model. As such our problem
is underconstrained as there are many.
Tavassoli et al [118] clearly demonstrates that reservoir history matching is an ill-posed
problem. In her work, a simple faulted model was history matched many thousand
times and produced many local minima. In turn these local minima produce many
different forecasts of reservoir production, therefore a single history matched forecast
in no way defines the true extent of the reservoir uncertainty. Tavassoli was able to
produce more history matched models through the use of automated history matching
(AHM) methods, that employ an objective function to steer the model parameterisation
towards good fitting regions of parameter space. Such methods are computationally
more intense than a normal manual history match, however they can produce many
more history matched models.
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3.3.2 Automated History Matching
Automated history matching aims to find many diverse but equally well history matched
models rather than one "perfect" model. A common approach is to define a set of uni-
form parameter ranges that cover all the possible ranges, for all parameters, and all
combinations are equally likely. A subset of all the models are chosen for forecasting
based match quality. This concept is similar to the equi-probable models produced by
simulated annealing in object modelling techniques, where models with equally good
matches to the static data are considered equally likely. The spread of results of the
model forecasts gives an indication of the level of uncertainty in the model.
History matching, like other ill-posed inverse (i.e. you know the data but not the
model parameters that will match to that data) problems, can be carried out using
one of many different estimation methods to locate good fitting regions of parameter
space. Common to all estimation methods for history matching is (1) an algorithm that
incrementally adjusts the parameter values to new states that improve on the previous
state of the model and (2) an objective function that measures how close the model is
to the optimal solution, which steers the estimation algorithm.
Objective function
An objective function is a mathematical expression that measures how close a prob-
lem has been reduced towards an optimal value. In the case of history matching, the
objective function is a measure of the difference between the observed and simulated
results, and we aim to minimise this value. The most commonly used objective func-
tion for history matching is the least squares method which calculates a measure of the
discrepancy between the simulated and historical values as a numerical value called the
"misfit", M . The least squares misfit formula is:
M =
1
2
(
N∑
i=0
(obsi − simi)2
σ2i
)
(3.1)
where obsi is the observed or historical rate and simi is the simulated results at time=i,
N is the number of data points and σ2 represents the measurement error in the observed
data.
Using the misfit as a measure of match quality is complicated by the choice of σ2,
which is the noise in the data and must be measured and the number of data points
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that are being matched. Therefore the misfit will increase as the number of wells and
the data measured at those wells increases. As will be seen in this later, the misfit
values achieved for synthetic models containing only one well is significantly less than
that of the real field case where there are many wells and data sets for each well. On
visual inspection the match however will appear similar. A comparison of the differ-
ent misfits for a given simulation response can be found in Figures 4.4, 4.10, 5.6 and 6.5.
The assumptions of the least squares misfit are that the errors are Gaussian, indepen-
dent and identically distributed (i.e. unchanging in time). Ideally such assumptions
should be tested before using the least squares misfit. Erbas [49] demonstrated a method
to test these assumptions by calculating the residuals from subtracting the best history
match from the observed data, then using autocorrelation to test independence and
a quantile-quantile (Q-Q) to show that the residuals are normally distributed. Here
the term residual replaces error as it is an estimate based on observed values of an
unobservable statistical error.
The least squares method for calculating the misfit is the typical approach used by
the oil industry due to its simplicity, however it does not take into account of time
dependant variance that may exist in the data (least squares uses a single value for σ2
[93]). A more complete, time dependant description of misfit uses a covariance matrix
to describe the measurement errors (e.g. Wu et al [18]).
A further adaptation of the misfit calculation is to include an estimate of the solution
error caused by using a model grid resolution that does not capture the full extent of
the reservoir. A solution error model was included into the both the standard least
squares misfit, and the full covariance description of misfit by O’Sullivan [92, 93]. The
two new misfit definitions were then compared to a standard misfit description for his-
tory matching a coarse grid model to a fine grid solution. The inclusion of both the
covariance matrix and the error model had a significant effect on the calculated poste-
rior probabilities.
Throughout this thesis the least squares misfit is used due to its simplicity to implement
on reservoir studies. Henceforth the terms misfit and least squares misfit will be used
synonymously.
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Estimation Algorithms for History Matching
Estimation techniques are a broad range of methods for locating the maxima or min-
ima of a function by systematically selecting variable values of that function. We use
estimation methods to solve inverse problems such as history matching. Estimation
methods were classified by Christie et al [31] as either calibration methods or data as-
similation methods. Calibration methods are an automated version of the traditional
history matching method, whereby a complete run of the simulation is carried out and
the match quality to the production data is used to move the model towards a better
solution. Data assimilation methods carry out a similar function, but data is cali-
brated for each time step and the optimisation step adjusts the model before the next
simulation is run. The main calibration methods are gradient and stochastic search
algorithms, while the main data assimilation method used for history matching is the
Ensemble Kalman Filter (EnKF).
Gradient methods have been applied extensively to history-matching problems, for ex-
ample [125, 90, 18]. These methods require the calculation of the derivative of the
objective function with respect to the model parameters as either gradients or sensi-
tivity coefficients. Methods include Gauss-Newton, Levenberg-Marquardt and steepest
descent, and can be found in some modern commercial history matching software (e.g.
SimOpt [106]). Daoud and Vega [40] classified gradient based methods into steepest de-
scent, Newton (of which Gauss Newton is one approach), quasi-Newton and conjugate
gradient methods, favouring the use of the Gauss-Newton methods due to its faster
convergence rates and the use of sensitivity coefficients in place of a direct calculation
of the objective function gradient.
The standard method to obtain the gradients is to adjust each parameter value inde-
pendently and assess the sensitivity of the model to that parameter by carrying out a
full forward simulation run. For large numbers of parameters this entails a correspond-
ingly large number of simulation runs which in practice is impractical. A solution to
solving the gradients for a large number of parameters has been suggested in Li et al
[70], where the sensitivity coefficients are calculated using the adjoint method.
Gradient methods have been applied to history matching geological features by a num-
ber of authors. The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm was used by Bi et al [18] to
condition stochastic channel patterns to pressure data using a simple Boolean channel
modelling method. Ditzhuijzen et al [125] applied the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm
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to history match the location of slump faults in the Statfjord field based on oil and
water production rates and 4D seismic inferences of water saturation. Caers [25] used a
Gauss-Newton gradient approach to history match production rates using multi-point
statistical models to better represent the reservoir geology. Dadashpour et al [37] simi-
larly applied the Gauss-Newton optimisation methodology to history match a synthetic
field model to time-lapse seismic data by inverting the reservoir simulation response to a
synthetic seismic using a petroelastic model. Liu and Oliver [73] applied a quasi-Newton
gradient optimisation method to history match geological facies using a pluri-Gaussian
geostatistical (PGS) method for a 3 facies reservoir model by parameterising the thresh-
old locations by a number of intersecting lines.
Erbas [48] points out the problems of using gradient based approaches as being the
difficulty of computing the gradients, the fact that they can get easily trapped in local
minima and the fact that they require the calculation of continuous objective functions
that preclude their use with discrete variables.
The second type of estimation method are stochastic global estimation algorithms,
where no information about the gradient is available. Global estimation methods are
more concerned with finding many local minima under the assumption that they cannot
be differentiated from the global minima. These stochastic approaches inject random-
ness into the search process, which is useful in preventing entrapment in local minima.
Key among these methods that have been applied to history matching are Evolutionary
Algorithms (which include Genetic Algorithms) [49, 108] and the Neighbourhood Ap-
proximation Algorithm [102, 45, 88, 124], which is the methodology applied throughout
this thesis. Other methods include Simulated Annealing [101] and Swarm Optimisation
techniques [81] though the former (as described in Chapter 2) is more typically applied
to estimation in geological modelling rather than history matching.
Evolutionary algorithms are optimisation methods based on biological evolution and
are most commonly implemented as Evolutionary Strategies (ES) or Genetic Algorithms
(GA). Genetic Algorithms have been used extensively for automated history matching,
including Erbas [49, 48], Tavassoli et al [118] and Williams et al [133]. In essence a Ge-
netic Algorithm recreates the biological processes of reproduction, mutation, crossover
and natural selection, where each model solution is a member of a population. The
results from the objective function determine which members of the population survive
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and which do not. For the problem of history matching, this means that the best mod-
els in the population are chosen to "reproduce", to create the new samples based on the
parameter values of the parent models. Erbas [48] provides an excellent description of
the variety of different Genetic Algorithms available and shows the usefulness of this
optimisation method for history matching. Evolutionary Strategies (ES) are similar to
Genetic Algorithms in their recreation of biological evolution. Evolutionary Strategies
are described in Schulze-Reigert and Ghedan [107], and have been applied to the history
matching problem [108].
The Neighbourhood Approximation Algorithm (NA) was developed by Sambridge [102]
as a stochastic estimation algorithm and has been applied to a history matching [116,
45, 49] as well as geophysical inversion [102]. NA works by making use of Voronoi cells
to tessellate the misfit ensemble and locate good regions of parameter space. Voronoi
cells are developed around a set of points in space, where for a given point s the nearest
neighbouring points are identified and all volumes of space that are closer to the origi-
nal point s are contained in the Voronoi cell. A simple example is given in Figure 3.2
where 3 points, s1, s2 and s3 are added to a 2D space. Between each pair of points in
parameter space we can draw a line perpendicular to the an imaginary line joining the
two points. If a similar line is drawn for each pair of points the three lines will intersect
as shown by the dashed lines in Figure 3.2. The segments of the Voronoi cell are defined
by the lines that all the parts of those lines that are equally distant from the points
s1, s2 and s3. The shape of the Voronoi cells is dictated by the number and location
of the sample points, thus adding or removing any points will change the shape of the
Voronoi tessellation.
A further use of Voronoi cells is to present representations of the distribution of samples
in parameter space. Each point in our misfit ensemble has a location in each dimension
of parameter space and a misfit value. A Voronoi diagram can display a 2D section
of a nD volume, and represent the misfit as a cell colour. Voronoi plots will be used
frequently throughout this thesis to represent interesting parts of parameter space and
show the location of good regions of parameter space. In each case the regions with
small cells represent the areas that have been heavily refined and thus contain the best
models. The corresponding colour scheme represents the misfit value, which is brack-
eted into discrete ranges of misfit values.
NA works by adding new values within existing cells that have the best match, thus
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Figure 3.2: Simple Voronoi tessellation of 2D parameter space. The black dashed lines represent the
vectors between each pair of points, the red dashed line represents a line perpendicular to the black
dashed line mid way between the points. The black solid lines represent the Voronoi cell boundaries
which are the parts of the red dashed lines that fall equally distant from the three points.
the model starts with large cells when there are few sample points and the best cells
are refined by NA to produce a cluster of progressively smaller cells containing better
history matched models. The basic process is:
1. Generating an initial set of nsi models throughout parameter space.
2. Calculate the objective function for the nsi set of models and determine the nr
best models.
3. Generate ns new models by performing a uniform random walk within each of the
nr chosen cells. The number of models in each of the nr cells is a function of the
ns/nr ratio.
4. repeat from step 2 for niter generations.
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Figure 3.3 illustrates the process whereby a Gibbs sampler is employed to carry out the
uniform random walk within the (nr) cell of interest by defining a conditional proba-
bility density function for the model parameter space that is set to zero outside of the
cell. The Gibbs sampler will then create a new random sample point at some location
in d-dimensional space (where d is the number of dimensions) within the existing cell.
Figure 3.3: Example of the NA sampling algorithm, where a random walk, carried out by a Gibbs
sampler, is used to place a new ns sample point inside the cell of one of the nr best models, taken from
Sambridge [102]
The intention of NA is to sample from and refine the better fitting regions of parameter
space by identifying which Voronoi cells contain the best parameter values, then adding
new sample points within those cells and redefining the Voronoi tessellation. Figure 3.4
illustrates the general NA workflow and shows how it is approximates the misfit surface
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using Voronoi cells.
Figure 3.4: The NA workflow. Here the ns/nr ratio is 5 so the algorithm is more refining than
exploratory, placing samples in only the 2 best cells for each iteration. (Taken from Erbas [48])
The Ensemble Kalman Filtering (EnKF) has become a popular method used in history
matching [51, 55]. There are two principle steps in evaluating the EnKF, the forward
step where our simulations are run forward in time from the previous time step and an
assimilation step where variables that describe the state of the system are updated in
accordance with the observed data. In contrast to calibration methods (such as stochas-
tic and gradient based methods), where a complete simulation run is required before
evaluating the quality of the match between the observed and simulated responses,
EnKF is a data assimilation method where the simulation models are run forward one
timestep at a time and the EnKF updates the model parameters before moving on to
the next timestep. The corrections are calculated from a time series analysis of the
discrepancies between the simulation and current observations [31].
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There are a number of examples of the application of EnKF to the history match-
ing problem, available in published literature. Gu and Oliver [53] applied EnKF to the
PUNQ-S3 model history matching problem by modifying geostatistical parameters. Lui
and Oliver [75] used a similar approach to history match a truncated Gaussian geostat-
sitical model of facies distributions. The same authors in another paper [74] showed
that the EnKF compared favourably with gradient based methods in history matching.
Optimisation efficiency can be further improved by inferring the simulation model re-
sponse prior to the actual simulation, to guide the sampling algorithm. Studies carried
out using EnABLE™ by Little et al [71] and Bustamante et al [24] combined experimen-
tal design to develop a proxy model of the simulation responses which aimed to guide
the optimisation algorithm towards better fitting models. Christie et al [29] applied ar-
tificial neural networks to interpolate the misfit surface either directly or by predicting
the reservoir response to calculate the misfit. The approach improved the efficiency of
sampling by reducing the number of expensive forward simulations required.
3.4 Probabilistic Uncertainty Quantification Methods
Baddley et al [8] identify that probabilistic estimates of uncertainty fall into subjective
(or more formally inductive) probability and objective (or statistical) probability. A
statistical probability is "a limiting value of relative frequency of an event over many
trials", and as such this branch of statistics is often termed Frequentist. It is an em-
pirical measure of probability based on its frequency of occurrence and can therefore
be tested by experiment and measurement if an appropriate number of measurements
can be gathered. This is often a problem for reservoir model parameters due to the
high cost of taking subsurface measurements. Inductive probability measurements, of
which Bayesian statistics represent that main methodology, describe an expectation of
a future event based on any amount of data. Such methods allow us to quantify the
uncertainty of a parameter even when the knowledge of that parameter is incomplete, or
even absent. As such Bayesian methodologies provide a way for us to quantify reservoir
uncertainty even when we have little knowledge for some reservoir parameters. This
thesis uses Bayesian methods to integrate static geological data and dynamic produc-
tion data and create an estimate of geological uncertainty. The Bayesian methodology
is described below.
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3.4.1 Bayes Theorem
Bayes’ Theorem [13] is a statistical method that allows us to update our estimates of
probability given an initial set of prior beliefs and some new data. The simplest version
of Bayes’ Theorem is given by Equation 3.2:
P(A|B) = P(B |A)P(A)
P(B)
(3.2)
In essence Bayes’ Theorem states that given an initial prior probability for event A,
P (A), we can calculate it’s new posterior probability P (A|B) based on the occurrence
of event B, through the conditional probability P (B|A) called the likelihood. P (A|B)
describes how likely event A is given an occurrence of event B. The likelihood is a little
more subtle, but a good description is to consider A as a possible scenario which has
an effect on B, which is known. The likelihood, P (B|A) therefore provides a measure
of how likely A is the cause of B. In terms of history matching this can be paraphrased
to how likely simulation model parameterisation A is given the historical data B.
A simple example of the application of Bayes’ Theorem is the Game Show problem, or
Monte Hall problem. The problem states that you are on a game show and your aim
is to locate a car which is hidden behind one of three doors (coloured Red, Blue and
Green). Behind the other two are goats (which you don’t want). The rules are that you
are asked to initially choose a door, let’s say you pick the Red one. The host knows what
is behind all of the doors and following your choice must open one of the doors that does
not contain the car and is not the door that you chose (e.g. he opens the Blue door). He
then asks if you would like to change your choice of door, but is it advantageous to do so?
First we define three situations that the prize is behind one of the doors as Ar, Ab and
Ag, and assume that each has an equal probability of containing the car (i.e. P (A) = 13).
Upon picking the Red door, the probability that the Host will choose the Blue door is
50%. For each of the three situations we can work out the probabilities as:
• If the prize is behind the Red door then the host can pick from either the Blue or
Green doors, therefore P (B|Ar) = 12 .
• If the prize is behind the Green door then the host must pick the Blue door, thus
P (B|Ag) = 1.
• If the prize is behind the Blue door then the host cannot choose it, thus P (B|Ab) =
0
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Using Bayes to calculate the posterior probabilities produces:
P(Ar |B) = P(B |Ar)P(Ar )
P(B)
=
1
2
× 1
3
1
2
=
1
3
(3.3)
P(Ag |B) = P(B |Ag)P(Ag)
P(B)
=
1 × 1
3
1
2
=
2
3
(3.4)
P(Ab |B) = P(B |Ab)P(Ab)
P(B)
=
0 × 1
3
1
2
= 0 (3.5)
Thus we are better off choosing the Green door as our chances of getting the car are
better.
A further application of Bayes’ Theorem is Bayesian inference, where we can make
judgements about a number of properties of a physical system based on some obser-
vations (typically some form of measured data) of that system. This can be applied
to the problem of predicting reservoir model parameters by updating the parameter
probabilities based on field observations such as production rates. If we state that m
are our model parameters, which we wish to estimate based on some observations, O,
then using Bayes’ Theorem we can calculate p(m|O) by:
p(m|O) = p(O |m)p(m)∫
p(O |m)p(m)dm (3.6)
Here we are considering continuous reservoir model parameters and as such use the con-
tinuous form of Bayes’ Theorem. Key to the inference steps are p(O|m) (the likelihood
function) and p(m) (the prior probability distribution). The integral at the denomi-
nator of Equation 3.6 is often considered a normalisation constant and as such we can
more simply describe Bayes’ Theorem as:
posterior ∝ likelihood × prior (3.7)
Thus to calculate the posterior probability we need to ascertain the likelihood and prior
values. The technical issues that need to be solved to do this are (1) how to calculate the
likelihood value based on the observed data and (2) calculate the posterior probabilities
based on the biased sample distributions produced from the optimisation algorithms.
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Likelihood definition
The typical method (and the method used throughout this thesis) for calculating the
likelihood is to use the misfit based on the production response of the reservoir and
that of the simulator. If for example we are matching on oil rate, then the likelihood,
p(O|m), is the probability that the measured observation is equal to the simulated value.
Based on the assumptions that the measurement errors at any time are (1) Gaussian,
(2) independent, (3) all have the same variance and (4) have a zero mean error, and
that there are no simulation errors, then we can define the likelihood at time step t as:
p(Ot |m) = 1
σ
√
2π
exp−1
2
(qobs − qsim)2t
σ2
(3.8)
where σ is the standard deviation of errors in the measured field data qobs is the ob-
served rate and qsim is the simulated rate.
As we assume that the errors are independent between time steps we can calculate the
joint probability density by taking the product of the probabilities of each measurement,
for N data points by:
p(O |m) = ( 1
σ
√
2π
)N
N∏
t=1
exp−1
2
(qobs − qsim)2t
σ2
(3.9)
As ( 1
σ
√
2π
)N is a constant:
p(O |m) ∝
N∑
t=1
exp−1
2
(qobs − qsim)2t
σ2
(3.10)
If we use a least squares description of misfit as in Equation 3.1, then we can simplify
the likelihood to:
p(Ot |m) ∝ e−M (3.11)
The relationship between the likelihood and the misfit, shown in Equation 3.11 means
we can calculate the likelihood values directly from the misfits of history matched model.
The misfit can be calculated using the least squares misfit given previously in Equation
3.1.
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3.4.2 Methods for Determining the Posterior Probability Distri-
butions
The process of generating probability distributions for a reservoir model, requires many
history matched models, typically referred to as the ensemble, to calculate the poste-
rior probability distribution (PPD). Such methods fit into a coherent framework like
the one shown in Figure 3.5, whereby a number of models are produced using an auto-
mated sampling algorithm (like one of those described in the Section 3.3.2), to produce
forecasts. Erbas [48] categorised 3 different types of method to determine the PPD:
Figure 3.5: Bayesian framework for uncertainty quantification (taken from Christie et al [29])
Type 1 Methods that categorise the PPD locally around the Maximum Likelihood (ML)
or Maximum a posteriori (MAP) (when the prior is incorporated)
Type 2 Methods that use a subset of the ensemble
Type 3 Methods that sample from the complete ensemble.
Examples of each of these method types are compared in Lui et al [72], which compares
the PPD’s produced from 5 techniques: Linearisation about the MAP (LMAP), Ran-
domised Maximum Likelihood (RML), Pilot Point (PP), Rejection Sampling (RS) and
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC). LMAP is an example of a Type 1 method, while
RML and PP are examples of Type 2. RS and MCMC are examples of methods that
sample the entire ensemble of models. LMAP techniques are applied to an ensemble
of models produced by some optimization method. Randomised Maximum Likelihood
(RML) nd Pilot Point methods are related to each other, PP being an approximation
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of RML.
Both RS and MCMC sample from the entire PPD based on an acceptance function.
RS produces independent samples from an initial model distribution and the resulting
model is either accepted or rejected (hence the name) based on the acceptance function.
MCMC produces a chain of randomly selected samples by taking a random step along
each parameter axis from the present location to a new model. The acceptance function
is then used to accept or reject the sample. The main problem with these methods is
that they do not include an optimization step and as such require a large number of
expensive samples to be produced in order to appropriately cover the PPD. Lui et al
described RS and MCMC type methods as correct for sampling the PPD, while the oth-
ers only approximated it. As such this thesis employs a methodology based on MCMC,
called NA-Bayes (NAB) [103].
The key difference between MCMC and NAB is that NAB is a "resampler", that can
be applied to an existing ensemble of models produced from a search algorithm, while
MCMC methods require that after each new proposed state of the Markov Chain, a new
model simulation is carried out and the misfit calculated. In short NAB not only infers
information from the entire ensemble, it can also be applied to an ensemble of models
generated using one of the many sampling algorithms that are available for estimation
problems so it improves the efficiency of sampling.
NAB uses Voronoi cells to interpolate values of misfit away from the known sample
points. It does this interpolation by simply assigning the cell a constant misfit value
equal to the sample point inside the cell. The accuracy of this interpolation is therefore
dependant on the volume of the cell and the undulosity of the misfit surface. If the
misfit changes significantly over short distances and/or the cell is very large, the sample
point misfit value is unlikely to be representative of the misfit across the entire cell.
After the cells have been assigned a misfit value NAB then employs a Gibbs sampler to
"resample" the ensemble of models by the following steps, as illustrated in Figure 3.6:
1. Choose an initial start point, labeled B on Figure 3.6. A typical start point is the
lowest misfit/maximum likelihood model.
2. From this point take a series of random steps along each parameter axis (i.e. two
steps for the example in Figure 3.6)
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Figure 3.6: Application of NAB, taken from Sambridge [103], showing two random walks of the
Gibbs sampler
.
3. For each axis an interval (in Figure 3.6 this is li to ui) is defined that covers the
entire parameter range. A conditional probability distribution function is created
for this interval by calculating the intersection points of the interval with the
ensemble’s Voronoi cells. This produces a PDF like the PNA(xi|x−i) shown in
Figure 3.6.
4. Each random step is proposed by a random uniform deviate to position the next
step along the interval.
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5. The step, xpi is accepted or rejected by the equation r ≤ PNA(x
p
i |x−i)
PNA(x
max
i |x−i) , where
PNA(x
max
i |x−i) is the maximum value of the conditional along the interval and r
is a second random deviate between 0 and 1.
6. If the step is rejected then the process is repeated until a step is accepted.
NAB is used throughout the rest of this thesis to produce the PPD. It has been used
in many publications including Subbey et al [116], Demyanov et al [45] and Erbas et
al [49].
Another popular methodology for approximating the PPD is to use a Response Surface
(RS) method. A response surface is an interpolated representation of the objective
function based on a limited number of sample values. Here the response surface is used
as a proxy for the simulation model responses and MCMC is used to sample the proxy
surface to create the PPD. Such a method was applied by Yeten et al [135] and White
and Royer [130] among others. An interpolation method is required to produce the
proxy surface, examples of which are least squares and Kriging (see Chapter 2).
Often the samples are chosen by an Experimental Design (ED) method which aims
to maximise the amount of information that can be gained from a limited number of
samples. There are a number of designs that can be applied to sample parameter space,
including 2-level factorial, 3-level factorial and Box-Behnken and D-Optimal designs.
An explanation of the different designs is given in Yeten [135], as well as a description
of the methodologies available to create the response surface from the ED results.
An experimental design and response surface framework was formalised White et al
[131], and has been applied to modelling the uncertainty in channelised geological mod-
els by Friedmann et al [52].
The main issue with response surface methods is that the small number of samples will
provide only an approximation of the true model response. Such methods are useful
for appraisal stage uncertainty analysis, where data is limited and no production data
is available however the accuracy of the proxy model is a function of the approach
used and the number of sample points available. The commercial software product
EnABLE™is based on response surface modelling.
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3.4.3 Describing the Results of Probabilistic Analysis
Performance predictions under uncertainty are described by choosing representative de-
terministic forecasts based on the probabilistic information in the posterior. A common
way to describe the range of uncertainty in the reservoir is to give the 80% confidence
intervals for the model distributions. This forecasted range should contain 80% of the
future measurements if our inferences are correct. The range is typically given as 3
values; P10 and P90 represent the extreme edges of the envelope and the P50 value
represents the mean forecast. P10 means that there is a 10% chance that the true value
is less that it, where as the P90 means that there is a 90% chance that the value is
smaller (or conversely that there is a 10% chance that the value is larger). Throughout
the rest of this thesis the terms P10, P50 and P90 are used to represent the ranges of
uncertainty and are calculated from the result of NAB of reservoir forecasts.
3.4.4 Model Parameterisation
Parameterisation can be defined as the description of a complex system in terms of a
discrete set of physically interpretable quantities that capture the key elements of that
system. The process of developing a model parameterisation for uncertainty quantifica-
tion is to identify the most important model components in terms of impact on flow and
degree of uncertainty, then define prior ranges for each of these parameters. A common
approach to history matching may be to parameterise the relative permeability curves,
as these are often uncertain due to the low number of available samples and the fact
that the sample must represent a cell or many cells but is unlikely to be representative
of such a heterogeneous system at the scale of model grid blocks. An example of rela-
tive permeability parameterisation is given in Okano [89] who history matched models
using the Corey and Cherichi calculations (see Dake [38] for a description on these),
and a B-Spline parameterisation which had extra parameters to account for sub grid
heterogeneity.
More geological parameterisation methods have been developed recently by a number of
authors to increase the geological validity of history matching. Silva et al [110] applied
a number of techniques to automated history matching different reservoirs from around
the world. In each case the key reservoir uncertainties were identified and a suitable
parameterisation was developed to reflect realistic variations in the reservoir geology.
In the case of Silva et al the parameterisation were an attempt to capture geological
uncertainty but predominantly dealt with intrinsically non-geological parameters such
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as permeability multipliers between layers. A truer representation of the geology would
for instance, take into account lateral variations in Kz between layers, rather than ap-
plying a global multiplier. As such this is not true geological parameterisation.
Key to defining an appropriate parameterisation is an adequate description of the pa-
rameter prior distributions and knowledge of the likely probability distributions of those
parameter, which may or may not conform to regular distribution shapes such as uni-
form or Gaussian. This requires an understanding of the sensitivity of reservoir pa-
rameters, knowledge of what parameters are the least certain, and the combination of
all available prior knowledge that can used to describe the probability of the uncertain
parameters.
3.4.5 The Importance of Prior Data
The Monte Hall example of Bayes’ Theorem given in Section 3.4.1 demonstrated how
prior data and new data can be used to make better judgements on which door to pick
to increase the chances of winning a prize. In that example the prior data assumed that
all doors are equally likely to contain the car and that the Host was equally likely to pick
either of the two remaining doors. These assumptions were made in this example to
simplify the calculation, however in reality there may be additional useful information
that can be used to improve our initial estimates of P (A) in Equation 3.2. Suppose we
know that the door containing the car is chosen by one person in the production staff
of the programme, and that for the last 4 weeks the car has been behind the Green
door, we might infer a different set of prior probabilities for the location of the car,
which increases the values for the Red and Blue doors (though such a choice ignores
the gambler’s fallacy (see Section 3.2)). The new estimates of posterior uncertainty,
given in Table 3.1, have been significantly affected by the new prior inferences, and now
suggest that the Red door that you initially chose is more likely to have the car behind it.
Prior data that incorporates the available knowledge about the probability of param-
eters, will improve the posterior probability estimates. All publications that apply a
Bayesian approach to uncertainty quantification incorporate a prior estimate, however
the amount of detail that is included in the prior is variable. Many studies [49, 45, 116]
use a simple uniform distribution, where all parameter combinations are of equal proba-
bility. Such priors are often described as "ignorant", however no prior can be described
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Colour P (A) P (B) P (B|A) P (A|B)
Red 1
3
1
2
1
2
1
3
Green 1
3
1
2
1 2
3
Blue 1
3
1
2
0 0
Red (new prior) 1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
Green (new prior) 1
10
1
2
1 1
5
Blue (new prior) 1
4
1
2
0 0
Table 3.1: Calculated probabilities for the Monte Hall example from Bayes’ Theorem.
The colouration of the text represents the colour of the door in question.
Figure 3.7: The effect of different uniform prior distributions on the inferences of posterior uncer-
tainty, taken from Annan and Hargreaves [6]. Here 3 uniform prior distributions, shown by the dashed
lines, are used to calculate 3 posterior estimates of uncertainty (the coloured solid lines) based on a
fixed likelihood function (solid black line). For each case the P95 of the posterior is given by a coloured
dotted line.
as a complete state of ignorance as even uniform priors assign a level of belief to a spe-
cific value from within its distribution. The main issue with uniform prior distributions
is that for a given prior, it is unlikely that the P0 to P10 range is as likely as the P40
to P50 range.
Annan and Hargreaves [6] demonstrates the effect of using different uniform priors to
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calculate the posterior uncertainty in climate sensitivity, as shown in Figure 3.7. Even
given the same likelihood function for the quality of fit of the model, the posterior
inferences are quite different and the P95 values vary between 7°C and 34°C. The use
of expert priors, where the full prior knowledge of uncertainty is included, was shown
by Annan and Hargreaves [6] to significantly reduce the range of posterior uncertainty,
even when the prior definition is purposely distorted to favour unlikely high tempera-
ture increase models. Craig et al [35] describe a method for eliciting prior information
and constructing prior models for an oil field problem using bayes linear methods.
A further issue in defining model priors is the effect of increasing the dimensionality
of our parameterisation on sampling efficiency. For one dimensional parameter space,
our samples will fall within one standard deviation 80% of the time. When we move
to two dimensions the number of samples that fall into one standard deviation of both
parameter axes is reduced to 64% and by the time we get to 10 dimensions only 10%
of our samples fall in the P10-P90 range, the rest are located towards the edge of pa-
rameter space. The phenomenon is known as the Curse of Dimensionality [14]. For
higher-dimensional problems, like the ones we face when history matching our reservoir
models, we can improve the number of sample points that will fall within the P10-P90
range through the use of sub-surface information to better define our prior probabilities.
As mentioned in Section 3.2, prior geological data may be sourced from qualitative
sources such as expert opinion as well as quantitative sources such as measured data
from the field or from outcrop. An approach to gathering qualitative expert knowledge
is through elicitation. As previously cited, Welsh et al [128] and Curtis and Wood [36]
describe elicitation methods to convert subjective beliefs of an individual or group into
a prior probability distribution, which is applicable for use in a Bayesian framework.
Wood and Curtis [134] used quantitative data taken from published data on carbon-
ate formations to define uniform prior ranges of geological process model. The result
was a posterior probability distribution of geological models based on prior environ-
mental data and a likelihood function based on the quality of fit of the model to well
data. More recently Suzuki et al [117] created priors from a combination of structural
interpretations and stochastic realisations of those interpreted models. This method
parameterises the geology by creating a number of initial models covering the range
of geological eventualities then, by way of a distance measure which groups models
according to their similarity, parameter space is greatly simplified to a small number
of parameters that describe the similarity between models. This has the advantage of
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reducing the number of history match parameters and creating a geologically realistic
prior definition.
3.5 Other Uncertainty Quantification Methods
Other methods for characterising the uncertainty are broadly termed either possibility
methods or hybrid methods of possibility and probability theory [10]. Possibility meth-
ods describe methods like Fuzzy logic, Interval analysis and Possibility theory. Of these
methods only a significant effort in reservoir modelling has been made for Fuzzy Logic.
Fuzzy logic describes an entity as having a degree of membership to a logical set rather
than a complete membership. For instance we may describe 0℃ as being a member of
"cold" and 100℃ as being a member of "hot", however we have no frame of reference
to describe the set to which 50℃ belongs. Fuzzy logic assigns a value between 0 and 1
to describe the degree of membership, where 1 is completely belonging to a set and 0 is
not belonging to a set. For our temperature example 0℃ has a value of 1 for the "cold"
set and 0 for the "hot" set, 100℃ has a membership of 1 for the "hot" set and 0 for
the "cold" set, and 50℃ has a degree of membership of 0.5 for both "hot" and "cold".
All objects together (i.e. here we have temperatures) belong to a fuzzy set to which
they have a degree of membership. Like in classic logic we can apply rules to fuzzy sets,
which allows for expert opinion to be encapsulated using so called fuzzy rules. Nord-
lund [85] describes the FUZZIM fuzzy logic software applied to stratigraphic modelling
under uncertainty. A more comprehensive description of fuzzy logic in geology can be
found in Demicco and Klir [43].
3.6 A Discussion on the Choice of Method(s) for Un-
certainty Quantification
A summary of the various parameter estimation and posterior probability distribution
estimation methods are provided in Figures 3.8 and 3.9 along with a description of the
relative pros and cons of each. When choosing a suitable algorithm or set of algorithms
for quantifying uncertainty we need to balance the following criteria:
1. The number of iterations required to find a good history match
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2. The diversity in parameter space of those history matches
3. The computational overhead of the search algorithm itself
4. The computational overhead of the simulation model and other computational
processes that are required to provide a reservoir production simulation
5. The overhead required to calculate the posterior probabilities if the sampling
algorithm does not achieve this by itself (i.e. not a uniform monte carlo (UMC)
or MCMC method).
6. The computational resource available, which includes the speed of the individual
node (i.e. the computer where the calculations are carried out) and the number
of nodes that are available to run parallel calculations on.
7. The amount of computer storage available to collect results.
8. The amount of time available to carry out the simulation runs, so that the results
can be used to make decisions with.
The key constraint for real field applications is time, as there is always a limited amount
of time to produce results and use those results in development decisions. This con-
straint will be defined by the scope and timescale of the project. The next most impor-
tant constraint is the overheads of the simulation model and the estimation algorithm.
For all estimation methods described above, including MCMC and RS, the only al-
gorithm that has any significant overhead are the gradient based methods and proxy
modelling methods. Lui et al [72] state the gradient calculation can take up to 20% of
the total simulation time for complex parameter spaces. Stochastic methods such as
GA, NA, PSO, UMC and MCMC require an insignificant amount of computational re-
source when they choose the locations to take samples and produce a greater diversity
of history matched models from across parameter space. The reduced overhead and
the fact that gradient based methods get easily entrapped in local minima means that
stochastic methods are more suitable to the history matching problem.
The most significant computational overhead for a stochastic parameter estimation
method is therefore the time taken to run each simulation. For even simple fields this
can be several minutes to run, up to several hours for complex models based on detailed
geological descriptions. Therefore we wish to choose an algorithm that finds the greatest
number and diversity of history matched models in the shortest number of iterations.
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UMC, MCMC and RS have no built-in heuristic to guide sampling towards good fitting
model therefore they require a significantly larger number of samples to locate good
fitting models. In Erbas [48] a comparison between GA, NA and UMC (equivalent in
parameter estimation efficiency to MCMC) was carried out. GA and NA were able to
find the majority of the good regions of parameter space, however over 100,000 itera-
tions of UMC were required as opposed to 5,000 for NA and GA. In the results of Erbas
[48] NA and GA performed fairly comparably to each other, with GA showing a greater
diversity of models in the resulting ensemble. Both algorithms missed some features of
parameter space that were covered by UMC, however even for the simple simulation
case used in this study (the so called IC Fault model), the total run time for the UMC
case was over 5000 CPU hours (divide this by the number of CPU’s to calculate the
total run time) as opposed to 160 for the GA and NA. For a 30 node cluster (probably
at least twice the number of nodes available in most oil companies based on the authors
experience) this is the equivalent of 7 days simulation time for UMC as opposed to 5
hours for a GA or NA. As such any standard monte carlo technique is unsuitable for
the task of automatic history matching.
A further factor impacting on the choice of algorithm is the specifics of the algorithm’s
heuristics and the tuning parameters that are required to optimise the algorithm effi-
ciency. For instance GA’s may or may not have a mutation parameter depending on the
specific implementation used [48], and the method for choosing between which parents
crossover is carried out is highly varied (a few of the methods are listed in Erbas [48]).
Therefore a comparison of the performance of different direct search algorithms is a
complex task as there are many factors that impact on performance in finding history
matches. Erbas and Christie [49] describe the impact on predictions of uncertainty from
the use of different sampling algorithms and showed that comparable GA and NA runs
produce different forecasts of uncertainty that would lead to different business decision
being made. For the GA case the results suggested that a new infill well should not be
drilled, whereas for NA the posterior probability suggested that the new well would be
economic. The difference in results is due to an insufficient number of samples being
taken by both algorithms, because of time constraints on the work, thus the ensem-
ble of models for both is different as both the algorithms found different good fitting
regions. To compensate for this we must either increase the number of iterations of
the estimation algorithm or reduce the volume of parameter space. The latter can be
achieved through the introduction of geological prior data to reduce the possible range
of models to a smaller subset and this process is described later in section 3.4.5.
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Erbas [48] also showed that NA in general quicker at finding well matched models,
whereas GA is more exploratory in nature. The fast refining nature of NA can be bal-
anced to increase the diversity of models by setting the ns/nr ratio to 1. Based on the
information, the choice of NA as a parameter estimation algorithm can be supported,
due to its good performance in locating good history matches and its ability to balance
exploration and exploitation. In addition the author had easy access to NA within the
research group at Heriot-Watt university meaning that using this algorithm would allow
more time for development of parameterisation techniques.
NAB was chosen as it provided a robust method of producing probabilistic results with
a greater accuracy (as it uses the entire ensemble) than LMAP, PP or RML, without the
computational overhead of using MCMC or RS directly as sampling algorithms. While
MCMC and RS sampled from the entire PPD, they lack the ability of direct search
algorithms such as NA and GA, to converge on regions of parameter space that provide
good solutions (history matches). As such MCMC and RS will require a significantly
larger population of models. NAB effectively makes a proxy model of the likelihood
surface which is then resampled by MCMC and the value of the cell is used as the
proxy for the simulation model misfit. The computational overhead for NAB is also
dependant on the setup of the algorithm. The user has to define the number of steps for
the Markov chain and the burn in period for the algorithm (a number of samples taken
by MCMC at the beginning of the run which are excluded to improve the robustness
of the results). Throughout this thesis the same settings for NAB were used, with an
overall Markov chain length of 500,000 steps and a burn in period of 50,000. The NAB
code used in all cases was not parallelised, resulting an average CPU time of 4 hours.
This run time is dependant on the number of dimensions to the problem, with the CPU
time increasing with the number of uncertain parameters. This additional calculation
time on top of the CPU time for NA to produce an ensemble of well matched models
is in significant in comparison with the amount of time to run full forward monte carlo
(MCMC, UMC) simulations from which the posterior probability could be calculated.
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3.7 A Framework for Uncertainty Quantification Includ-
ing Geological Information
The integration of geological knowledge into a robust framework for uncertainty quan-
tification can be carried out based on the generic Bayesian uncertainty quantification
framework such as Figure 3.5. This integration requires extra steps whereby the prior
ranges that are sampled include a number of geological parameter priors that relate to
some sort of geological model, that is run prior to the reservoir simulator, to produce
the simulation grid and its static components.
The parameterisation of the reservoir geology may require a number of modelling meth-
ods in combination, e.g. we may choose to create a static reservoir model, then deform it
using a geomechanical method to represent the structural elements of the reservoir. To
account for such eventualities a parameterisation scheme that hierarchically describes
the geological components of a reservoir has been developed based on describing a reser-
voir as a set of discrete events that occurred throughout the reservoirs lifetime. Event
types are either Depositional, Deformational, Diagenetic or Pore fluid, and the event
based scheme is given in Figure 3.10.
This parameterisation scheme can then be attached to the existing Bayesian frame-
work for uncertainty quantification, where the order of modelling is defined as a list of
events, allowing the different models and parameterisations to interact appropriately to
create a simulation grid for the reservoir simulator. This is shown in Figure 3.11 and
is used throughout the rest of the work in the thesis. This scheme is later adapted in
Chapter 5.2 to allow prior information to be added to the event based structure and
relate the modelling method to the appropriate prior information for Bayesian inference.
The basic pattern of this uncertainty workflow is encapsulated in code (henceforth know
as uncertainty code) and in general works as follows:
Step 1 All modelling packages that are needed to construct a realistic geological reser-
voir model are built and the workflow for constructing that model must be saved
such that it can be run to create the model from the raw data, given a new set of
input values (most commercial geological modelling software offers this facility).
An ordered list, termed the event list, that represents the overall workflow of all
modelling packages used to construct the final geological model is provided to the
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Figure 3.10: Event-based framework for Geological Parameterisation
uncertainty code.
Step 2 An upscaling workflow is included when the geological model is at a higher grid
resolution than the simulation model. This can be part of the geological model
workflow, part of the simulation model workflow or a separate programme. The
input will be the geological model grid and the output will be an upscaled grid
that can be used by a reservoir simulator in a reasonable time frame.
Step 3 A reservoir simulation model (e.g. eclipse ™) is built based on the imported
static (possibly upscaled) grid produced from the geological modelling software.
All reservoir simulation specific parameters (i.e. those related to the fluid and
fluid rock interactions) are defined in this model.
Step 4 The parameters chosen to be uncertain are then identified in the modelling
workflow and are replaced by keywords that the uncertainty code links to a pa-
rameter. This is typically done by replacing the number in the text files that are
the model workflows with a unique text string. All files that contain parameters
that will be changed are listed as an input to the uncertainty code.
Step 5 The parameter prior ranges are then defined in the setup of NA (or which ever
estimation algorithm you choose).
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Step 6 Next the variance or the data noise is added to the misfit function. In the case
of a simple least squares misfit this means a variance value for each data source
used, measured from the data using one of the methods mentioned in section
3.3.2.
Step 7 The automated process is started. For a given iteration the parameter prior
ranges are sampled from and the returned value is assigned to the relevant keyword
in the uncertainty code. The code then carries out a search and replace for each
model workflow (both geological and reservoir simulation) replacing the previously
inserted keywords with the sampled parameter values.
Step 8 Once the parameter values have been replaced the geological models in the
overall workflow list are run in turn to produce a static model.
Step 9 The model is then upscaled if necessary and passed to the simulation model
which is run on the new geological grid.
Step 10 The simulation response misfit is measured and the misfit values are stored
along with the parameter combination to be used by the sampling algorithm in
choosing the next iteration.
Step 11 Iterations of the model are run until the required number have been produced
or some other criteria defined in the sampling algorithm is met.
Step 12 Once the complete ensemble of models is produced NAB is run on the output
to produce posterior probabilities.
Step 13 The models sampled from by NAB are then simulated forward into the future
to make forecasts over the range of estimated posterior probability. The CDF
for the posteriors is calculated and P10, P50 and P90 production profiles are
estimated from the simulation forecasts of the NAB posterior models.
The key elements of the uncertainty code described above relate to the steps in Figure
3.11. The novelty of this approach is that the different geological events can be captured
in separate geological modelling software packages which are optimised to capture their
detail. The event list describes what modelling packages are run and in what order.
Additionally bespoke code can be added to the event list to pre/post process the results
of each commercial geological modelling software when necessary. Once the static geo-
logical model has been produced and upscaled it is then passed to the simulator. This
tightly links the geological and simulation workflows such that complex combinations
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of simulation software packages and bespoke code can be linked together in a coherent
workflow, which is then bolted on to an existing uncertainty framework. This basic
method is used throughout the rest of the thesis, however the details of the specific
methods of parameterisation are described more fully for each case study.
Figure 3.11: Augmented Bayesian framework for uncertainty quantification which incorporates the
event based framework. Parameterisations of the various geological events are passed onto the geo-
model(s) that create the simulation grid. The represents an extra step on top of those listed in Figure
3.5
In all cases the basic geological model is constructed using IRAP RMS™ however the
model may then be augmented by external code that pre-processes inputs to the model.
Such code will be described separately for each case study where required. Additionally
there is an overview of the code structure and some details of the individual parame-
terisation methods in Appendix A.
RMS was used as each model is constructed from a number of text files (called .master
files) that can be easily modified by computer code. The RMS workflows that are used
to build a geomodel are exposed in these text files and the contents can be parame-
terised. As such any parameter that exists in an RMS workflow can be parameterised.
3.8 Nomenclature for Uncertainty Quantification
The published work on uncertainty quantification uses the words model, parameterisa-
tion, realisation, and scenario, often interchangeably. As such, this section is intended
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to define a set meaning for these terms so that there is no ambiguity for the reader.
In essence a Bayesian framework represents a real system by a model, based on the
interpretation of the geologist, and then chooses a set of parameters from that model
to define the prior. Based on this hierarchy the following terminology is defined:
Truth : This is the real reservoir geology. This can never be known with certainty due
to the complexity and lack of data available. There is only one "Truth".
Scenario : This is the particular interpretation of the reservoir that is chosen as a
basis for the modelling effort. The number of Scenarios is equal to the number
of interpretations that exist.
Model : This is a particular method of capturing the interpreted geology for a Sce-
nario. For any geological interpretation, there may be a number of modelling
methods that are possible (e.g. the reservoir facies could be modelled using an
object modelling method, a variogram based geostatistical method such as SIS,
multi-point statistics or a sedimentary process model).
Parameterisation : This is the collection of Model parameters, and their related prior
probabilities, chosen to represent the uncertainty of a reservoir. For instance we
might, for a given geomodel, have two parameterisations that focus on different
sets of model parameters.
Realisation : This is a particular combination of parameters, for a particular Param-
eterisation of a particular Model of a particular Scenario. If we have produced
for example, 2000 iterations of a particular Parameterisation , then one of those
2000 iterations is a Realisation.
Case Study : This one or a collection of related simulations, which aim to test a par-
ticular geological idea, based on a number of Scenarios, Models of those Scenarios,
Parameterisations of those Models, and Realisations of those Parameterisations.
An example of this might be to have two different models of the same geology,
on which we would like to test two different parameterisations that (1) alter the
model surfaces and (2) alter the surfaces and the fault locations.
This terminology is applied throughout the rest of the thesis.
Chapter 4
Application of Geological
Parameterisation Principles to
Synthetic Models
4.1 Introduction
The use of synthetic models is common in all aspects of numerical simulation of real
world objects. The purpose of such efforts is often to test the effect of model param-
eters on a well constrained model, as our real life cases may be complex and poorly
constrained. This is almost always the case for petroleum reservoir modelling, as there
is a high degree of system complexity in the distribution of reservoir facies, and there
is little information to constrain the model in between the sparsely scattered well data.
Synthetic models are 100% known and therefore allow us to check specific model pa-
rameter sensitivities.
For this thesis, synthetic models have been used to test parameter sensitivities and
develop techniques for the future geological parameterisation of real field models. The
first case study was developed to test the robustness of the geological parameterisation
scheme described in Chapter 3. It is based on an outcrop of fluvial facies in Northern
Spain, modelled using the IRAP RMS™ facies:elementary object modelling package.
This test case was developed as a first trial of the newly developed Geological Param-
eterisation scheme. As such the model chosen had to be simple, yet have some level
of realism to provide useful results. The second case study was created to handle the
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modelling of faults, and is a simple layered 3D model, on which the sensitivities different
fault geometries and seal related parameters are tested. It also represented a simple
model on which to develop structural parameterisation techniques.
4.2 Synthetic Study 1: La Serreta Outcrop
4.2.1 Fluvial Reservoir Geology
The term fluvial is described in Kearey [63] as pertaining to a river or stream. Fluvial
deposits or facies are the result of the deposition from river channels, more broadly
termed alluvial facies, which comprises gravel, sand, mud and coal deposits. Full refer-
ences for the description of alluvial facies can be found in Bridge [22], Leeder [68], and
Miall [79], however this section will include an introduction to the types of structures
found and the relevant terminology for alluvial deposits.
Various classification schemes have been developed that identify key types of fluvial
system and are a common way of imparting ideas about the types of facies architecture
that can be expected. Classification schemes are based on processes observed in modern
river systems, or descriptions from outcrop. Two such classifications for fluvial deposits
are Schumm [109] and Miall (1977 as referenced from Bridge [22] and Miall [79]). Both
schemes are popular with geologists as the provide a simple method of differentiating
between fluvial depositional systems and they are applied extensively in description
of ancient alluvial deposits. With increasing knowledge of fluvial processes, modern
schemes have become much more complex (e.g. Rosgen [100]) in an attempt to reflect
reality better. While all classification schemes are a simplification of reality they do
provide a method by which highly complex systems can be understood and inferences
about their deposits can be attained [80]. As long as the inherent uncertainty in using
these methods is understood then they can provide the geologist with useful information.
The Miall [79] and Schumm [109] classification schemes identify 4 main types of river
system, meandering, braided, anastomising, and straight. Straight and meandering
type rivers, represent a single channel system, with the latter type having the sinuous
form most non-experts associate with a river. Straight channels are not commonly pre-
served in the rock record as they tend to form in steep sloped and hence high energy
areas. Braided and anastomising rivers are multi-channel systems. An anastomising
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system is a complex network of many channels of variable sinuosity, that creates on a
large scale, a single complex network. The multiple channels of a braided system are
created by the development of in-channel bars and islands, due to overloading of the
river with sediment load. The paths of the channels formed between the bars changes
rapidly over time due to constant movement of the bars downstream, through erosion
and redeposition of the river bedload.
Such classification schemes are not without problems. The absolute classification either
of braided or anastomising rivers is critiqued by Bridge [22] as being too rigid, and it is
noted by Miall [79] that there are many gradations between the different channel clas-
sifications. Anastomising rivers are clear cut where single sinuous channels are present,
however this distinction is not so easy for some braided rivers which may exhibit some
anastomising characteristics (e.g. the Brahmaputra River [22]).
Differences in the distribution and types of facies assemblages (coherent groups of as-
sociated lithofacies) present in the rock record, can identify the characteristic signs of
the four different channel types. Examples of such facies types are bar deposits and
bedforms of uni-directional flow. Architectural elements were developed by Miall [79]
to define key groups of facies assemblages that help identify the system type. A key
difference of meandering and braided systems is how the sediment load is deposited.
In all channelised systems the main reservoir facies are located within the channels.
In the case of meandering rivers, the main sand units are deposited on the inside of
the meander bends, forming "point bar" deposits. In braided systems the sands are
deposited in the braid bars and islands that create the multi channel morphology of the
system.
The differences are quite pronounced in terms of reservoir connectivity, where the braid
bars (the principle geobody type in braided river deposits) amalgamate both verti-
cally and laterally, forming multi-lateral (many channels amalgamated laterally), multi-
storey (many channels amalgamated vertically) deposits, and the meandering river pro-
duces discrete point bars, which will only be connected to each other via the abandoned
channel, over lying point bar deposits and any other permeable overbank facies such
as crevasse splays. These differences in architecture are important to the reservoir flow
performance, however most commercial geomodelling software does not account for the
presence of point bars effectively, preferring to instead model the channels and asso-
ciated overbank deposits. A good comparison of the commonly used approaches in
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reservoir modelling can be found in Journel [61]. More recent developments in geomod-
elling have been aimed at capturing the distribution of point bar deposits, such as the
work of Wen, [129], Barens [11] and Demyanov et al [44].
Process based approaches are a more recent development in geological modelling and
have been applied to fluvial systems by several researchers (a good review can be found
in Bridge [22]). Such methods use data gained from investigating modern rivers or
experimentation with sand tanks to recreate the physics of river processes based on
numerical methods. The difficulty of matching the model with static well data is a key
problem in applying this approach (see Section 2.3.2), so while the method has merit
in directly parameterising the physics of the geological processes it is not yet at a stage
where it can be applied to the history matching problem.
4.2.2 Geological Setting
The La Serreta outcrop was first studied in detail by Hirst [56]. Located in the Ebro
Basin, Northern Spain, La Serreta is part of the Oligo-Miocene Huesca distributive flu-
vial system. Located in a proximal position in the system the resulting architecture is
of multilateral/multistorey sandbodies formed in a meandering system due to the low
channel stability that is associated with proximal locations. The resulting strata have
a high net/gross and overall a good reservoir quality.
As can be seen from Figure 4.1 , the outcrop represents an excellent exposure of the
preserved features and has exposure both parallel (on the south west facing exposures)
and perpendicular (on the south east facing exposures) to the palaeocurrent direction.
Figure 4.1 (c) shows the results of the Hirst [56] mapping of the outcrop and contains
a good amount of detail from which to construct a model, which can also be seen in
the photo panel Figure 4.1 (d). The La Serreta deposits for complex architectures that
would in detail, be difficult to model and fully parameterise. We can however produce
a model that captures the general trends observed in the outcrop on which we can
develop the geological parameterisation code.
There are 3 types of channel facies identified at the outcrop representing channelised
flow in major and intermediate channels and overbank ribbon sands, here termed minor
channels. These are shown in Figure 4.1 (a), and their approximate distribution over
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the outcrop is shown in Figure 4.1 (b). A lateral trend across the outcrop is identi-
fied moving from the channelised system (major and intermediate channel facies) to the
west into the minor ribbon sands to the east (i.e. from location E to S on Figure 4.1 (b)).
4.2.3 Model Parameterisation
A common way of creating models of channelised systems is to use object modelling
methods due to the realistic shapes that they reproduce. The facies architecture is
represented by sinuous channel objects, which contain the net sands of the reservoir, in
a typically low permeability matrix. Point bars are not modelled in this case due to the
fact that RMS like most other geomodelling software, is unable to describe point bar
deposits. Alternative methods already mentioned (e.g. Barens [11]) could be applied on
future work to include these more realistic reservoir geometries. A typical channel ob-
ject and its related parameters is given in Figure 4.2. The parameters describe the key
geometric properties of the channels, and the genetically related groups of channels that
form "channel belts". Channel sand volumes in the reservoir are distributed according
to the individual channel dimensions (width and height), the number of channels, and
a net/gross parameter. Sinuosity is an indication of the tortuosity of the channel, and
is measured by the difference between the distance travelled along the channel between
2 points, and the distance travelled in a straight line between the same 2 points. For
the regular sinusoidal channel shapes used in most commercial modelling packages, the
amplitude and wavelength are a function of the channel sinuosity. Channel belt param-
eters define the number of channels in the belt, the lateral spread of those channels,
and the sinuosity (if any) in the channel belt.
Based on the outcrop data a simple 3D geomodel was created which mirrored the
east/west facies trends in the other direction creating a 3.5 × 2 km conceptual model
(see Figure 4.3 (a)). Pseudo wells containing facies distributions and porosity and
permeability data were created to facilitate the population of the model grid with rea-
sonable property distributions. Properties were chosen to be simple linear relationships
between porosity and permeability for each facies. The objects are then populated
with porosity and permeability values according to the facies type. Finally a sector
model (Figure 4.3 (b)) to simulate on was created from a section from the centre of
the geomodel, and upscaled to allow quicker simulation times, using a simple arith-
metic/harmonic averaging scheme for permeability. Two cases for the sector model
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Figure 4.2: Channel geomodel object parameters.
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Figure 4.3: La Serreta model definition. (a) The geomodel, (b) Sector model used for simulation,
(c) Simulation model relative permeabilities, (d) Truth case production profiles
were developed using simple Cartesian grids, one with 6,000 cells (NX=30, NY=20,
NZ=10) and one with 28,000 cells (NX=35, NY=20, NZ=40) and a higher vertical
resolution to better capture the half cylinder shape of the channels. These were created
to look at the effect of model grid resolution on history matching and forecasting. The
model is restricted in size to maintain a quick simulation speed, representing a 1.5 × 2
km section of the centre of the reservoir. A truth case model was created for each grid
to represent a real field for this study and production profiles were produced for oil and
water rates, for a history match period of 5,000 days. To represent the noise present in
most measured production data, random Gaussian noise was added to the simulation
output, to create the finalised truth case production profiles, as shown in Figure 4.3 (d).
An overview of this case study, including a description of the model setup and work-
flow and the NA and NAB algorithm setups and performances is included in Figure 4.4.
Reservoir simulation was carried out using the Eclipse™ black oil simulator. A simple
producer/injector pair was added to in the centre of the model, in-line with the major
(2km) axis. Production and injection well limits of 1000 STBPD were included in the
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Parameter Major Intermediate Minor Effect on Flow
Prior Truth Prior Truth Prior Truth
Channel width (m) 5-35 22 3-18 8 2-10 3 Connectivity
Orientation -30 - 30 0 -30 - 30 0 -30 - 30 0 Connectivity
Volume (%) 3-15 11 15-35 22 8-20 14 Connectivity and
K/φ distribution
Table 4.1: La Serreta model parameterisation: Prior ranges and truth case parameter
values for the 9 chosen uncertain parameters. Model prior probabilities are described
by uniform prior distributions.
model set up and a BHP limit of 1500 psi was set on the production well to represent a
simple development scenario. The model had no gas cap or solution gas and there was
no aquifer present. Oil density was set to 53 lb/ft3 and a simple relative permeability
curve was used for all the modelled facies (Figure 4.3 (c)).
Three parameters were selected for each of the facies types, totalling 9 uncertain pa-
rameters. The chosen "Truth" case parameter values are listed in Table 4.1 along with
the uniform prior ranges for the 9 parameters.
This case study uses the same new event list process for producing uncertainty esti-
mates as described in Chapter 3.7. In this case the event list only contains one item
which is a single run of IRAP RMS™ to produce a reservoir simulation grid based by
changing the parameter settings for the channel objects in the IRAP RMS™ workflow.
IRAP RMS™ allows a workflow to be saved such that a model can be recreated from
a single command and the workflow can be edited by external scripts. As such IRAP
RMS™and Eclipse™can linked together in an automated workflow. In the case of this
case study, the section of the IRAP RMS™workflow that related to channel facies mod-
elling was edited by the uncertainty code.
4.2.4 Results and Discussion
As mentioned in Section 4.2.3, two different simulation grids were developed to demon-
strate the robustness of the geological parameterisation approach, and look at the effect
of scale on history matching and forecasting. For the sake of simplicity, the 6,000 cell
model will be termed Coarse, and the 28,000 cell model will be termed Fine. The first
scenario matches the Coarse truth case model using the Coarse truth case grid. The
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second scenario matches the Fine grid truth case profiles using the Coarse grid model,
to assess how model resolution changes uncertainty quantification. The Neighbourhood
Approximation algorithm was used to produce an ensemble of 7,500 model runs for each
scenario. The misfit function used was a simple least squares misfit function for oil and
water production rates and producer BHP. As the total rate is a model constraint, the
water rate is not included in the misfit definition. NA-Bayes resampling of the misfit
ensemble was carried out using a 500,000 step random walk. Based on the NA-Bayes
results the P10/P50/P90 forecasts were produced, running forward for a period of 5,000
days.
The results of Coarse and Fine grid scenarios can be see in Figure 4.5. The top
section of Figure 4.5 is an image of the model grid showing the spatial distribution
of porosity. Channels can be clearly seen in both images, with the narrower Minor
channels visible in the Fine model. The bottom image is a graph of the P10, P50 and
P90 reservoir forecasts produced from the NAB results. The central section of Figure
4.5 shows the distribution of sample points chosen by NA throughout parameter space,
displayed using a Voronoi plot (for a description see Chapter 3.3.2). Here the Voronoi
plot represents the orientation and channel width parameters, where the dark blue cells
indicate a low misfit and the light blue cells represent a high misfit of more than 10,000.
The yellow circles highlight clusters of good fitting models in parameter space, where
we define a "low" misfit as being below 200.
Figure 4.5 shows that both Coarse and Fine models produce good history matched
models, sample in similar regions of parameter space and produce similar forecasts.
This indicates that the important geological features present in the Fine grid model
can be resolved in the Coarse model, and the effect of sub grid features, predomi-
nantly the minor channels has an insignificant effect on flow. The addition of more
geological detail such as property trends, and laminar features as the model gets finer,
may well cause a significant increase in the impact solution error on history matching.
Additionally, the use of more realistic object shapes may prove to have an effect on
history match quality. Overall the results show that we can successfully history match
geological models in a Bayesian framework based on the parameter values that define
the shapes, sizes, volumes and orientations of geologically realistic objects in existing
object modelling software, and based on those history matches produce forecasts of the
reservoir uncertainty.
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Figure 4.5: A comparison between the Coarse and Fine grid models
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One point to note is that the uniform priors used in this case study assign equally
probabilities to all parameter combinations. In this example the channel width was
changed while the channel height remained constant, however in reality there is a cor-
relation between the width and height of fluvial channels. This point is expanded on
in the next chapter when more realistic prior information is applied to parameterising
a channelised model. At this point we can conclude that parameterising a channelised
model is possible and can locate good fitting models based on realistic geological shapes.
Based on published data and the results of this initial study we can assume that all
facies modelling methods can be parameterised and used in history matching and un-
certainty quantification. The shape of the model into which the facies are placed is
dependant on the key tectonic events and the resulting deformation of the rocks. The
next section deals with parameterising the deformational elements of the reservoir, so
that uncertainty in the reservoir structure can be evaluated.
4.3 Synthetic Study 2: Parameterisation of Faults
4.3.1 Introduction
While the La Serreta synthetic model was principally developed to test the practicalities
of geological parameterisation on commercial software, and to get some initial indica-
tions of the relative importance of model parameters and the effect of grid resolution,
this synthetic model study is more related to developing useful techniques in the pa-
rameterisation of structural features, in this case faults. In this section we will discuss
the impact of faults on reservoir productivity, their origin and abundance in nature,
and practical methods in parameterising faults to capture their uncertainty.
4.3.2 Faults and Structural Geological Theory
While regional tectonic processes drive the formation of depositional regions where
reservoir rocks are formed, those same tectonic forces deform the rocks due to the build
up of stresses locally around the reservoir. These deformations are important as they
create opportunities for reservoirs to form by the development of trapping structures,
and they also make field development more difficult by increasing the complexity of
the reservoir architecture. The key aspects of structural geology are stress and strain.
Stress is the force per unit area applied to an object, whereas strain is the change in
volume of an object to due the application of stress. Rocks accommodate strain through
brittle (i.e. the rock breaks along a line of weakness in the rocks) or plastic (the rock
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stretches from one shape to another without breaking) deformation in a number of
ways, the most common of which are faults, folds and fractures.
Folds are a previously flat set of strata that have been bent over through plastic de-
formation. The two common forms of folds are anticlines and synclines, of which the
anticline is the most important in terms of oil exploration as when it occurs in a suit-
able pairing of reservoir and cap rocks, it can form huge trapping structures such as
the Zakum Field [4] and the Prudhoe Bay Field and satellites [59] (discussed later in
Chapter 7).
Faults and fractures are discontinuities or breaks in the rock strata, where faults have
a visible displacement between the 2 sides of the discontinuity, offsetting the strata on
either side. Fractures can be formed as a result of tension or by a small immeasurable
shearing of the rocks such that the displacement cannot be observed and as such can-
not be called faults. They tend to occur over a shorter distance in comparison with
faults, however they are important components of many low permeability reservoirs as
a conduit for oil production, particularly in carbonate reservoirs such as the Asmari
Formation reservoirs of southern Iran [69]. Faults can also create conduits for flow of
fluid across the reservoir and provide important pathways for oil emplacement in reser-
voirs. More often they form partitions between different segments of the reservoir, and
where large enough they can form significant trapping structures.
Reservoir partitioning is a major technical issue in field development and the prediction
of fault seal is important. Fault seal occurs when layers of strata are offset so that
the reservoir unit is positioned next to a low permeability unit such that lateral flow is
reduced to below commercial levels. Layers of different units that are positioned next
to each other on a fault surface by the offsetting of a fault are defined as juxtaposed.
The second element that defines fault seal is the material of the fault zone. The en-
trainment of clay and other ground up material, from the overlying strata into the fault
is a common feature and this material is typically termed the fault gouge [42]. The low
permeability nature of clays reduces the permeability of the fault zone so that there is a
correlation between the volume of clay and the transmissibility of the fault. In sand rich
sequences, cataclasis dominates the nature of the fault zone, where the permeability is
reduced by the crushing of the sand grains which reduces the grain size and in turn
reduces the pore throat size and permeability.
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All reservoirs have some structural overprint in them, and most will be dominated by
more than one type of structural component. Folding episodes are termed plastic de-
formational events, however they often occur with some associated faults and fractures,
likewise faults often have associated fracture sets and folding. Structures can also in-
fluence depositional structures, where for instance basin formation and fill is controlled
by a large scale extensional fault system, and structural highs are the source of the
sediment that is deposited in the basin itself. In this section however we shall consider
only faults to simplify the parameterisation process, though in reality more than one
structural feature may need to be considered.
4.3.3 Fault Modelling and Parameterisation Techniques
Fault Modelling Techniques
A number of commercial products exist that aim to capture the effect of faulting on
reservoir geometries. Fault data is typically extracted from seismic data as surface,
point or fence data (2D lines that are spaced along the fault surface that can be used
to construct a fault surface), based on offset seismic horizons or seismic attributes such
as coherence [9]. The ease of identifying faults is dependant on the quality of the seis-
mic data and the size of the fault (the larger displacement faults being easier to spot).
As such there may often be uncertainty around the number, size and displacement of
faults in a reservoir. Once added to the model, fault surface data is organised into
a network that defines the interaction of the faults in the reservoir (i.e. where faults
intersect or truncate against each other). The development of fault networks is specific
to different modelling packages, and a detailed explanation of the different approaches
is not included in this thesis. This section will instead describe the approach used for
all case studies in this thesis, with brief explanations of other methods of capturing
faults. This section is therefore not a description of the best fault modelling methods.
Throughout this thesis, IRAP RMS™ is used to produce geological reservoir models,
specifically versions 7.5 to 8.0 of the software.
IRAP RMS™ defines each fault in the model by a series of pillars. Each pillar is a 2D
line running vertically down the fault surface, and a fault is defined by a number of
fault pillars that are spaced out laterally along the fault surface. A good analogy is a
beach windbreak, where the poles are like the pillars of the RMS fault, holding up the
sheets of material, which are like the fault surface. Figure 4.6 (a) shows a schematic
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representation of a single fault pillar. A single pillar is constructed from between 2 and
7 pillar nodes (represented as purple squares in Figure 4.6 (a)), one each at the top and
bottom of the pillar and rest distributed along the length of the pillar. The purpose
of the extra nodes is to allow the fault to have curvature, for instance to create listric
faults [42]. Figure 4.6 (a) also shows the presence of two horizons cutting through the
fault, which in this case represent the top and bottom of the reservoir. The dashed line
for each horizon represents the original location of the surface, before being adjusted
by the fault, with the X marking the intersection point of the horizon with the fault
pillar. The fault throw is applied to the horizons intersecting the fault pillar. For a
given throw on a normal fault, the horizon is moved up on the footwall (FW) side and
down on the hangingwall (HW) side by half the amount of the throw, so the combined
offset applied to the horizon is equal to the throw. The adjusted horizon locations
are shown in Figure 4.6 (a) by the thinner solid and dotted lines above and below the
original horizons. With this method of representing faults, we can control the location
and shape of the fault with a high degree of fidelity, and we also have a high degree
of control over the fault throws, being able to define throws independently for each
horizon intersecting each node. The versatility of this method of representing faults is
illustrated in Figure 4.6 (b), which shows some of the possible fault throw distributions.
Faults within a real fault network cross cut and truncate against each other in a variety
of ways. A simple fault network would contain 2 faults, where one intersects the other.
The intersection point is defined by a node that is common to both faults, at the fault
intersection point.
IRAP RMS™ also allows the export of fault networks by encapsulating all the model
faults in text files. This file format is called RMS Pillar Format (RPF), and describes
the number of faults in the network and their names, and the locations and dimensions
of each fault. Each fault is listed in a top level file, along with a number of files defining
the location of the model boundaries. Each fault is defined by a text file, which con-
tains the fault name, which horizons it intersects, the locations of all nodes and their
individual identifying (ID) numbers, the throw for each horizon at that pillar and the
intersection depth of the pillar with each horizon.
Figure 4.6 (c) shows an extract of a file describing a single fault. This format allows the
full description of each fault by a text file format, which can be imported and exported.
The high number of degrees of freedom in this modelling method is an issue for a direct
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Figure 4.6: Description of the RMS fault pillar format. The fault is defined by a number of individual
pillars as shown in (a), to create complex surface shapes, and throw distributions (as shown in (b)).
The file format is reproduced in part (c) with a description of the essential parts of the file.
parameterisation of each fault. To just parameterise the throw will require a parameter
for each horizon on each pillar in each fault. Parameterisation of the fault location is
even more complex, requiring a parameter for each X, Y and Z coordinate, for each
node on each pillar on each fault; a very large number of parameters.
Other methods of fault modelling are available and may provide benefits for certain
modelling scenarios. Havana fault [57] models produce simple elliptical descriptions of
sub-seismic faults, described by an orientation and dip, a width and length dimension,
a throw and a fault name, as well as more complex parametric fault representations like
those used in IRAP RMS™. This method was designed to model subseismic faults in a
network of larger known faults, and provides a simple method of parameterisation. It
is not however fully integrated into IRAP RMS™, or any other commercial software, so
it was not possible to use this method in the automated geological parameterisation.
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EarthVision, produced by Dynamic Graphics, defines a fault hierarchy. Where two
faults intersect, the faults are ranked and the lesser fault is truncated. EarthVision
has some advantages over IRAP RMS™ in modelling complex fault geometries such as
thrust zones, but lacks much of RMS’s functionality in facies and property modelling.
Geometric Fault Parameterisation
A simple way to parameterise a fault is by treating it as a planar feature, with height
and width dimensions, and a throw/displacement. Such a parameterisation is shown in
Figure 4.7, and this method is used throughout this case study.
Figure 4.7: Geometric fault parameters for a single fault model. Additional parameters are required
to create more complex, realistic shapes such as variable throw faults.
The parameters given in Figure 4.7 are not inputs in RMS or other commercial geological
modelling software. To allow the geometric parameterisation of faults in RMS, code
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was developed that parameterised faults in an existing fault network by modifying RMS
fault pillar format files that could be imported into an output RMS model. RMS pillar
format files, know henceforth as RPF files, were described in Figure 4.6. In this file
format a fault contains a number of pillars that represent the fault. Each pillar requires
a unique pillar number, a number of nodes that define the pillar, the locations in X, Y
and Z axes, the intersection point with any existing model horizons and a throw. The
code converts the simple input values listed in Figure 4.7, and converts them to the
values required by each pillar in the fault. The basic process of modifying faults is as
follows:
1. The origin of the fault is located in the model grid by X and Y locations. This
marks the centre of the fault, from which the surface will propagate for a given
distance along a given orientation, both of which are specified in the fault param-
eterisation. A fault pillar is added at the origin location.
2. From the origin point, moving outwards for a distance given by the strike length
parameter, in a direction defined by the orientation parameter, a number of new
pillars are added at equal spacing. This now looks like a vertical fence running
across the model where the fault will be.
3. As illustrated in Figure 4.6, the inclination and orientation of the fault surface is
reflected in the inclination, plunge direction and location of each fault pillar in
the model. The fault pillars that exist in the model are now adjusted so that they
take into account the inclination of the fault plane (i.e. if it is not vertical)
4. Pillar adjustment is carried out by moving the fault nodes in XY space such
that the pillar they create has an inclination equal to the amount defined in the
model parameterisation, and the pillar between the nodes is oriented at 90° to the
orientation parameter value.
5. For each fault pillar the depth at which the pillar intersects the model surfaces
must be calculated. Where the fault surfaces are flat, which is the case in all the
examples below, this is simply adding known values. Where the surfaces are not
flat and/or are dipping, the intersection point must be calculated. An example
method for this is given later in Chapter 7.
6. Finally a throw value must be assigned to each fault pillar, as illustrated in Figure
4.6(c) where in this case a throw of 0 is added to this pillar.
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Additional detail can be added to capture more complex faults such as scissor faults
(faults where the throw increase linearly from one side to the other, a feature of faults
in a relay ramp), or elliptical faults (the throw is greatest at the centre and reduces
towards the edges of the fault). All these features can be accounted for in the throw
parameter definition, thus for instance a scissor fault can be defined by a giving two
throw parameters and gradually increasing throw value from the lowest throw on one
end of the fault to the highest value on the other.
The approach is very similar to the Havana fault modelling method [57], but was devel-
oped independently to allow a greater flexibility in future fault parameterisations and
due to problems with the integration of Havana with RMS. In the following synthetic
examples the user can vary the following parameters:
1. The centre point of the fault as an X and Y coordinate
2. The orientation or strike of the fault
3. The inclination or dip angle of the fault
and either:
• The displacement or throw as a constant along the fault. This creates a planar
fault.
• The displacement or throw as a linear change between 2 throw values (throw1
and throw2 replace throw in the description of displacement) at either end of the
fault. This creates a scissor fault.
• The displacement or throw as a linear decrease in throw from a maximum throw
at the centre to a 0 throw at the tip point of the fault. This creates an elliptical
fault.
The user can choose any of the parameters that describe the location and orientation
of the fault and one of the parameterisations that describe the displacement patterns
along the fault. The basic workflow is as follows:
• The workflow for parameterising RPF fault networks is encapsulated in computer
code, and is run as an IRAP RMS™ pre-processor to create the RPF fault network.
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• The RPF network is imported into RMS and RMS workflow is run to construct
the model and calculate the distribution of properties including the fault zone
transmissibility properties (see next section for details)
• RMS produces an output simulation grid which is run in Eclipse™.
• The overall workflow for the code, RMS and eclipse is included into the event list
of the uncertainty code to automate the creation of the fault network.
In all the cases below only a single fault is parameterised as dealing with the intersections
of many faults is a complex task. Chapter 7 deals with a method of parameterising
many faults simultaneously.
Fault Seal Modelling and Parameterisation
The traditional engineering approach to parameterising fault seal, is to define a single,
uniform fault transmissibility, that can be adjusted to produce a history match. While
such an approach may produce history matches, it is inherently a non-geological repre-
sentation of the fault rocks, and their flow properties, as highlighted in published data
[15] [136]. The fact that a model produces good history matches, does not affirm its
usefulness in forecasting as equally good history matches can produce different forecasts
(as we will see later in Chapter 6).
More geological approaches to calculating fault seal take into account the fault dimen-
sions and the composition of the rock that has been faulted, to produce more "realistic"
fault seal predictions. Such approaches are typically based on empirical estimates of
the fault zone material permeability, stochastic estimates of stratigraphic uncertainty
(e.g. James et al [60]), or based on more recent advances in strain prediction from
geomechanical modelling [34]. The most commonly applied geological approaches for
fault seal analysis are based on Shale Gouge Ratio (SGR) [136] , an empirically derived
estimate of fault zone shale content. The use of SGR as a fault permeability predictor is
based on the assumptions that (1) the clay content of a fault is the principal component
in defining fault seal, and (2) the volume of clay in the fault is dependant on the volume
of clay in the reservoir rocks in contact with the fault, and the amount of displacement
on the fault. SGR is a simplification of shale smear and clay smear [136], developed
for application in gridded models, and is given in Equation 4.1.
SGR =
Σclay
displacement
(4.1)
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The relationship between SGR and fault seal is developed by calculating the fault zone
thickness and permeability, based on the shale content. The fault thickness is typically
calculated as a function of the fault throw, based on empirical data described by Man-
zocchi et al [77] and reproduced here in Figure 4.8. Fault permeability predictions based
on SGR value have principally been developed by Manzocchi et al [77], and Sperrevik
et al [112].
Figure 4.8: Thickness throw ratio correlation data taken from Manzocchi et al [77]. The different
coloured and dashed lines represent different data sets used to calculate the ratios.
The Manzocchi equation was developed from physical measurements of fault rock per-
meabilities from a number of outcrop locations, where the relationship between clay
content and permeability is defined, as a function of a curve. The assumption here is
that SGR is equivalent to the volumetric shale fraction of the fault rock. A displace-
ment function is included to cover the variation in permeability observed at low shale
content. This represents the increased sealing effect of cataclasis as throw increases in
sand dominated sequences. At increased shale content values, the effect of fault dis-
placement is insignificant, as the entrained shale in the fault zone becomes the principal
sealing medium. The Manzocchi equation is:
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logkf = −4SGR − 1
4
log(D)(1 − SGR)5 (4.2)
The Sperrevik et al [112] equation is similarly based on SGR to calculate fault seal but
has additional detail describing the formation of the fault. The Sperrevik equation is:
k = a1 exp−[a2Vf + a3Zmax + (a4 zf − a5 )(1 −Vf )7 ] (4.3)
where Vf is the clay content (i.e. the SGR value), Zmax is the maximum burial depth
of the fault and zf was the depth of formation of the fault. The a1 to a5 parameters
are exponents from the empirical estimation of the equation from measured data sets.
The major differences between the two equations are parameters relating to the burial
history of the fault, the inclusion of exponents based on measured data sets and the lack
of a displacement function, which is incorporated into the equation through the SGR/Vf
values. These parameters give the Sperrevik et al equation [112] greater flexibility in
modelling the fault seal.
4.3.4 Case Study Overview
A number of test cases were developed to trial the fault parameterisation techniques
described in the previous section. These cases were designed to test:
1. The effect of fault seal calculation algorithm
2. The effect of grid choice when modelling faults
3. Sensitivity of fault throw (scissor fault)
4. The effect of complex architecture on history matching
5. The effect of adding geological realism using elliptical faults
The model in all cases was a regular box of dimensions 3.5 km by 2 km by 80 m thick,
located at a depth of 2500 m. Grid cell numbers and distributions (NX, NY and NZ)
are given for each case in Figure 4.9. The model had a single injector at one end of
the long axis and 3 producers at the other each producing at 7500 STBD for a total
historical period of 5000 days. In all cases the facies properties (porosity, permeabil-
ity, clay content, etc.) were specified as single values for each facies and all models
contained only a sand (net) facies and a background shale facies. All facies used the
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same relative permeability curve in all cases. None of the models were upscaled and all
other information concerning the model parameterisation, the number of grid cells and
facies distributions, was case specific. All the case study models are shown in Figure
4.9 which also gives the number and distribution of grid cells and their dimensions. The
fluid properties and relative permeability curves used for these models are the same as
those used in the La Serreta model in this chapter. An overview of these case study,
including a description of the model setup and workflow and the NA and NAB algo-
rithm setups and performances is included in Figure 4.10.
Each test case was then included into the existing uncertainty quantification framework.
The parameter priors were sampled using the Neighbourhood Approximation algorithm
(NA) and the misfit was calculated using least squares misfit. A truth model was de-
veloped for each to provide the historical data for history matching. Random Gaussian
noise was added to the truth model production data and the standard deviation values
of the noise were used as to define the σ2 values of the least squares calculation. Each
NA run consisted of 125 iterations of 40 samples, following 1500 initial samples, giving
a total of 6500 forward runs. The Ns/Nr ratio was set to one.
4.3.5 Case Study 1: The Effect of Fault Seal Calculation Algo-
rithm Choice
Case Definition
This case study is designed to test the effect of the choice of fault transmissibility equa-
tion on model forecasting. Three options were tested that represent different ways of
capturing fault seal. These are (1) a single transmissibility value that represents an
averaged value for the entire fault surface, or calculated values that capturing the vari-
ability of fault seal over the fault surface, based on (2) Manzocchi et al [78], or (3)
Sperrevik et al [112] permeability calculations. As mentioned in Section 4.3.3, both the
Manzocchi and Sperrevik equations require a parameter that represents the clay con-
tent of the various reservoir facies in the model. Table 4.2 shows the parameters used
in each option for this case study, along with the prior ranges used, and the maximum
likelihood model and truth case parameter values.
This study used a 2016 cell layered model (NX=21, NY=12, NZ=8), with 2 sand layers
interbedded between shale layers. Layer thicknesses for Case Study 1 are shown in Fig-
ure 4.9. A single fault is located in a fixed position between the injector and producer
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Parameter Trans Sperrevik Manzocchi Truth
Prior Max Prior Max Prior Max
like like like
Throw (m) 1 - 60 14.78 1 - 60 15.45 1 - 60 17.12 15.00
Transmissibility 0 - 1 0.162 - - - - -
Disp-thick ratio - - 50 - 200 98.85 50 - 200 54.97 100
Vclay (shale) - - 0.3 - 0.9 0.88 0.3 - 0.9 0.44 0.8
Vclay (sand) - - 0.01 - 0.15 0.12 0.01 - 0.15 0.09 0.05
Zmax - - 1000 - 4000 3679.01 - - 2200.00
Zf/Zmax - - 0 - 1 0.2 - - 1
Misfit 17.68 17.58 20.92
Table 4.2: Prior ranges and minimum misfit values for oil and water rates for all three
cases in Case Study 1. The truth case parameter values are also given for comparison.
There is no transmissibility value for the Manzocchi and Sperrevik cases as the trans-
missibility value is calculated from the facies permeabilities along the fault zone and
the displacement of the fault.
wells, oriented perpendicular to the long (X) axis of the model, crossing the entire width
of the reservoir (i.e. completely partitioning off the producer from the injector), with
a mid point located 1000 m along the long axis of the model. In this case only the
fault throw is parameterised, not the fault location, with a throw being applied evenly
across the fault surface. Flow across the fault is modelled by a set of non-neighbour
connections between cells in contact along the fault surface. This is the most common
way of capturing geological faults in simulation grids and is used throughout all the
case studies.
Results
The results of the sampling effort by NA are shown as Voronoi tessellations of parameter
space in Figure 4.11 and as the minimum misfit model parameter values in Table 4.2.
All model parameterisations produced good history matched (low misfit) models, with
the Sperrevik model producing the lowest misfit models. Sample point distributions for
all 3 model parameterisations, show a strong correlation of the throw parameter and the
model misfit. Figure 4.11 shows that the Manzocchi parameterisation produces a band
of clustering of low misfit models around a throw of 16 meters, while the Sperrevik
equation shows a larger scatter of good history matched models, over a much wider
range of throws, possibly due to the greater flexibility of the equation from its additional
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Figure 4.11: Case 1: Distribution of sample points from the NA sampling effort. Here pink and red
cells define high misfits and blue defines the low misfit models.
parameters.
Discussion
In all three cases the parameterisations are extremely sensitive to the throw parameter,
and all three are able to produce good history matches. It is interesting that though the
single transmissibility method is not geologically realistic, and most geologists would
rule out this method when defining the model priors, it was able to produce very good
history matched models. The simplicity of the layered model may well be the cause of
the good fit of the single transmissibility parameterisation, as even though the layering
will create vertical variations in fault seal, it will cause both calculations to produce
homogeneous seal predictions laterally along the fault surface. This is another illustra-
tion of the ill-posedness of the history matching problem.
The Sperrevik method requires the greatest number of parameters as it accounts for
more geological factors in the creation of the fault. The fact that Sperrevik and Man-
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zocchi both sample in similar regions of parameter space, and that Manzocchi is the
simpler (in terms of number of parameters) of the two, may make it the easier option
for model parameterisation. The effect of changing the layer thicknesses, or matching
to truth cases with larger or smaller throws has not be tested in this case, and may
show that Sperrevik is sometimes required. Selection of the appropriate fault seal cal-
culation will therefore require an initial sensitivity study of the seal calculation options.
In all cases it is preferential to use the more geologically based calculations as you are
including prior geological knowledge on fault rock behaviour into the model, meaning
unrealistic models will be excluded from automated history matching.
Based on the results from this limited study the Manzocchi calculation was chosen
as the fault seal calculation to be used in all the remaining case studies, due to its
geological basis and smaller number of parameters.
4.3.6 Case Study 2: The Effect of Grid Choice when Modelling
Faults
Case Definition
Figure 4.9 (under Case Study 2 ) defines the three gridding options available in IRAP
RMS™ for incorporating faults. All three options are used for Case Study 2. The choice
is basically one of whether you want to resolve the geology accurately (non-regularised
grids) or to make the simulation easier to run (regularised grids). The base simulation
model is the layered sand and shale model used in the previous case study, this time
with 8,000 cells (NX=50, NY=20, NZ=8). The increase in resolution is applied to the
longer axis (0 to 3,500 meters) to better resolve the faults.
This case study uses the RPF code to create the fault, which can move in between the
producers and the injector within a box defined by a uniform X and Y priors. In this
parameterisation the centre point of the fault is suggested for a given iteration of NA by
a pair of X and Y parameters values. In addition an orientation value is parameterised
for the model which defines the strike of the fault plane. From the XY location a line is
extended away along the direction of strike and 180 °from the strike orientation all the
way to the edge of the model. The result is a line cutting through the model that also
cuts through the XY location. As the line extends to the edges the XY location may
not be at the centre of the fault in the model. Along the defined line, fault nodes in
the RPF format are added at regular spaces, resulting in a newly defined fault model.
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Parameter Grid 1: Grid 2: Grid 3: Prior Truth
Regularised Snap to Fault Adjust to Fault Ranges
Throw 6 5 6 5 - 50 5
Inclination 89 69 74 90 - 50 90
Orientation 15 10 14 -45 - 45 15
Vclay (shale) 0.35 0.84 0.89 0.3 - 0.9 0.66
Vclay (sand) 0.05 0.013 0.12 0.01 - 0.15 0.1
Origin X 1531 1624 1327 500 - 2000 1500
Origin Y 1055 825 512 500 - 1500 1000
Minimum 24 114 85 - 0
Misfit
Table 4.3: Prior ranges and maximum likelihood values for each parameter for all three
cases in Case Study 1. The truth case parameter values are also given for comparison
A uniform throw value is assigned to the fault and the fault is then imported into the
RMS model. This process is encapsulated in computer code and represents the first
element of the nominal workflow for fault parameterisation described in Chapter 4.3.3.
Table 4.3 lists the parameter values used in this case study, with their prior ranges, plus
the maximum likelihood parameter values for each gridding option, and the truth case
values. For this study the truth case profile was produced from the parameterisation of
the regularised grid model, at the same 8,000 cell (NX=50, NY=20, NZ=8) resolution.
Results
The best fitting/history matched model in terms of the oil and water rate match pa-
rameters is produced by the regularised grid option (Option 1) with a misfit of 20. This
is probably because the truth solution was produced using the same regularised fault
method. Options 2 and 3 produced best fit models with significantly higher misfit val-
ues, Grid 2 being the worst option. In terms of parameter sensitivity, all three gridding
options showed the same high sensitivity to fault throw. All showed clustering of the
sampling close to the truth case value of 5 meters. Figure 4.12 shows the distribution of
sampling for all three grid options, and the sensitivity of each grid option to the throw
parameter as a Voronoi plot.
The model is also sensitive to the Origin X parameter, as demonstrated in Figure 4.13.
The spread of sampling along the Y axis is probably due to the way that the fault
model is created. For a given X and Y origin, the fault is built out to the edges of the
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Figure 4.12: Case 2: Distribution of sample points from the NA sampling effort.
model. Thus, for example, a fault with an orientation of 0 ° would produce the same
fault with any Y origin value and a fixed X origin position.
Discussion
The results of this case study demonstrate that the gridding option chosen to resolve the
fault does affect match quality and sampling in our simple model. There is a significant
difference in the lowest misfit values recorded for the three grid options, with the grid
option 1 (regularised) model performing the best as it was the same gridding method
used in the truth case model. One could therefore ask the questions, how sensitive
would the model be to the gridding option if another gridding method were applied,
and are the errors more significant in more structurally and/or architecturally (i.e. the
distribution due to deposition of reservoir facies) complex models.
All grids show a high sensitivity to throw and found the best fitting models close to
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Figure 4.13: Case 2: Distribution of sample points for the X/Y location of the centre of the fault.
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the truth case value of 5 meters. Additionally, all models were sensitive to the X origin
position with all sampling close to 1500 meters (the truth value). This is probably due
to the location of the injection and production wells in the model which are positioned
parallel to the X axis in the centre of the model, with the injector on one side of the
fault and the producers on the other. Therefore the X origin dictates the injector/fault
and fault/producer spacings, which in turn dictates the water breakthrough time and
the volume of oil in the producer’s reservoir partition.
4.3.7 Case Study 3: The Sensitivity of the Fault Throw Parameter
Case Definition
The next three case studies were carried out to add some geological realism into the
models. Variable throw faults are where the throw increases from a minimum value at
one end to a maximum at the other. This is akin to a relay ramp type fault setting, and
is referred to below as a scissor fault due to its similarity to an open pair of scissors.
The model is the same layered (shale-sand-shale-sand-shale) 3.5 km by 2 km by 80m
rectangular model used previously, located at a depth of 2500 meters. It is an 8000
(NX=50, NY=20, NZ=8) grid cell model, produced from 3 producers for 5000 days
at 7500 STBD each, and has a single water injection well with a rate of 7000 BPD.
Model parameters are given in Table 4.4 for the maximum likelihood and truth case
realisations.
The minimum throw parameter is a fractional value of the maximum throw, therefore
it will always be equal to or less than the maximum throw. As such the minimum
throw parameter is a multiplier applied to the maximum throw value, between 0 and
1. The minimum misfit realisation parameter values are given in Table 4.4 along with
the prior ranges and truth case values. The Min Throw values are parameterisation as
fractions of the Max Throw values, thus a Min Throw value of 0.8 for the best matched
model equates to a real minimum throw of 4 meters for a corresponding Max Throw of
5 meters.
Results
As can be seen in Table 4.4, the minimum misfit realisation demonstrates this pa-
rameterisation is sensitive to the throw and origin X parameters. The minimum and
maximum throw values are both close to the truth value of 5 meters with values of 5
and 4 meters respectively. Figure 4.14(a) shows the distribution of sampling for the
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Parameter Maximum Prior Truth
Likelihood Model Ranges
Max Throw (m) 5 5 - 50 5
Min Throw (m) 0.80 (4) 0 - 1 1 (5)
Inclination (°) 84 90 - 50 90
Orientation (°) 16 -45 - 45 15
Vclay (shale) 0.76 0.3 - 0.9 0.66
Vclay (sand) 0.02 0.01 - 0.15 0.1
Origin X (m) 1625 500 - 2000 1500
Origin Y (m) 1130 500 - 1500 1000
Minimum Misfit 10 - -
Table 4.4: Prior ranges, maximum likelihood model and truth case parameter values
for Case Study 3. max throw and min throw represent the difference in the throw of the
fault from one side to the other, in much the same way as throw drops approximately
linearly across a relay ramp.
minimum and maximum throws, with the good fitting models being clustered around
the truth value of 5 meters. Good models are found between 5 and 10 meters for the
maximum throw and 0 and 6 meters for the minimum throw. Figure 4.14(b) shows that
the model was again sensitive to the X origin value, with the majority of samples being
located between 1600 and 1800 meters.
Discussion
In this case study the parameterisation was allowed more freedom through the addition
of the minimum and maximum throw values. This additional freedom did not lead to a
larger distribution of samples, and the model still showed the same level of sensitivity
to throw as shown in Figure 4.14(a). This may suggest that sampling will be sensitive
to lateral variations in fault throw when history matching, however sampling fault
parameters in combination with non-uniform distributions of net sand may lead to a
lower fault throw sensitivity. This hypothesis is tested in the next case study. It is
however likely that good matches may be found by using a simple single fault model
parameterisation as the fault throw is even when the throw is not even across the fault
owing to the ill-posed nature of the history matching problem.
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Figure 4.14: Case 3: Distribution of sample points for the X/Y location of the centre of the fault
and the fault throw parameters.
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4.3.8 Case Study 4: The Effect of Complex Reservoir Facies Ar-
chitecture on History Matching
Case Definition
This case was run to test the sensitivity of the model to a more complex reservoir ar-
chitecture, with the geomodel being populated with sinuous channels. The model was
a 33,600 cell model (NX=70, NY=30, NZ=16) with the same physical dimensions as
in the previous cases. Again, it has one water injector running at 7000 BPD and 3
producers running for a 5000 day historical period at an oil rate of 7500 STBD. The
channelised architecture is kept constant, with a single fault being parameterised. The
uniform prior ranges plus the maximum likelihood and truth case values are listed in
Table 4.5.
Parameter Maximum Prior Truth
Likelihood Model Ranges
Max Throw (m) 5 5 - 50 5
Inclination (°) 60 90 - 50 90
Orientation (°) 12 -45 - 45 15
Vclay (shale) 0.73 0.3 - 0.9 0.66
Vclay (sand) 0.02 0.01 - 0.15 0.1
Origin X (m) 1634 500 - 2000 1500
Origin Y (m) 679 500 - 1500 1000
Minimum Misfit 128 - -
Table 4.5: Case Study 4 parameter values for the minimum misfit and truth case
realisations and the prior ranges used.
The channels were defined as sand (the background being shale) and were populated
with single porosity, permeability and clay content values. The fault seal was calcu-
lated using the Manzocchi equation, where the fault was able to move based on "Origin
X" and "Origin Y" parameters. The fault is resolved using a regularised grid and the
porosity and permeability values are kept as the same sand and shale constant values
applied to other cases, given in Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.15: Case 4: Distribution of sample points for the Origin X and Origin Y parameters
Results
Figure 4.15 shows the distribution of sampling for the Origin Y and Origin X parame-
ters. Again the parameterisation proves to be very sensitive to the Origin X parameter,
with the majority of sampling and the maximum likelihood model values being found
near to the truth case values. The parameterisation is also sensitive to throw, and even
the irregular distribution of facies, and therefore clay content along the fault surface
does not reduce the sensitivity of this parameter. In comparison with previous cases
using a regularised grid to resolve the fault, this case has a higher misfit. The cause
is likely to be related to the additional complexity of the model, and the increased
difficulty of finding the truth case parameter value.
Discussion
The results above show that even with a more complicated geological model, the model
is still very sensitive to the Throw and Origin X parameters. It might be expected
that the increase in the complexity of the reservoir would lead to multiple solutions in
parameter space, however this is not the case for this model. The increased model com-
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plexity may have reduced the smoothness of parameter space for the key parameters as
fault surface heterogeneity is highly variable vertically and laterally, thus the changes
in model behaviour over short distances may be quite large. Such a conclusion could
only be made by resolving a significantly larger part of parameter space for the various
model parameters which is beyond the scope of this study.
The increase vertical resolution (due to the increased number of vertical cells to re-
solve the reservoir objects adequately) may indicate that the grid resolution, within the
ranges used in these case studies, does not have a significant influence on the fault seal
calculation however this cannot be proven from only 2 simulations. Additional runs
at different grid resolutions will be required to discount grid resolution as a significant
factor in history matching this model. The greater number of vertical cells had little
influence on the importance of the throw parameter sensitivity, and the Origin X pa-
rameter was located in a similar region to previous cases, although the clustering of
samples around the minimum misfit model is greater.
Overall this case study shows that both the architectural complexity and resolution of
the model do not reduce the sensitivity of faults on history matching this simple model.
While the quality of the history match was reduced by the increased model complexity,
the throw and location of the fault were both discovered to within a good degree of
accuracy.
4.3.9 Case Study 5: History Matching with More Realistic Fault
Geometries: Elliptical Faults
Case Definition
Elliptical throw distributions on faults have been described by many authors, notably
by Nicol et al [82]. This model describes an approximate elliptical shape to the displace-
ment contours across a fault, but only successfully describes a single fault that does not
interact with other local structural features (i.e. the fault accommodates all the strain
in that region). This situation is uncommon but not impossible, and is suitable to the
single fault model setup that we have in this case study.
Elliptical faults have an approximately triangular distribution of throw across the fault
surface with the greatest throw being located at the centre of the fault, and gradually
decreasing outwards towards the edges. The width (strike dimension) of the fault is
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linked loosely to the fault throw. For this case, a fixed throw/width ratio of 1:100 was
applied, rather than setting the fault width to be equal to the distance from the origin
coordinates to the model boundaries (as for the previous cases). This ratio value could
also be included as an uncertain parameter in future studies if deemed necessary.
This case study was carried out on the 3.5 km by 2 km by 80 m layered model used in
case studies 1 to 4, using an 8000 (NX=50, NY=20, NZ=8) grid cell model. The model
contains 1 water injector running at a constant injection rate of 7000 BPD and 3 pro-
ducers, producing at 7500 STBD of oil for 5000 days. The uncertain fault parameters
are listed below in Table 4.6 along with the truth case and minimum misfit realisation
parameter values.
Parameter Maximum Prior Truth
Likelihood Model Ranges
Max Throw (m) 26 5 - 50 25
Inclination (°) 50 90 - 50 60
Orientation (°) -34 -45 - 45 21
Vclay (shale) 0.89 0.3 - 0.9 0.66
Vclay (sand) 0.04 0.01 - 0.15 0.1
Origin X (m) 1625 500 - 2000 1500
Origin Y (m) 624 500 - 1500 1500
Minimum Misfit 132 - -
Table 4.6: Case Study 5: Prior ranges and the minimum misfit realisation parame-
ter values used in this case study. The truth case parameter values are included for
comparison.
The truth case model was constructed using an elliptical fault with the values given
in Table 4.6, with the same throw/width ratio of 1:100. The throw value represents
the maximum throw at the centre of the fault, with the throw decreasing to 0 at the
edges. As the fault width is now calculated based on the throw, the fault may extend
outside the model boundary, thus producing an uneven distribution of throw over the
fault surface that contacts the modelled geology. Additionally smaller throw faults may
not extend across the entire model, thus will only produce a localised barrier to flow.
Results
Figure 4.16 shows the distribution of sampling for this case study for both the Origin (X
and Y) and Throw (plotted against inclination) parameters. As with all the previous
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studies, the model is very sensitive to the Throw and Origin X parameters. Among the
case studies this model is also more sensitive to the Origin Y value with the sampling
being clustered around 600 meters, with only a few reasonable models being located at
Origin Y = 1400 - 1500. The best fitting models are located between Origin X = 1400
- 1900 and Origin Y = 550 - 750.
Figure 4.16: Case 5: Sample point distributions for fault location parameters and fault throw (versus
Inclination).
The model is also sensitive to inclination, clustering between 50°and 60°, encapsulating
the truth case value. In contrast to previous cases the minimum misfit model of this
parameterisation is located further from it’s true spatial location at X = 1500m, Y =
1500m. While all case studies so far have shown a reduced sensitivity of the model to
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the Origin Y parameter in comparison with the Origin X and Throw parameters, the
best history matches are usually found close to the truth location. Here the minimum
misfit model has an Origin Y value of 624 which is the opposite side of the model from
the truth location.
Discussion
The model proved to be very sensitive to the Throw and the Origin X parameters; a
trend seen in the previous case studies. In addition, this model proved to be much more
sensitive to the Origin Y parameter than in previous cases. This is probably due to two
key facts:
1. The fault width is now defined as a function of throw, which is itself a sensitive
parameter.
2. The distribution of throw is symmetrical either side of the maximum throw at the
X and Y origin coordinates, but part of the fault may now fall outside the model
boundary, thus the distribution of throw in contact with the reservoir rocks is
dependant on both the Origin coordinates and the throw.
Taking these points into account it becomes clear why the model was sensitive to the
Origin Y parameter and why it sampled in a region far from the truth case value. In the
previous case studies, the throw was even over the fault, and the fault extended from
the origin coordinates to the model boundary in both strike directions. The reason why
the Origin Y sampling was predominantly around 600 meters (a good distance away
from the truth case value), is highlighted in Figure 4.17 which shows the truth case and
maximum likelihood realisation faults. As can be seen the maximum likelihood fault
is approximately a mirror image of the truth case fault therefore, due to the layered
nature of the model, it will produce a similar production response. This may indicate a
potential failing in the automated history matching method used as one would expect
equal numbers of samples to occur around the truth case location and the mirror image
location of the present minimum misfit realisation. Changes to the settings of NA may
produce a different arrangement of samples.
4.3.10 Conclusions
Overall one can conclude from the results given above that we can successfully pa-
rameterise geological faults, and use them in existing geomodelling packages, such as
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Figure 4.17: Case 5: Maximum likelihood fault versus truth case fault. Location and dimensions of
ML fault is a mirror image of the truth case.
IRAP RMS™. So far only a single fault has been modelled, but the techniques can be
extended into more complicated structural models, while still honouring our principles
of maintaining geological realism. Some of the findings from Walsh et al [82] have been
applied to the RPF code developed to create more geologically based, elliptical faults.
In terms of parameter sensitivity, all the case studies showed that the models are sen-
sitive to the Throw and Origin X (where applicable) parameters. This is probably due
in part to the fact that (a) the fault seal calculations that were applied are themselves
dependant on the throw of the fault, and (b) because the facies permeability values
were not parameterised (as was the case for the IC fault model [118]).
All fault seal calculation methods provided good history matches, with the best match
coming from Sperrevik [112]. Manzocchi [78] was chosen for the other case studies as it
is similar to Sperrevik in terms of match quality, but requires fewer parameters. Throw
sensitivity was most obvious in the elliptical fault and scissor fault case studies. For the
scissor fault case study, the throw parameters at either end of the fault were defined as
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independent uniform distributions. Even with this freedom, it sampled predominantly
around the truth case values of 5 meters for the minimum and maximum throws. In the
case of the elliptical fault, the throw/width relationship applied made the model more
sensitive to throw as well as both the Origin (X and Y) values. The simple layered
nature of the model meant that the best fitting models appeared to be located far from
the truth Origin Y value, but were in fact mirror images of the truth case fault (as
shown in Figure 4.17).
The effect of grid selection is more subtle in this case with all providing matches with a
low misfit, and in the correct region of parameter space. This may suggest that, while
using the right gridding approach will provide better matches, for our simple layered
models we can still get matches in the right areas of parameter space to assess the
uncertainty. The effect of gridding may become more of a problem in more complex
models, and/or models with a more faults. Using regularised grids may therefore be
the most prudent approach as it will prevent, for the most part, any non-convergence
problems in the reservoir simulator.
In conclusion, this study has taken us towards successfully parameterising geologically
meaningful faults. Work still needs to be done to make the approach useful for multiple
faults in a network, and to combine them with other structural features, but we now
have a platform upon which to build future fault parameterisation techniques to provide
a better representation of the geology. In particular, the two phase behaviour of fault
rocks should be investigated, possibly through including some of the more recent work
by Manzocchi et al [76].
4.4 Chapter Conclusions
The synthetic reservoir models described in this chapter, have provided a basis for the
development of a robust geological parameterisation framework and novel parameteri-
sation techniques of geological features, not featured in most commercial software. The
key conclusions of this chapter are:
1. The event based framework suggested in Chapter 3 can be integrated into a
Bayesian framework, to allow the parameterisation of geological reservoir models.
2. Model grid resolution has an effect on sampling, though this is dependant on the
resolution required to model the key reservoir features.
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3. Gridding options also have an effect on sampling, as demonstrated by the three
different ways of representing faults in gridded models.
4. Investment in developing novel bespoke ways of parameterising reservoir models
are beneficial when applied to reservoir properties that have a significant impact
of reservoir productivity, such as fault throws and locations.
5. The use of an elliptical representation of a reservoir fault is an example of a more
geologically informed parameterisation of a model. While the prior ranges used
to represent the fault are still uniform, the relationship between throw and the
size of the fault are included, as to is a more representative model of fault throw
distribution than for the faults in the other models. The case study produced
a heavy clustering of models in a region of parameter space that produces a
geometric mirror image of the truth case fault, due to the underconstrained nature
of the problem.
6. Increased facies model complexity and grid resolution applied to Case Study 4 in
the previous section did not affect the sensitivity of the fault throw and location
parameters. Even though there is significant spatial variability in the distributions
of net sand which influences connectivity and facies clay content which influences
fault seal there was only a limited impact on the sensitivity of the Throw and
Origin X parameters. This implies that Throw and Origin are among the most
influential reservoir model parameters.
Overall the test cases provided in this chapter show that geological parameterisation
can be applied to exiting commercial geological modelling software, and new code can
be added to enhance the functionality of that software and automate many parts of
the creation of a geological model. Geological parameterisation allows one to produce
many history matched realisations, and to produce estimates of the uncertainty of the
reservoir those realisations represent.
Some issues have not been examined in this chapter; namely the definition of the prior
ranges for the parameterisations and the implications of errors in the incorrect defi-
nition of the Scenario or wrong choice of model to represent that Scenario. The case
studies in this chapter made no use of geological information to refine the model prior
probabilities and reduce the volume of likely parameter space that requires exploration.
Geological information was encoded in the elliptical fault representation applied in Case
Study 5 (see Section 4.3.9), however the parameter prior ranges used were represented
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by uniform distributions.
The implications of incorrectly selecting the right Scenario have not been addressed,
rather we assume that the model, given the correct parameterisation will perfectly
represent the reservoir geology. In each case we assume that the model representation is
correct, however it is possible that the model used does not fully represent reality, or that
it cannot cover all possible eventualities of reality. The above issues are developed upon
in the next two chapters. A proof of the robustness of the geological parameterisation
approaches developed in this chapter and those following is demonstrated in the Chapter
7 by applying them to a real field case.
Chapter 5
Geological Prior Information
5.1 Introduction
Geological prior information is described by Wood et al [134] as the way of making
both quantitative and qualitative geological information available to solve practical
problems. To paraphrase for the more specific context of reservoir modelling, it is a
practical method to capture the diverse assortment of expert knowledge, field data,
outcrop information and other related geological knowledge, be it measurable or not,
and applying this information to our reservoir models. This information represents all
the physically possible geological outcomes, according to our state of knowledge at the
time. It obviously also provides our best defined prior distribution for use in uncertainty
quantification. Previously in Chapter 4, the limitations of using uniform prior distri-
butions was discussed when developing the La Seretta outcrop model. Geologically
unrealistic combinations of model parameters could occur based on the defined prior
probabilities. This chapter will describe the importance of an appropriately derived
prior distribution, where its sources should come from and its impact in uncertainty
quantification.
5.1.1 Sources of Geological Knowledge
Geologists use a wide variety of information sources when making interpretations of the
rock record. This knowledge is a mixed bag of measured data from outcrop, inference
from modern day systems, numerical simulation and physical experiments combined
into a coherent understanding of how geological systems work and what are the likely
products of those systems. Other non-quantitative information such as trends in data,
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identification of the type of structures present in the rock record and regional knowledge
are used extensively to improve our understanding of the subsurface in the lack of mea-
surable data. We will therefore separate our discussion about the sources of geological
information into two sections, one covering quantitative data and the other the art of
geological interpretation from qualitative data sources.
Quantitative Geological Information
The structures formed by geological processes are complex and highly individual, mean-
ing we cannot, for instance, apply geometric descriptions of outcrops directly to a reser-
voir model. Outcrops do allow us to categorise the major elements that are common
to the geological processes and use the measurements of these features as template to
define our models. A simple example of this might be measuring the dimensions of
sand-bodies in an outcrop and using their statistics to populate our models where their
statistics are believed to be representative of sub-surface geology. Other sources include:
• Porosity/permeability relationships (typically defined as a linear relationship through
cross plotting the well data)
• Well petrophysical data
• Seismic data
• Dimensions of components of modern systems (e.g. river dimensions in modern
river systems)
• Laboratory data (such as flume tank results)
Quantitative data is the most reliable source of information for modelling our reservoir
and defining its’ uncertainty.
Qualitative Geological Information
Qualitative sources of information represent our understanding where no data is avail-
able to provide statistical inferences. Some things can be described by both quantitative
and qualitative measures, such as room temperature (it can be defined as a numerical
value through measurement or described in relative terms such as "the room is warm").
Geological interpretations are not based on measured values, rather the use of visible
clues to lead to the most likely conclusion based on the experience of the geologist. As
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such, geological parameterisation approaches must have the facility to include qualita-
tive data.
Examples of qualitative geological data are facies assemblages, as described by Miall [80]
[79], or the famous Bouma sequences [68] [126] of deep water turbidite deposits. Both
of these methods represent ways of categorising the high levels of reservoir complexity
into coherent and easily identifiable structures and provide useful tools for geological
interpretation. From these data, subjective probabilities for the likely model parameter
ranges can be defined by the geologist, where no other data is available and when
deemed appropriate.
5.2 Incorporating sources of Geological Knowledge
into the Geological Parameterisation Framework
The aims of a more intelligent parameterisation scheme that encapsulates geological
knowledge are to (1) reduce the volume of parameter space by removing non-realistic
combinations of model parameters, (2) automate the process so geologically realistic
model are produced by the parameterisation code, and (3) make the system flexible
enough so that it may incorporate our various sources of geological knowledge.
As mentioned in Section 3.4.5, for standard uniform prior probabilities, much of our
sampling effort will fall at the edges of parameter space. Geological prior information
can help us to reduce the volume of parameter space that needs to be sampled. Figure
5.1 shows the main ways of reducing parameter space from geological knowledge. An
obvious example is to remove parameters that are either known or that have no effect
on the production response of the model. While this statement may sound trivial, it
can often be impossible to state that a parameter is "known", and parameter sensitivity
estimation techniques such as principal component analysis (PCA) and Experimental
Design [127] may highlight the sensitivity of a parameter, even though that sensitivity
may not be visible during the history match period.
For parameters, where the value is unknown, we may in some instances be able to
calculate the value from empirical correlations or knowledge of system physics. The
suitability of direct parameter calculation is dependant on our confidence in the ac-
curacy of the equations used and their applicability to the problem. Some commonly
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Figure 5.1: The Basic principals of simplifying parameter space
used empirical equations, in the characterisation of static geological models, are the
use of shale smear methods in calculating fault seal [77, 112], or the use of poros-
ity/permeability cross plots [5] to improve the prediction of porosity and permeability
distributions throughout the reservoir. Measurements of porosity from wireline logs
are an example of model data that is calculated empirically, in this case from indirect
petrophysical measurements of the rocks.
For other parameter where we have no way of measuring or calculating its exact value,
we can use existing knowledge of geology to constrain the prior ranges. Possible sources
of such information are measurements of sand body dimensions [39], from modern en-
vironment analogues [22] and from geomorphological sources [123]. A common use for
this type of input data is to produce one or a few improved representations of the reser-
voir geology [33].
Wood and Curtis [134] noted the benefits of using geological prior information. Their
approach uses Bayes theorem to incorporate all geological sources, including static and
dynamic (i.e. process driven information) data. This was applied to a simple process
model of stacked marine sequences, where a good definition of the geological prior al-
lowed good geological matches to wells in the sequences to be made. Wood and Curtis
point out that this approach is based on a simplified model of our present understanding
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of the formation of marine sequences.
The selection of an adequately detailed modelling method and an appropriate parame-
terisation is essential to account for as much of the uncertainty as is possible, based on
the limitations of our modelling approaches.
Fitting geological prior information into the existing event-based framework (see Fig-
ure 3.10) is a matter of assigning the prior information to the relevant part of the
framework, in the relevant form. Within the event-based framework, the Style Classes
represent different sub-classes of an Event. Prior information that is pertinent to all
Style Classes will be stored at the Event level. Upon instantiating (to use the termi-
nology of Object-Oriented programming on which the event-based framework is based)
a Style Class, all relevant prior information from the pertinent event type is inherited
into that instance along with all the prior information assigned to the Style Class. The
choice of which prior information is used is left in the hands of the modeller as a Style
Class has many possible priors, from many sources. At the Class Objects level, we can
define the functions that describe specific object properties and behaviours; that is our
empirical and/or physics based calculations to calculate parameter values. It may also
include functions that encapsulate more qualitative geological ideas. An example of
this will be described later in Chapter 7.
The term behaviour that is here takes its original inspiration from agent-based mod-
elling (an example of which is found in Tu and Terzopoulos [122] where fish shoaling
behaviour is replicated by simple rule based approximations). The idea is that a model
object has a set of behaviours that react to changes in the environmental conditions
during deposition. An example might be that increasing the slope of a river system will
increase the sinuosity of the channel objects.
As the parameterisation framework is independent of the modelling method employed,
any of the model priors and/or Class Objects can be applied to any geomodelling ap-
proach, however the software type must specified as parts of the code will have to be
vendor specific. These concepts are illustrated for a specific example of a fluvial system
in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: The extended event-based framework for incorporating geological prior information
5.3 La Seretta Revisited: An Application to a Syn-
thetic Example
5.3.1 Overview
Chapter 4 described the application of geological parameterisation on a model of the
La Serreta outcrop, which represents a good fluvial reservoir analogue. The synthetic
model proved that it was technically possible to:
1. Incorporate a conceptual framework for geological parameterisation into the ex-
isting uncertainty quantification code framework.
2. Carry out a test study to produce an ensemble of misfit values
3. Calculate the posterior probabilities by resampling the misfit ensemble using
NABayes
4. Predict the P10, P50 and P90 profiles
Uniform probability distributions were used to define the prior probability, without
any consideration as to whether the combinations of parameter values chosen, and
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subsequently refined by the sampling algorithm, are in fact possible according to our
understanding of the geology. The modified parameterisation scheme described in Sec-
tion 5.2 allows this model to be revisited, taking into consideration realistic channel
object dimensions.
The original La Serreta model was created using the Facies:Elementary™ module of
IRAP RMS™, which is the simplest method of representing a channelised system. Based
on this simple approach, a new more complex model was created using Facies:Channel™
RMS module, which is designed specifically for the accurate representation of fluvial
channelised systems. This added accuracy also incurred an increase in the model com-
plexity and the number of required parameters. As a result the number of different
channel types needed to be reduced in order to keep to a reasonable number of uncer-
tain parameters, and the model volume was reduced to a smaller size of 2.5 km × 2
km × 80 m. This represents a similar volume to the sector model used to produce the
simulation grid in the first La Serreta case study.
A number of parameters were chosen as uncertain parameters, and a suitable set of truth
values were chosen. From these truth values, a set of synthetic historical production
data was created to provide the historical input into the automated history matching
framework. A small amount of random Gaussian noise was added to make the data
more representative of real, measured and field data. A sampling algorithm was then
used to create models based on the parameter prior ranges. The resulting geomodels
were then upscaled to the appropriate resolution simulation grid for use in Eclipse™.
The misfit for each model iteration was calculated from the Eclipse™ data and a pre-
prepared truth case production profile.
5.3.2 Model Definition
The model definition can be split into 2 sections: the geological model and the reservoir
simulation model. A detailed description of the geology can be found in Chapter 4. The
geomodel consisted of 70,000 grid cells (35× 100× 20) containing either background or
channel facies. Internal porosity and permeability trends within the channel sandbodies
were then simulated using Sequential Gaussian Simulation (see Figure 5.3). In this case
the higher porosities and permeabilities are located towards the centre of the channel,
but a number of trends can be applied to suit your beliefs about intra-body property
distributions. This higher definition model was then upscaled to a grid resolution ap-
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Figure 5.3: New geomodel of the La Serreta outcrop, built using the RMS Facies:Channels software.
propriate for use in reservoir simulation. The upscaling is a simple arithmetic/harmonic
averaging of the permeability values, with an arithmetic average being applied to the
porosity values. The result is a simple Cartesian simulation grid covering the same area
as the original geomodel but at a reduced resolution. Two resolutions were selected,
6000 and 60,000 grid cells, to look at the effect of scale change on sampling.
The reservoir is located at a depth of 2,500 m with no gas cap, solution gas or aquifer
present. The resulting simulation grid was run using Schlumberger’s Eclipse™ black oil
simulator. The model was set up to have a single producer/injector pair, producing at
5,500 STBD for a 5,000 day historical period. Production and injection well limits of
4,000 STBPD were included in the model set up and a limit of 2,200 psi BHP was set
on the production well to represent a simple development scenario. Oil density was set
to 53lb/ft3 and the same simple relative permeability curve used previously in Chapter
4.2 (see Figure 4.3) was used for both the modelled facies.
Based on this model, a set of case studies were created. These were designed to do the
following:
1. To test the difference that the incorporation of geological prior information has
on history matching and forecasting.
2. To test the effect of scale on sampling - To see what effect numerical errors have
on sampling with and without the more appropriately defined geological prior
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information.
3. To see if increasing the resolution of the model is more beneficial (due reduced
solution error) or detrimental (due to increased simulation times) to accurate
uncertainty quantification.
5.3.3 Case Definition
For the following study, 11 parameters were selected as uncertain and are given in Ta-
ble 5.1 below. These parameters represent the main controls on the channel objects
modelled using Facies:Channels™. Two resolutions of simulation grid were created by
upscaling the geomodel, one of 6,000 grid cells from now on termed Coarse, and one of
60,000 grid cells henceforth termed Fine. A visual comparison is made in Figure 5.4.
Parameter Range Truth
Channel width (m) 50 - 300 127
Channel thickness (m) 2 - 15 5
Channel Sinuosity 1 - 2 1.05
Net/Gross 0.2 - 0.8 0.47
Channel Orientation 0 - 180 0
Channel amplitude (m) 300 - 1200 700
Channel Belt amplitude (m) 300 - 1200 700
Channel Belt thickness (m) 40 - 200 150
Channel Belt Width (m) 300 - 1200 720
Channel Belt Sinuosity (m) 1 - 2 1
Number of channels 2 - 10 7
Table 5.1: Parameter prior ranges and Truth case realisation values for all model param-
eters. Each prior range defines an initial prior range applied to the model parameters
for all cases. Prior data is later added to reduce the volume of parameter space for
some parameter values.
The model parameters can be categorised as either describing the individual channel
properties or the channel belt properties (which define the trends of clusters of geneti-
cally related channels). All these model parameters reflect realistic properties of alluvial
channel geometry which were discussed in Figure 4.2.
Five case studies were tested to show the effect of defining geologically realistic model
priors, in comparison with uniform prior probabilities, and the effect of scale changes
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of the Coarse (6,000 grid cell) and Fine (60,000 grid cell) models, upscaled
from the 700,000 grid cell model.
between the model and the truth model, on history matching and forecasting. The
cases are defined as follows:
Case 1 (Base Case) Modelled using an upscaled Coarse grid. All eleven parameters
are selected for sampling and the models are matched to a truth case model of
the same coarse (6,000 cell) resolution.
Case 2 (Added Geological Prior information) Modelled using the Coarse grid as
for Case 1 and matched to the same truth case production profiles. Here sampling
is improved by reducing the number of initial parameters from 11 to 8 by making
some geological assumptions defined below and by using geological information
to reduce the prior volume.
Case 3 (Base Case - Fine) This case is exactly the same as Case 1, however here
the truth case profiles for matching are produced from the Fine model (60,000
grid cells).
Case 4 (Geo Prior - Fine) As for Case 2 but matching to the response from the
finely gridded model used in Case 3.
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Figure 5.5: Production profiles for the Fine and Coarse truth case models. The disparity between
the production rates due to upscaling and numerical errors is clear.
Case 5 (Fine v. Fine Case) Here the Fine model is matched to profiles created from
the same grid resolution. Run times are greatly increased but the solution error
is removed.
Each case study was carried out using a work flow involving the IRAP RMS™ geomod-
elling software and the Eclipse™ reservoir simulator. All cases were sampled using the
Neighbourhood Approximation algorithm. An ensemble of 6,500 models was created
for each case by NA, with misfit being calculated using a Least Squares misfit (see
Equation 3.1). Truth case production profiles for both the Fine and Coarse models are
given in Figure 5.5.
The disparity between the two truth case models in Figure 5.5 highlights the effect
of upscaling on simulation model response. Where the Fine model is able to capture
the fine scale detail of the parent geomodel, the upscaling process has blurred the clear
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distinction between the channel and background facies in the Coarse model (shown
clearly in Figure 5.4) The additional influence of numerical dispersion and grid orien-
tation effects on the Coarse model combine to create the difference in model response.
An overview of these case study, including a description of the model setup and work-
flow and the NA and NAB algorithm setups and performances is included in Figure 5.6.
5.3.4 Geological Prior Definition
For Cases 2, 4 and 5, the size of parameter space was reduced by (1) setting some of the
11 parameters as fixed values or removing those parameters, based on some geological
assumptions and (2) using hydrological data from modern fluvial systems to restrict
the possible parameter combinations.
Setting any parameters to fixed values should be done based on either confidence in
the knowledge of the parameter value, the assumption that the model is not sensitive
enough to the parameter to make its removal have a significant effect on history match-
ing or based on good geological reasoning. While it is favourable to reduce the number
of uncertain parameters as much as possible, one must be aware that their influence
may not be noticeable until after the end of the history match period.
An example of removing parameters by geological reasoning is to make the assumption
that the channel belt width is defined by channel amplitude when the belt sinuosity is
low, thus if we set belt sinuosity to 1 our channel belt width equals channel amplitude
which equals channel belt amplitude. Thus in cases where we can set our belt sinuosity
to 1, we can remove three parameters from the model parameterisation.
For the remaining parameters, we can reduce the volume of parameter space by incorpo-
rating available information about fluvial systems to condition our prior probabilities.
Here palaeohydrological data is used, however any outcrop data or regional information
can be applied. Palaeohydrology uses the principles of hydrology and geomorphology to
predict the shapes and dimensions of geological objects from measured well data [86].
The basic principle is that there is equilibrium between the shape of a river channel
and the environmental conditions where it is situated. Should the conditions change
(e.g. an increase in river discharge or increase in the regional slope), then the river
will change shape to accommodate the changes in the regional setting. In other words
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the river system exists, at any one time, at its optimal state for a given slope, water
discharge and sediment supply. This process of changing channel geometry to the en-
vironment is called regime theory and is based on work carried out on defining stable
irrigation channel dimensions (good references for this include Bridge [22] and Schumm
[109]). A large number of empirical correlations for the dimensions of channels were
developed based on measurements of modern river systems. A good cross section of
these equations is given in Bridge [22], some of which are shown in Figure 5.7.
In reality, river systems are more complex than the simple regime theory ideas suggest,
and rivers channels may spend much of their existence out of equilibrium with the river
discharge rates [22], thus the direct use of empirical correlations based on the measure-
ment of river channel geometry may not represent our reservoir. North [86] discusses
the major issues with palaeohydrology; that the empirical formulae are inaccurate and
based on limited data sets. Thus no two methods for calculating the same thing are
correct. He states that while one cannot use such methods as a direct calculation of
the object properties, it could provide limits to the likely distributions of channel prop-
erties. This means that while we cannot use the formulae directly we can use them to
restrict the prior ranges.
These assertions are further supported by Singh [111] who discusses the various theories
of hydraulic geometry in modern river systems. A plethora of theories have been pro-
duced over the last 50 years, yet the seminal work of Leopold and Maddock (referenced
from Singh, [111]) still remains the benchmark. Other theories show a good correlation
with some rivers and a poor fit to others, thus there appears to still be no unifying
theory of channel evolution.
In the absence of detailed information about the subsurface geology, a more appro-
priate use of palaoehydrological data is to condition the prior based on many of the
available theories/correlations. In this case we can take empirical equations that define
the relationship between channel width and depth and channel belt width to channel
belt thickness and use them to define the shape of the prior probability. Figure 5.7
shows the difference in the volume of parameter space between a uniform prior and the
non-uniform region of parameter space covered by the various empirical equations. For
this case study the and curves were chosen to represent the edges
of the geological prior distributions. Within the region between the curves the prior
probabilities were assumed to be uniform; outside they were set to zero to represent
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Figure 5.7: Hydrological data used for restricting width and depth (channel thickness). The prior
range (red dashed line) has a significantly larger area than even the extremities of the hydrological
data suggests. The four curves, Leeder, Crane, Williams and Bridge and Mackey are referenced from
Bridge [22] and represent a range of values produced from possible palaeohydrological models for
channel dimensions.
non-physical channel forms.
The definition of new non-uniform priors was facilitated by the addition of code to hon-
our the structure of the enhanced event-based framework (see Section 5.2). The new
code was added to the existing framework to run as a preprocessor to the geomodelling
and simulation packages. For each realisation the parameter values are screened against
the value predicted by the palaeohydrological equations of Williams and Leeder (refer-
enced from Bridge [22]). If the value is greater than the Williams [22] value and less
than the Leeder value then the model is accepted and the simulation runs as normal. If
the value is outside of this range then the simulation model run file is cancelled and a
large misfit value of 3,000,000,000 is assigned to the realisation. The result is that NA
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algorithm will not sample from within the cells which contain a sample from outside
of the region defined by the palaeohydrological data as the misfit value is significantly
larger than that of best fitting models. As a result these cells will not be refined, fo-
cusing the sampling towards the region defined by the palaeohydrological data. This
is a crude method for defining the priors but helps to illustrate the value of geological
prior definition in this case. Later in Chapter 7 we will see a more robust method of
encapsulating prior information, based on this early framework.
5.3.5 Results
There is a significant difference between the results of sampling using uniform priors,
and those produced from non-uniform, geological priors, as can be seen in Figure 5.8.
Here we have collapsed multi-dimensional space down to two dimensions, and the col-
lapsed surface is approximated by a Voronoi tessellation. The cell size is proportional
to the inter-sample distance in these dimensions, and the cell colour relates to the mis-
fit value. Case 1 represents the results of sampling from uniform priors, while Case
2 represents the sample point distributions for our geological priors. There is a clear
distinction between the two cases, with samples being spread across much of parameter
space, with many local minima, for Case 1, and more focused clustering of samples for
Case 2, within the region defined by the palaeohydrological data. In short, the addition
of geological information has reduced the volume of parameter space, excluding some
regions outside of the geologically realistic areas, where good local minima were found
when sampling from uniform priors.
One thing to notice about the "intelligent" sampling is that some regions of parame-
ter space that should be geologically appropriate show a very high misfit value which
suggests that the model has failed (the light blue colour). The reason for these inappro-
priately high misfit values is due to the NA sampling algorithm’s use of Voronoi cells.
During our initial sampling phase, any sample point that falls outside of the geologically
acceptable region we have defined will be given a very high misfit value. Voronoi cells
approximate the misfit ensemble by defining the region within the cell as being equal
to the sample point inside. The result is a large cell size with a high misfit value which,
due to the high misfit, will never be refined by NA.
As the Voronoi approximation of the shape of parameter space is dependant on the cell
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of Case 1 (uniform prior) with Case 2 (geological prior) to show in the
improvement in sampling efficiency by incorporating geological information. In both cases the distri-
bution of misfit values is plotted for the channel width (ft) and depth (ft) parameters for the sinuous
channel objects used in this model. The colour scale is given on the right of the figure with a misfit
value of 5,000,000 and above in light blue down to a misfit of 100 or less in dark blue. The structure
shown in the Case 2 misfit distributions shows the impact of the palaeohydrological prior data, where
blue region represents models that do not lie within the geological prior region. The result on sampling
is to produce more samples in the good, geologically realistic regions of parameter space.
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Figure 5.9: Voronoi plot of parameter space for the width and depth parameter. Here the Voronoi
cells are coloured red if the sample point deemed to be inside and white if the sample point is deemed
to be outside of the "good" region of parameter space. Cells labelled (a) and (b) are two examples of
bad cells. Cell (a) represents a sample point outside of the good region of parameter space, but the cell
crosses over the good/bad boundary. Cell (b) is completely located in the good region of parameter
space, however the sample point is located outside the "good" region in the Channel belt width and
width parameter space.
size, features such as our geologically acceptable regions of parameter space may not be
resolved around large Voronois. This is illustrated in Figure 5.9 where the two Voronoi
cells in the good region of parameter space appear to have failed the criteria for a good
model. The green cell has a sample point just outside the good region for the width
and depth parameters, thus has a high assigned misfit, however the cell stretches across
the boundary and as such does not resolve the edge of the good region of parameter
space, thus this region may not be sampled from in the future as a result. The blue
cell is completely enclosed in the good region for the channel width and depth axes,
however the sample point fails for the other good region for the channel belt width
versus channel width. These cells will probably never be resampled and refined by NA.
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Figure 5.10: P10/P90 FOPR forecasts for the next 5000 days for Cases 1 and 2. Case 2 shows a
reduced range for the P10/P90.
As a result this portion of geologically realistic parameter space being excluded from
any future sampling.
Another cause of problems in resolving the good and bad regions of parameter space
using Voronoi cells is that some models will have parameter values in the appropriate
region of parameter space in one dimension (e.g. for width vs. depth), but not in the
other (e.g. channel belt width vs. width) meaning that the 2D Voronoi tessellation
of nD parameter space, makes it appear that good regions of parameter space, for the
displayed parameter axes, have been discounted by the parameterisation code. Like
our gridded models of geological features, the resolution of the Voronoi tessellation of
parameter space must be equivalent to the features that are being resolved, in this case
the regions of space inside the palaeohydrological curves. Some of these issues may be
overcome by using another sampling algorithm such as a genetic algorithm, or through
the use of neural networks to direct sampling.
The misfit ensembles produced by sampling, for Cases 1 and 2 were then resampled
using NABayes to produce estimates of the posterior probabilities. The results of this
are given as the P10/P50/P90 confidence intervals from the resampled models, and
can be seen in Figure 5.10. A 500,000 step random walk was carried out using a Gibbs
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Figure 5.11: Comparison of Cases 3 and 4. Both show significantly higher misfit values to Cases 1
and 2, however Case 4 still keeps the sampling in geologically appropriate regions.
sampler, resampling 108 (Case 1) and 65 models (Case 2) respectively. The reduction in
the range of the calculated P10/P90 profiles shown in Figure 5.10, suggests that adding
geological information can help reduce our overall uncertainty. What proportion of this
reduction comes from reducing parameter space by fixing some of the parameter values
and what comes from restricting our prior range, using our ideas about palaeohydrol-
ogy, is unclear from this information.
Cases 3 and 4 are carried out to show the effect of numerical errors from inappropriate
model resolution. Here we history match the fine grid data from a 60,000 grid cell
model using the coarser 6,000 grid cell model used in Cases 1 and 2. As before, I shall
refer to the two model grids as Coarse and Fine to make the model description more
concise. The distribution of samples in parameter space is different between the two
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Parameter Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Truth
Channel width (m) 297 162 68 131 127
Channel thickness (m) 8.9 6.3 9.3 5.5 5
Channel Sinuosity 1.7 1.12 1.06 1.01 1.05
Channel Belt Width (m) 1047 1173.7 1233 897 700
Net/Gross 47.6% 49.8% 20% 21% 47%
Misfit 117 136 32000 23000 -
Table 5.2: Comparison between the maximum likelihood values for cases 1-4 and the
truth case values, for the key model parameters.
cases (Cases 3 and 4) and between them and the previous two cases (Cases 1 and 2)
(see Figure 5.11). Case 3 shows more clustering in fewer local minima than for Case
1, and in quite different regions to Case 4, which includes the geological prior. Both
Cases 3 and 4 produce models with significantly higher misfit values to Cases 1 and
2, owing to the disparity between the Coarse and Fine grid results as illustrated in
Figure 5.5. Neither Case 3 or 4 produced any low misfit models, with the maximum
likelihood model misfits of 32000 and 23000 respectively. While Case 4 did produce
models with appropriate channel dimensions, the net/gross values of both Cases 3 and
4 were reduced to around 20% (see Table 5.2) in the best matched models.
Case 5 attempts to match the Fine grid results for the truth case parameterisation,
using the same size grid. Here our numerical error is removed, but the additional
geological detail increases the complexity of the numerical solution. The results of
history matching (see Figure 5.12) show high misfit values, with a minimum misfit
value of 50500. The use of the prior probability has again constrained the channel
dimensions to reasonable values. Net/Gross values are also closer to the truth values.
Overall this large increase in model complexity makes it harder to find good history
matched models. A larger number of samples may be required to find good models,
when model complexity is increased.
5.3.6 Discussion
The results from this study show that the definition of priors based on even quite basic,
geological data is extremely beneficial. It not only reduces parameter space and im-
proves efficiency by not simulating inappropriate models, but also it gives us confidence
that the samples that are selected are based on our understanding of geology. This
simple case demonstrated that the inclusion of a small amount of palaeohydrological
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Figure 5.12: Results from Case 5
data has a significant effect on the calculated posterior probabilities. In the case where
geological prior data is added we see a reduction in the predicted amount of uncer-
tainty. The key result here is that our prior has a significant influence on our inferences
of uncertainty, therefore we should include all pertinent knowledge we have about our
reservoir to produce more accurate posterior probabilities.
The effect of model resolution on sampling was also seen to be significant when we added
geological detail to our model objects. Cases 3 and 4 show that the coarser grid model
(6000 cells) struggles to find good history matches with the finer (60,000 cell) truth
case solution. Disparity in the production responses of the models is clearly shown in
Figure 5.5 and this is born out in the distribution of sampling in Case 3. Sample points
are clustered in regions away from the truth solution, and even then the model was not
able to achieve good history matches. The addition of the geological prior in Case 4
did not improve the overall match quality of the produced models, but did confine the
models to the correct region of parameter space. Our poor matches tell us that our
model and/or parameterisation is inappropriate. While there is not direct benefit from
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the geological prior in this case, the reduction in volume of parameter space makes it
harder to find parameter combinations that lead to good history matches. As a result
we can be more confident that out model is inappropriate.
These results have significant implications for Top Down approaches (see Williams [133])
as the numerical errors may bias the sampling into the wrong regions of parameter space
and remove the benefits of simulating simpler, faster models. Numerical solution error
modelling [91] would provide one route to incorporating fine scale detail in the coarse
models advocated in Top-Down Reservoir modelling.
Chapter 6
Implications of Modelling Choices on
Uncertainty Quantification
6.1 Introduction
Chapter 3 described the ways that geological information is incorporated into reser-
voir models. Historically, geologists have used knowledge of geological processes and
their associated structures to identify key repeatable shapes and structures that occur
in rocks. We can think of these shapes as generic empty containers, for which we can
define their dimensions, and the distribution of reservoir properties within them. More
specifically, we can use measured geological information to define the prior ranges for
the size of our reservoir objects, as shown in Chapter 5 and the work on using palaeo-
hydrological data to reduce the volume of parameter space to more realistic ranges.
While we can improve our quantification of uncertainty by reducing the volume of pa-
rameter space that needs to be sampled (as shown in Figure 5.7), we do so on the
assumption that we have (1) identified the correct Scenario to describe reality and (2)
we have chosen the appropriate way to model the reservoir. In other words, the ge-
ological information can be used to define the prior ranges accurately, but this will
only help if the modelling method selected can produce representative realisations of
the reservoir. An incorrect reservoir model representation can come from the inability
of the modelling method to capture all the key reservoir features, or the wrong choice
of model due to an incorrect interpretation of the geology (i.e. the wrong choice of
Scenario).
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Uncertainty in geological interpretation has been mentioned by a number of authors,
including Rankey and Mitchell [97] and Bond et al [20]. Both showed the ambiguity
present in the interpretation of seismic data, the latter showing that the same piece
of seismic, given to 412 different geologists, produced a spread of different structural
interpretations which were biased by their expertise and experience. Baddley et al [8]
provides a good overview of the sources and impacts of bias in geological interpreta-
tions. All of these sources show that even our most confident predictions are open to
debate.
There are also different approaches to modelling a reservoir, such as object modelling
methods, geostatistical approaches and process based methods. while all methods are
designed to capture the features of a particular geological system, there are differences
between the results of the different algorithms, and the parameter values used in each.
Even with a good interpretation of the geology, we must still take care in when selecting
which modelling method to use.
Two main questions therefore remain: what are the detrimental effects on the accuracy
of production forecasts caused by using the wrong object modelling approach for a par-
ticular Scenario, or what is the effect of making an incorrect geological interpretation
on which our Scenario is based.
For the purpose of understanding the effect object definition has on history matching
and forecasting, case studies have been created to highlight the issues surrounding in-
appropriate model definition. This is a comparative study of the history match and
forecasting responses of 3 different model object types, matched to a single truth case
model. Uncertainty in the Scenario choice is illustrated in a simple example based on a
2D representation of an outcrop in Northern Spain. This example is given first in the
next section.
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6.2 A Simple Example of the Effect of Geological In-
terpretation of History Matching
6.2.1 Example Introduction
A simple 2D example was developed to test the effect of different geological interpreta-
tions, or Scenarios, on history match quality and the effect of different parametrisation
on those geological scenarios. In the example, three different interpretations were pro-
duced for the same outcrop, producing three Scenarios for which a model is produced.
The models were then parameterised to allow them to be history matched to a truth
case profile provided by a high resolution model. The three low resolution models were
created by different teams during an industry sponsored field course run by the Genetic
Units Project (GUP) from Heriot-Watt University. The teams were tasked to produce
geological models of a channelised turbidite outcrop at a grid resolution similar to a
that of a typical full field simulation model. For the task the teams were situated on the
hillside opposite the outcrop, and from a distance, were asked to sketch the distribution
of sand and shale into a 50 × 10 grid, each cell representing a grid cell in the simulation
model. The outcrop interpretations were then later encapsulated in a geomodel, and
fixed cell property values (i.e. porosity and permeability) were added to allow the model
to be simulated. For simplicity, the teams will be called Team A, B and C throughout
the rest of this section.
The outcrop used in this example is the Ainsa II outcrop, Northern Spain, one of a
number of outcrops in the Ainsa turbidite system. While there are a number of inter-
pretations of how the outcrop facies formed (see Thurmond et al [121] and Clark [32]),
all advocate a deep-water channelised system interpretation. The most commonly held
interpretation is that of Clark [32], in which the system consists of a number successive
of stacked erosive channels. The resulting facies distributions do not have the long
correlation lengths often associated with turbidite deposits [67, 98].
In Ainsa II, the offsets in the layering at the boundaries between the different channels
is similar to small-scale fault juxtaposition, and can effectively compartmentalise sec-
tions of the outcrop. These features were later captured in a detailed simulation model,
produced by the GUP project, at a resolution of 2500 by 200 cells. It is this high
resolution model that was used to produce the truth case production rates to which the
3 interpreted scenarios were matched.
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A comparison of the 3 outcrop representations produced by Teams A, B and C, with the
high resolution outcrop model is presented in Figure 6.1. The differences between the
three models are the distribution and number of facies chosen to represent the outcrop,
with Teams A and C opting for 6 facies, with Team B using five. To simplify the model
all the shale facies are lumped together, resulting in a 4 facies model for Team A and
C and a 5 facies model for Team B.
6.2.2 Parameterisations and Results
Based on the models produced by Teams A, B and C, a set of parameterisations were
developed to try to history match the 3 models to the high resolution model. Three
parameterisations were developed for this example, one which changes the permeability
of each facies in the model and the vertical permeability globally, another parameterisa-
tion that changes only the model relative permeability by parameterising the exponents
of the Corey equation and one that parameterises both the relative and absolute perme-
abilities. The prior ranges used for each parameter are given in Table 6.1. The Facies 5
Permeabilities and Porosities are only used by the Team A model. A good explanation
of the Corey equation is presented in Dake [38].
The results of automated history matching of the three models compared with each
other by their best history matched model, are given in Figure 6.2. All parameterisa-
tions produce good history matched models for both water and oil production, though
the parameterisations that include porosities and permeabilities produce a noticeably
better match, particularly for the Team B model, that produces the best overall match.
Figure 6.3 shows the distribution of samples in parameter space for the Team B Pa-
rameterisation 3 for all realisations with a misfit below 50. The figure shows that very
different parameter combinations for this parameterisation produce very similar match
qualities. This scattering shows that for different parameterisations of different models,
there are many parameter combinations that produce good history matched models.
So although we have good constraints on the model, in that we can observe the full
2D exposure of the outcrop, differences in the model interpretation, due to our lack
of detailed outcrop information and a low model resolution to encapsulate the detail
we do have, produce different models, all of which can be made to match to the Truth
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Parameterisation 1
Perm Facies 1 (1, 100)
Perm Facies 2 (1, 250)
Perm Facies 3 (1, 500)
Perm Facies 4 (1, 600)
Perm Facies 5 (1, 600)
Kz / KX (0.001, 0.8)
Poro Facies 1 (0.001, 0.35)
Poro Facies 2 (0.001, 0.35)
Poro Facies 3 (0.001, 0.35)
Poro Facies 4 (0.001, 0.35)
Poro Facies 5 (0.001, 0.35)
Parameterisation 2
Corey Exponent 1 (1, 10)
Corey Exponent 2 (1, 10)
Parameterisation 3
Perm Facies 1 (1, 100)
Perm Facies 2 (1, 250)
Perm Facies 3 (1, 500)
Perm Facies 4 (1, 600)
Perm Facies 5 (1, 600)
Kz / KX (0.001, 0.8)
Poro Facies 1 (0.001, 0.35)
Poro Facies 2 (0.001, 0.35)
Poro Facies 3 (0.001, 0.35)
Poro Facies 4 (0.001, 0.35)
Poro Facies 5 (0.001, 0.35)
Corey Exponent 1 (1, 10)
Corey Exponent 2 (1, 10)
Table 6.1: Parameter values for the three parameterisations applied to the Ainsa Out-
crop model
case data. Moreover the well matched models from each parameterisation have different
parameter combinations to each other.
This simple example highlights that we cannot judge how good a model interpretation is
in comparison with the other models, based only on the quality of the history matches.
The next example in this chapter will expand these ideas into three dimensions, where
we have a greater degree of difference between our models, and we will consider the
differences in terms of model forecasting and uncertainty.
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Figure 6.2: Maximum likelihood oil and water production rates for the 3 model parameterisations
used in the Ainsa II example.
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Figure 6.3: Distribution of sampling from the Team B Parameterisation 3 model (porosity, perme-
ability and relative permeability). Samples over a tight range of misfit are distributed widely over
parameter space.
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6.3 Example 2: The Impact of Incorrect Object Shape
Definition on History Matching and Forecasting.
6.3.1 Study Aims
In contrast to the last example, real field developments usually have far less data avail-
able to constrain the models and there may be more ambiguity in the geological inter-
pretation. For a given interpretation there may be many ways of capturing the essence
of the reservoir, each of which will have a different set of model parameters, with differ-
ent parameter sensitivities, producing different forecasts of uncertainty. This example
highlights this issue by producing different models based on object modelling. The im-
portance of correctly selecting the right shape of geological object for modelling can be
assessed by answering a few key questions. This section is structured around answering
these questions, which are as follows: -
Question 1. Does the object type affect history matching? If we chose a number of
different object types, do we still get the same quality of history match for a given
set of historical data, or does the match quality improve as our object shape gets
close to the truth? We can assess the quality of the history match as a numerical
value using least squares misfit.
Question 2. Does the object type affect our uncertainty forecasts? From any history
matched models produced, what forecasts of uncertainty do we get? Do we get
P10-P90 ranges that are representative of the true uncertainty? We can calculate
our posterior probabilities from misfit using NABayes [103], for each of the object
types. Are the forecasts the same for any/some of the objects?
Question 3. Are the forecasts affected by any changes to the model after the history
match period (e.g. if an infill well is added)? We can assess the uncertainty in
our reservoir forecasts as stated above, but what effect will changing the reservoir
conditions have on these forecasts? If an additional well is added what will be the
effect on the forecast of uncertainty?
Question 4. Is this dependant on well position? Does the position of the infill well
affect the quality of the models predictions? The same infill well can be added at
multiple locations in the model, and the effect on the forecasts can be assessed.
Question 5. Does the misfit definition affect history matching and uncertainty quan-
tification? What happens to the quality of our history matches and uncertainty
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forecasts if we change our misfit definition? Adding bottom-hole pressure (BHP)
data to the misfit definition will affect the calculated misfit values for each of
the models. Will this improve, worsen or have no effect on the quality of history
matches, and the uncertainty forecasts?
The simple Ainsa II example from the previous section listed above showed that dif-
ferent interpretations of the same outcrop can produce equally good history matches;
here we will expand the study to include the implications of incorrect model selection
on forecasting under uncertainty.
6.3.2 Case Study Definition
This study compared the production responses of three object shapes with respect to
history match quality and uncertainty forecasting. These were defined in three different
models created in IRAP RMS™ object modelling software which was previously incor-
porated into the Uncertainty Quantification Project’s code framework shown previously
in Chapter 4. The models are described separately below and are shown in Figure 6.4.
The "Channel" model was a 30,000 cell model constructed using the IRAP RMS™ Fa-
cies:Channels object modelling module. The realistic geometry of the channel objects
was used to create the Truth case model, to which all the other object types would be
history matched. The model dimensions were 2.5km by 2km by 80 meters thick located
at a depth of 2500 meters. The field is produced initially from a single producer/injector
pair running for 5000 days at 5500 STBD. The channel objects are parameterised by 8
parameters, which control the orientation, distribution, size and volume % of channels
in the system.
The second case was a 30,000 cell model populated with custom objects that resemble
geological hammers. The "Hammer" model was upscaled from a finer gridded model
(300,000 grid cells) using simple arithmetic (for porosity) and arithmetic/harmonic (for
permeability (harmonic in the Z direction)) averaging. The model dimensions were 2.5
km by 2 km by 80 meters at a depth of 2500 meters. It was produced by a single injec-
tor/producer pair running for 5000 days at 5500 STBD. The model was parameterised
by the net/gross, the width (the height is calculated from a constant width/height ra-
tio), the porosity, and the permeability.
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The final case was populated using objects based on the shape of Pacman, the 1980’s
computer game character. The "Pacman" objects are defined by 4 parameters, the
net/gross, the diameter (they are circular apart from the mouth), the porosity, and the
permeability values. The model is a 30,000 cell model, upscaled from a finer 300,000
cell model using the same arithmetic and arithmetic/harmonic techniques applied to
the Hammer models. The model is a 2.5 km by 2 km by 80 m sector model, located
at a depth of 2500 meters. It has a single injector/producer pair, with the producer
running at 5500 STBD for a historical period of 5000 days.
Each of the 3 object types were history-matched to a set of historical data using an
automated approach. In all cases, the parameterisations were sampled using the Neigh-
bourhood Approximation algorithm (NA) [102] to produce the misfit ensembles, which
were then resampled using NABayes (NAB) [103]. For each case, NA was run for 125 it-
erations after an initial sample of 1000 models, with 40 generated samples per iteration,
and an Ns/Nr ratio of 1. The misfit was calculated using the Least Squares method
(see Equation 3.1). NAB was applied to the ensemble of misfits produced by NA, for
each object type, to produce the P10, P50 and P90 forecasts as described in Chapter 3.
A single 500,000 step random walk was carried out on the ensemble for object type and
the resulting posterior probabilities were used to produce forecasts for a further 5000
days after the end of the historical period.
The performance of the object types is compared by the history match quality (i.e. the
misfit), the forecasts under uncertainty, the ability to handle a change in the model (in
this case the addition of an extra well), and the effect of adding extra information to
the history matching equation (here we add pressure data on top of the oil and water
production rates). These performance indicators are defined as individual cases, the re-
sults of which are given in the next section. An overview of these case study, including
a description of the model setup and workflow and the NA and NAB algorithm setups
and performances is included in Figure 6.5.
6.3.3 Results
Comparison of History Match Quality from the Different Objects
History match quality is a commonly used method to assess the goodness of a model in
reservoir engineering. The engineer will typically assess this by eye from the production
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Figure 6.6: Maximum Likelihood Production Rate Predictions for the 3 Object types.
data and the simulation model response, however a more numerical method is to look
at the misfit value for the model. Here the criteria is simple; a low misfit equals a good
model.
The minimum misfit values for the Pacman, Hammer and Channel object models are
given in Figure 6.4 (d), along with the best matched realisation parameters, for each
object type. Based on the history match results alone, it would appear that the Hammer
model is the most appropriate for our hypothetical reservoir. The Hammer produces
the best history matched model of the three objects, with a minimum misfit of 48, and
also required fewer parameters than the Channel case. All models produce visibly good
history matches as shown in Figure 6.6.
Model Forecast Performance
NAB was applied to resample the ensemble of models misfits, produced for each object
type, in order to calculate the posterior probabilities. Based on the frequency of cell
visits by NAB, the P10, P50 and P90 production profiles were created for a 5,000 day
forecast period (total run time = 10,000 days). The results of the forecast runs are
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Figure 6.7: Production Forecasts under uncertainty for the 3 Object types. The P10, P50 and
P90 profiles represent 1 Standard deviation around the mean of the calculated posterior probabilities
produced from the NAB resampling.
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given in Figure 6.7.
We can rate the performance of the model forecasts in terms of how much of the truth
case production lies within our P10 - P90 range, as we expect that 80% of our samples
to lie within this 1 standard deviation range, for any given time step. For the forecasts
of the three objects, shown in Figure 6.7 , the majority of the truth case production
(shown as black circles) lies within the P10 to P90 range. Only the Pacman object
has truth case predictions outside of this range, with some points lying above the P90
production profile. All forecasts in this case are reasonable, although the standard de-
viations for the three object types are quite different. In other words, all the model
object types tested here produce good history matched models, and reasonable forecasts
of uncertainty, when compared with the truth cases production profiles, however their
estimates of the uncertainty are quite different.
The Hammer object model has a wide range of uncertainty, with the truth case profile
lying in the middle of the range, while the lower standard deviations of the Channel
and Pacman models imply a lower uncertainty. The truth case profile lies closer to
the P10 in the Channel model, but closer to the P90 in the Pacman model. The main
implications of these variations are when we choose to use the results in field develop-
ment, where the large uncertainty might make further field developments too risky for
the Hammer model whereas, for the Channel and Pacman models, the profile we select
for proving our field development may either over estimate (in the case of the Channel
model), or under estimate (in the case of the Pacman model) the field production.
Based on these forecast models, their predictability is further tested through the addi-
tion of an infill well in three different locations in the model. The three locations are
the same for all the models, and were chosen at random, not based on the distribution
of objects in any one of the models. The forecast results for each object type and each
well location (a total of 9 simulation forecasts) are given in Figure 6.8. Again all models
produce reasonable forecasts under uncertainty, even when the new well is added, show-
ing that in this case all the models are able to cope with any changes and still produce
reasonable forecasts. If this were not the case, we might conclude that the model is not
an accurate representation of the reservoir. In comparison with the previous forecast
results, shown in Figure 6.7 , the standard deviations of the forecasts produced by the
three model object types are quite different. Again we see a much wider P10 - P90
range for the Hammer models, in contrast to the Channel and Pacman models.
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Effect of Additional Production Data on History Matching and Forecasting
To further test the importance of appropriate model object selection, an additional
parameter, Bottom Hole Pressure (BHP) in the producer, was included in the history
matching process. This test was carried out as an example of how a reservoir model,
that has been history matched to an initial set on incomplete production data, may
have to be altered to account for new information about the field. The 3 object types
were re-matched to the historical data, including the additional BHP data, using the
same NA algorithm setup as before. The model resolution was kept the same, and each
model was matched for the same 5000 day historical period. The results of the history
matching process are summarised in Table 6.2 by the maximum likelihood misfit values
for the 3 object types, for history matches with and without WBHP data.
Again the Hammer model produces the best history matched model (in this case it is
by far the best history match, with a value around 1/3 that of the next best model),
and is also preferential to the Channel object model based on the number of history
match parameters. The minimum misfit parameter values for the Pacman model have
changed through the addition of BHP data, though the misfit values for the cases with
and without BHP data have almost the same misfit values (see Table 6.2).
Forecasts were produced for each object type for the standard single well model, and
a case with an infill well to be added in the forecast period. For the added BHP case,
only a single well location is tested, situated in the same location used previously for
Infill Well 1 (see Figure 6.7). Forecasts for all object types, for both the with infill and
without infill well cases are shown in Figure 6.9. In contrast with the forecasts produced
from models without the added BHP data, the P10 to P90 ranges for all object types,
for cases with and without the addition of an infill well, are much smaller. Most
noticeable amongst the object types is the Hammer model, which has a significantly
tighter uncertainty range that those shown in Figure 6.7.
6.3.4 Discussion
Through incremental testing of various scenarios for history matching a model, this
work has shown the effect of the object shape on history-matching. The three object
types were purposely picked to look very different from each other. Nevertheless they
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were all able to produce good history matches to the truth case data. The fact that
the truth data came from a model created with Channel objects, did not lead to the
Channel objects producing the best history matched model, indeed its misfit value was
significantly larger than that achieved by the Hammer model; almost three times its
value. Therefore the misfit measure of history match quality alone is not a good method
for identifying whether our object selection is good. The good matches from all object
types illustrates that the dominant control on flow in these models is connectivity not
object shape. This idea is supported by the work of King et al [64] and Larue and
Friedman [65].
The forecasts produced from the 3 object types were all equally good in that the ma-
jority of the sample point lay within or just outside (in the case of the Pacman model)
the P10 to P90 range. The forecasts differed in the spread of the P10-P90 curves, where
we observe the Hammer model, which produced the best overall history match, has the
widest spread of results, and thus predicts the largest amount of reservoir uncertainty.
The addition of BHP data during a second history match period produced a different
set of history matched models, yet the Pacman model has a similar misfit value when
matched with or without BHP data. The parameter values for the two Pacman models,
are in contrast, quite different.
6.4 Conclusions
The purpose of the work in this chapter is to highlight the implications of making the
wrong choice in how to model our reservoir and the importance of using all geological
information to constrain our models. While we can choose many different model pa-
rameters to sample from for history matching and forecasting, if we choose the wrong
way to model our reservoir, we may produce very different estimates of the reservoir
uncertainty given the same quality of history match. An earlier discussion in Section
6.1 noted that there is often significant ambiguity in the interpretation of the reser-
voir geology. While we might not expect that the differences in interpretation to be
as extreme as those shown in Section 6.3 (the Geological Hammer and Pacman model
objects are not, as yet, default object types in IRAP RMS™), we have seen the very
different model interpretations being produced to represent the Ainsa II outcrop.
The results of the simple Ainsa model highlight the fact that it may be possible to
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produce good history matches from very different models, given the right model pa-
rameterisation. In this case, the permeabilities, porosities and relative permeability
values were used to create three different parameterisations of each of the three mod-
els. All parameterisations of each model produced good history matches, but close
inspection of the parameter combinations of the low misfit models, shown in Figure
6.3 , revealed large variations in the different parameter combinations for equally well
matched models. In short, many different interpretations of the same outcrop, with
different parameterisations of key reservoir parameters, produce many equally good
history matched models, with very different combinations those of model parameters.
These observations are repeated in similar fashion for the comparison of the Pacman,
Hammer, and Channel model responses, and have been noted before in the available
literature on history-matching, most notably in the work of Tavassoli et al [118] on his-
tory matching a simple fault model. In the 3D object modelling case study of Section
6.3, the comparison of the results was taken a stage further to show the effect of model
selection on forecasting. The visual differences in the three models, was not reflected
in their history-matching responses as connectivity is the key factor in defining the
production characteristics of the realisations, but there were observable differences in
the forecasts produced from each model object type. The variation in the estimated
uncertainty from each model may well have implications in later development choices.
Earlier work by Erbas [49], showed that the choice of sampling algorithm, and choices
about how that sampling algorithm is set up, has an effect on the economic benefit of
an infill well. In this case we see similar variations in the forecasts from different model
representations of the same geology, indicating that the issues of correct interpretation
and model definition are at least as important as the choice of sampling algorithm.
The forecasts of the 3 objects may be changed if any intra-object property trends are
added. For example, a channel may have permeability trends associated with it due to
lateral variations in the channel water velocities during the deposition of the sands. If
we include these trends in the modelling process, as opposed to applying single poros-
ity and permeability values throughout the object, the importance of the object types
might be accentuated. This is because internal trends would follow the shape of the
object (e.g. a trend to put the higher permeabilities at the insides of meanders to repre-
sent the distribution of sands in meandering channels) and as such dictate the direction
of flow more.
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In this study, the object volumes and dimensions will only affect the connected volumes
of the reservoir and so each object has the potential of connecting the various parts of
the reservoir, and producing good model forecasts. Connectivity is a key issue in model
production response, as described by a number of authors [65, 66, 78, 113, 64], how-
ever porosity and permeability are also key features of the reservoir that affect fluid flow.
In conclusion we can state, from the evidence of these two test cases, that even an in-
appropriate model representation of our reservoir geology can produce (1) good history
matched models as different models can similar connectivities and (2) reasonable fore-
casts which may have different estimates of uncertanity for the different model types.
The implications of this are that it may not be appropriate to use only one model to
represent our reservoir.
A more pragmatic method would be to produce many different possible interpretations
of the reservoir geology, and produce a global forecast of uncertainty based on the in-
dividual estimates of uncertainty of the key parameterisations of each model. Based on
the work by Erbas [49] we should also probably use more than one sampling strategy
on each model parameterisation. We could then either use Bayesian Model Averaging
techniques to combine the forecasts from the different parameterisations to produce a
global reservoir forecasts (see Pickup [95]), or use trans-dimensional sampling methods,
such as those suggested in Sambridge et al [104], to sample over all the initial model
parameterisations. A discussion of the merits of the two options is not included in this
thesis, however it is noted that such approaches could provide a more robust method
of accounting for the complete reservoir geological uncertainty.
Chapter 7
Real Field Applications of Geological
Parameterisation
7.1 Introduction
Characterising real reservoirs is significantly more challenging than working with syn-
thetic models, however our aim is to predict production rates from real reservoirs.
Therefore a real field case study was chosen to test the applicability of geological pa-
rameterisation to real field models.
This chapter brings together the developments of Chapters 4 - 6 to carry out a geo-
logical parameterisation of a real field. The example applies the structural modelling
techniques developed in Chapter 4 to a model based on real field in Alaska. Based on
the data and the toolkit of parameterisation techniques developed a set of case studies
were created to look at interpretational uncertainty and the impact of geological prior
data on the model forecasts. A number of parameterisations were developed to improve
model performance and check model sensitivities.
The chosen field data was sourced from the Milne Point Field, operated by BP in its
North Alaskan operations. This data was chosen as it was deemed complex enough
structurally so as to have some degree of uncertainty and provide a test for the fault
parameterisation code, yet be simple enough to be feasibly modelled.
The chapter is broken down into a description of the geological setting and production
history of the Milne Point Field, followed by a description of the model data. The bulk
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of the chapter is made up of the case studies developed to calculate the uncertainty in
the Milne Point reservoir data, finishing in a conclusions and discussion section that
looks at the success of geological parameterisation of a real field example.
7.2 Milne Point Field Overview
The Milne Point field is a major oil accumulation located in the Colville-Prudhoe Basin
60 miles inside the Arctic Circle on the Alaskan North Slope. Milne Point is one of
many fields located in this region of Alaska, including the major Kuparuk and Prudhoe
Bay fields, which rank amongst the biggest in the US. Prudhoe is the largest US oil field
with 13 billion barrels of recoverable oil reserves and a 26 trillion cubic feet in place
resource of natural gas [50, 3], while the Kuparuk field has 4.4 billion STOIIP with
published reserve estimates of between 1 - 1.5 billion STB [28]. There are a large num-
ber of additional fields in the North Slope region, including Northstar, Tarn, Schrader
Bluff, Lisburn, Point McIntyre, Milne Point and the Prudhoe Bay satellite fields Au-
rora, Borealis, Orion, Polaris, and Midnight Sun.
The Milne Point Field is operated and almost exclusively (99.4%) owned by BP. It was
discovered in 1969 by Conoco, and commenced production in 1985. It has quoted oil in
place figures of 920 million barrels, of which 248 MBOE has been produced to date [3].
In addition to the established reserves, BP estimates there are an additional 2 billion
barrels of heavy (14°to 19°API) oil [19] in the late Cretaceous Schrader Bluff Formation.
The Milne Point Field consists of three main producing reservoir units: the Cretaceous
Kuparuk and Schrader Bluff Formations and the Triassic Sag River Formation. Of
these three reservoirs, the main producing zone is the Kuparuk Formation, a marine
shoreface reservoir unit, common to many fields of the North Alaskan Slope, includ-
ing the Kuparuk Field. The combination of the Sag River, Kuparuk and Schrader
Bluff Formations in the Milne Point area is defined collectively as the Milne Point Unit
(MPU). The Kuparuk is part of the Ugnuravik Group which contains the major Kalu-
bik Shale units [28], which overlies the Kuparuk and forms a top seal to the reservoir.
The Kuparuk consists of two informal cyclic sequences of coarse and fine grained clastic
sediments, which are further subdivided into a further two units, making a total of
four units. For the base sequence these are called units A and B, while for the top
sequence these are called units C and D [28]. The stratigraphy present in Milne Point
consists of a number of the A and B units, which are increasingly truncated by the
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Figure 7.1: A schematic diagram of the Kuparuk formation units A-C and the location of the Lower
Cretaceous Unconformity (LCU).
Lower Cretaceous Unconformity (LCU) towards the North West of the field. Atop the
unconformity is the C sand, topped by the shales of the Kalubik Formation.
The distribution of the key units and the LCU is illustrated in Figure 7.1. The key
producing zones are the A and C units. The A unit consists of a number of interbedded
sandstone, siltstone and mudstone cycles. In the A unit of the neighbouring Kuparuk
field, each bed varies in thickness from a few inches to 0.9 m, however the sands are
often amalgamated to form larger intervals of up to 40 ft [28]. The B unit is similar to
the A unit, though there is a noted decrease in the amount of sandstone. BP quotes
sand porosities of between 20-23%, with permeabilities of 10-100mD. These figures in-
dicate that the Kuparuk Formation contains good quality, but variable reservoir units.
The A and B sands are not present over the entire field due to the presence of the
LCU. The truncation of the A and B sands by the LCU complicate the design of well
placements and depletion strategies to maximise the sweep efficiency of the reservoir
due to the presence of the C sand along the truncation surface. In Carman and Hard-
wick [28] the LCU is described as an intra-formational unconformity, however the LCU
nomenclature is used throughout the BP internal reports used to populate this model,
thus the author has chosen to continue with BP’s chosen phraseology.
The tectonic history of the Alaskan North Slope is determined by the wider changes
in the movement of the Arctic Alaskan Plate since the end of the Devonian Period.
Three megasequences have been described by Hubbard et al [59] as the Ellesmerian,
Beaufortian (termed the Barrovian in Carman and Hardwick [28]), and Brookian Se-
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quences. Both the Ellesmerian and Brookian Sequences are the result of orogenic plate
events, with the Beaufortian/Barrovian Sequences comprising sediments formed during
successive failed and successful rifting events. Extension during the rifting events of
the Barrovian created the Kuparuk trough, into which the main producing Kuparuk
formation sands were deposited, sourced from the uplifted Elleserian sediments along
the east-west trending Barrow Arch (hence the name Barrovian) which formed the mar-
gin of the rift. The key event during the formation of the Kuparuk was cessation of
sediment deposition and the creation of the LCU at 128Ma [59] along the crest of the
Barrow Arch at the height of it’s uplift. The switch from rifting in the Barrovian to
a second orogenic event marks the onset of the Brookian Sequence that created the
petroleum system that exists in the Prudhoe Bay area by creating a kitchen and mi-
gration pathway during the Mid Brookian towards the major North Alaskan fields, and
caused the formation of a regional anticlinal structure termed the Kuparuk/Prudhoe
High into which the hydrocarbons migrated.
The Milne Point trapping mechanism is a fault/stratigraphic trap. Pinchouts in the
C unit sands, and the truncation of the A sands (due to the LCU) to the northwest
provide stratigraphic traps, while the Kalubik shale provides a top seal for the Ku-
paruk sands. Structurally the Milne Point field is dominated by northwest/southeast
and north/south trending fault sets. The result of this faulting is a structurally com-
plex field, where faults have created a number of individual fault blocks, each isolated
from the other in terms of pressure and fluid contacts. In effect Milne Point can be
considered as over 70 discrete fields separated by sealing or partially sealing faults. In
addition to the lateral compartmentalisation, 5 main sands can be identified amongst
the A, B and C units of the Kuparuk Formation, which creates a degree of vertical
complexity due to differences in the flow characteristics of these 5 sands. The results is
a need for an individual strategy for each well, in each of the reservoir compartments,
for each hydraulic unit of the reservoir. This makes field development and management
a challenging process.
While the large size of the field in addition to the complexity of the geology and reser-
voir development plan means that modelling the entire field development is beyond the
scope of this thesis, the compartmentalisation of the reservoir by faulting means that
the different compartments are effectively treated like separate reservoirs. Therefore
level of detail required to capture the main geological features can be attained in a
model of one of the Milne Point compartments. The results of history matching the
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compartment can be applied directly to the development strategy of the field. In this
work a single sector of the Milne Point field taken from the northwestern part of reser-
voir was used. The chosen sector was named by BP as HU280285, and this name will
be used in this thesis. A further description of the HU280285 sector is given in Section
7.3.
The overall Kuparuk development plan is further complicated by the use of both elec-
tronic submersible pumps (ESPs) and a Water-Alternating Gas (WAG) EOR program
to improve recovery from the field. WAG has been applied to the Kuparuk Formation
to improve sweep efficiency in the form of an immiscible water-alternating-gas (IWAG)
process to reduce the oil viscosity, create oil swelling and improve sweep efficiency. The
Milne Point field is very understaurated with a bubble point pressure of 1875 psi and
initial solution GOR of 246, but an average initial reservoir pressure of 3500 psi and
a saturated solution GOR of 432 (from laboratory tests on the reservoir fluid). IWAG
commenced in the Milne Point Kuparuk in 1995 by recycling the separator gas back
into the reservoir resulting in an increased oil recovery by 6-9% of the original oil in
place (OOIP) [83]. The use of IWAG and ESP’s together creates a technical difficulty
in that the pumps must be slowed as and when a gas slug hits the well to prevent the
pump from burning out. ESP failures are common in the Milne Point field as noted by
Sawaryn et al [105].
The Sag River reservoir in Milne Point is much smaller than the Kuparuk and Schrader
Bluff reservoirs, with only 62 million barrels OOIP. The deeper Sag River formation
has poorer reservoir properties than the Kuparuk, with porosities of 17% and an aver-
age permeability of 23 mD [87]. The Schrader Bluff reservoir is located at a depth of
between 3500 and 4000 ft, and contains an estimated 2 billion barrels of viscous (API
= 19°) oil [19]. Both of these reservoirs have been excluded from this project due to the
small pool size of the Sag river formation, and the complexity of producing the heavy oil
from the Schrader Bluff formation, that is difficult to encapsulate into a reservoir model.
The key uncertainties within the field were identified by BP geologists and engineers as
being related to the fault compartmentalisation prediction, and the resulting degree of
reservoir connectivity between wells. These uncertainties present challenges to develop-
ing infill well drilling strategies to improve production. It is the structural uncertainty
around the reservoir faults that will be investigated in this study.
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Figure 7.2: Definition of base model fault blocks where each segment represents a separate fault
partition.
7.3 Reservoir Model and Data Description
This section describes the development of the geological model used to create the simu-
lation grid, the simulation model used for history matching to production data, and the
data used to populate them. A full description is required as we are history matching
a simulation model to noisy production data, based on the parameters of a geological
model.
As mentioned in Chapter 7.2 , the geological model for this case study is a sector model,
structurally partitioned from the rest of the Milne Point field by four large offset faults.
This means it is effectively a separate reservoir. Within sector HU280285, a number
of smaller faults break up the sector model into smaller partitions, which may or may
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not be in pressure connection with their neighbours, as shown in 7.2. The main north-
west/southeast and northeast/southwest fault trends that are prevalent throughout this
region of the North Alaskan Slope are obvious in HU280285. The faults have previously
identified by BP, and validated by the author from an extensive 3D seismic data set,
that includes coherence data for improved fault definition. The original BP model was
highly complex with many features that were considered ambiguous, so the number of
faults was reduced to the main ones, in order to simplify the model, and a number of
faults were reinterpreted under the supervision of BP structural specialists, to better
reflect the likely fault network in this partition of the reservoir. The initial model was
developed in EarthVision™and exported to IRAP RMS™, however to parameterise the
model using the code developed for fault parameterisation in Chapter 4.3, the model
was rebuilt using the EarthVision faults and horizons in IRAP RMS™. The result is the
sector models shown in Figure 7.2.
The original workflow created the grid in EarthVision then imported it into IRAP
RMS™ to populate the grid with facies data and porosity and permeabilities. In the
new workflow the grid is built and populated in IRAP RMS™. Sequential Indicator Sim-
ulation is used to populate the model with facies parameters, then Sequential Gaussian
Simulation is used to populate the facies with properties based on the varigraphical
model of the original BP/EarthVision workflow.
The geological model grid was developed in a 25 by 39 by 20 resolution (a 19,500 cell)
model. The exported simulation grid was maintained at the same resolution as the
geomodelling grid to remove the need for an upscaling step. Within IRAP RMS™, the
built-in fault seal calculator was applied to calculate the fault seal using the Manzoc-
chi equation [77] (see Chapter 4.3.3 for details). The output simulation grid contained
porosity, permeability, saturation data and fault seal data as non-neighbour connection
transmissibilities.
HU280285 contains 12 wells (7 producers and 5 injectors) operating for more than 9
years between January 1996 and May 2005. Figure 7.3 describes the production history
of this section of the Milne Point field. It shows the various phases of drilling, the effect
on overall production of the section, and the details of the WAG scheme running from
early 1999 in this section of the reservoir. The lower section of this figure shows the
field production history for oil, gas and water rates. The images numbered to
show the stages of new wells being added to this section of the field, where blue dots
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represent water/gas injection wells and red dots represent production wells. A key to
the well names is given in the top left corner of the figure. The total number of each
well type is given under each panel. Noticeable increases in the production rates can
be observed in tandem with the addition of new wells.
The simulation model for this section of the Milne Point field was provided by BP and
was not altered for the purposes of this study. It models the historical nature of the
IWAG process based on injected water and gas rates for the wells and includes a pro-
posed programme for future IWAG injection, on a month by month basis, for a forecast
period through to January 2037. ESP’s are used throughout the field development on all
of the MPU reservoirs but are not included in the model. In addition, BP reports that
it has fracture stimulated wells throughout the Milne Point field, though the resulting
effect has not been included in the well perforation data used in this model. Such a
process increases the near wellbore permeability, and will have a noticeable effect on
the well productivity.
Appropriate relative permeability and capillary pressure data was provided by BP for
the sector model. Two different relative permeability curves were used, based on 2 sep-
arate samples taken from the reservoir. For the base case model the curves were chosen
based on the advice of the engineers in BP. For confidentiality reasons the details of the
relative permeability and capillary pressure data cannot be provided.
Based on the geological and simulation models, and an identified lack of predictability
in calculating the sealing capacity of the reservoir faults, a number of case studies were
tested on this reservoir to quantify the uncertainty. Each case study was a different
combination of geological model, and parameterisation of that model to assess the un-
certainty around the seal capacity and location of the reservoir faults.
7.4 Case Studies
The case studies carried out on the Milne Point reservoir were aimed to (1) develop
upon the parameterisation methods defined in Chapter 4, (2) test the impact of us-
ing different geological modelling approaches on history matching, similar to the ideas
shown in Chapter 6, (3) test the impact of independent fault parameterisation as op-
posed to a globally changing fault parameters, (4) test the impact of sub-seismic faults
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on history matching and (5) test the impact that geologically derived priors have on
the inferences of uncertainty. A total of 7 case studies have been developed to cover
these areas of interest. All studies matched model forecasts to oil, water and gas rates
and pressures from each producing well. Production rates are allocated monthly.
The major geological uncertainties in this reservoir were identified by the BP Milne
Point sub surface team as the impact of the fault network. As a result parameters for
modifying the fault geometries and seals will be included in all of the various model
parameterisations. Fault seal will be handled in all cases by the use of the Manzocchi
equation mentioned in Chapter 4.3, which uses shale content of the host rocks to pre-
dict the make up of the fault zone material. Uncertainties in the reservoir facies are
accounted for by modifying the porosities and permeabilities of the net sand. These
facies modification parameters are applied to all parameterisations in all case studies
covered in this chapter and are given in Table 7.1. Other parameters used are case
specific, but in general are connected with fault or relative permeability parameterisa-
tion. This combination of parameters covers uncertainties in the STOIIP, compartmen-
talisation/connectivity, flow performance and multiphase behaviour; a mixture of the
important engineering and geological reservoir parameters.
Parameter Prior Range
kX Multiplier 0.5 - 2
kX/kZ 0.01 - 1
Porosity Multiplier 0.5 - 2
Table 7.1: Parameters and priors common to all case studies of the Milne Point field.
All model parameterisations were sampled using the Neighbourhood Approximation al-
gorithm (see the description in Chapter 3), with the model misfit being calculated using
a Least Squares misfit. The σ2 value used by the misfit equation is calculated from the
measured oil, water and gas production rates and well pressure data. The approach
used here was to develop simple curve fits to the data and estimate the errors from this.
A comparable approach, suggested by Erbas [49] , uses the best history matched model
from which to calculate the data errors. Alternatively, Valjak [124] demonstrated the
use of a filtering technique (Weiner filtering) to measure the variance directly from the
production data.
All parameterisations were sampled from using NA, with each case study having an ni
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Figure 7.4: Case Study 1 model definitions. Two realisations of the same geological input can
be produced from the same conceptual geological model. Such decisions are taken by geomodellers
whenever they attempt to represent a reservoir through a geomodel.
of 1000, a niter of 60, a ns of 50 and an ns/nr ratio of 1, producing a total of 4000
models All inferences of uncertainty were done using NAB .
Case Study 1 is a comparison of two different methods of modelling the same geology,
Case Study 2 shows the importance of relative permeability parameterisation. Case
Study 3 is concerned with adding sub seismic faults and includes a comparison of a
standard parameterisation approach and one where prior probability data is added.
7.4.1 Case Study 1: Effect of the Geomodel Choice on History
Matching
This case study will look at the difference in the results of automated history matching
applied to two different models of the same geology. The two options represent differ-
ing amounts of control on the correlation of the reservoir facies, and are illustrated in
Figure 7.4. The geology in this sector model is dominated by the presence of B Silts
separating the A Sands (which represent the main net pay of the reservoir) and the C
Sands, which mark the truncation surface of the LCU. Thickness variations in the silt
sequence were observed laterally across the model in the well logs and seismic horizon
data.
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The volume and thickness of shale rich sequences is a major factor in Shale Gouge Ratio
based methods of calculating fault seal which are used throughout this field study. To
reiterate the previous explanation given in Chapter 4.3, the shale content of the fault
zone increases with the throw of the fault and the amount of clay in the footwall and
hangingwall sides of the fault (see equation 4.1). As a result variations in the predicted
shale distributions in the reservoir, caused by the setup of the model, will lead to vari-
ations in flow response of the faults. This case study tests the sensitivity of the history
match to subtle changes in the modelling approach.
Case Parameterisation
The two options shown in 7.4 are different ways of representing the thickness varia-
tions in the B Silts, using two slightly different models. Option 1 adopts a strategy of
representing the tops of the main units with seismic horizons (5 in total including the
top and bottom reservoir horizons). In contrast, Option 2 uses the thicknesses at the
wells alone to constrain the distribution of shale, with the sand and shale distributions
being calculated using a pixel based method. As a result the shale distributions for the
two models are different even though the input data is the same. By adding horizons
to the geomodel, a greater degree of control is available to the distribution of facies
between horizons; however there is uncertainty in the horizons themselves, based on
uncertainty in the seismic data from which they are picked, which is not included in
the parameterisation. The aim of this experiment is to see the effect different models
have on the sampling algorithms performance. The Net/Gross is maintained from the
wells in both models, as illustrated in Figure 7.5.
In this case study, both modelling options used the same parameterisation, which is
given in Table 7.2. The last two parameters are used to control the behaviour of the
faults by changing the throw across the network and the thickness/throw ratio. As
mentioned in Chapter 4.3 , the thickness/throw ratio defines the thickness of the fault
gouge for a given fault displacement, and is based on empirical evidence from outcrop
studies. Its influence on the flow response of the reservoir model is encapsulated in a
transmissibility value for each non-neighbour connection across the fault.
The fault throw modifier parameter is added to the throw of all the faults in the network
to represent the uncertainty in fault throw values. Here the philosophy is that relatively
small changes in the throw values of the larger faults will not have an appreciable effect
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Figure 7.5: Case Study 1 models. Sand and shale distributions for the two modelling options.
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Parameter Prior Range
kX Multiplier 0.5 - 2
kX/kZ 0.01 - 1
Porosity Multiplier 0.5 - 2
Throw modifier (ft) -60 - 60
Thickness/throw ratio 10 - 200
Table 7.2: Model parameters and uniform Prior ranges for the Case Study 1 parame-
terisations.
on the sealing capacity of those faults using the Manzocchi approach to calculating
fault seal. Uncertainty in fault seal should be focused on the smaller faults where small
variations in the throw will result in noticeable changes to the fault transmissibility.
The fault throw is parameterised globally as parameterising the throws of each fault
independently is difficult to automate.
The throw parameterisation is accomplished using an adaptation of the IRAP RMS™
fault pillar parameterisation code, described in Chapter 4.3. The pillar format network
is imported in by the code and the modifier value is added to the throw of each pillar
in each fault. If the throw value decreases to a value below 0, then the throw will be set
to zero (e.g. the throw = 8, the modifier = -10, therefore the new throw value should
equal -2 but the value is set to zero). This parameterisation method will be used in
subsequent case studies in this chapter and as a result will be referred to as a Global
Fault Parameterisation.
Workflow Definition and results
A total of 3,000 models for Options 1 and 2 were produced using NA, sampling from
the defined prior distributions, matching to water, oil and gas production rate, and well
average pressures. The ten best history matches from the two modelling options are
shown in Figures 7.6 and 7.7. In these figures the oil, water and gas rates are shown
for all the production wells, with pressure data being included for all production and
injection wells. QOP represents the oil rate, QWP is the water rate, QGP is the
gas rate and PAVE is the average well pressure. The naming convention used here is
"TYPE":"WELL-NAME", where the number in the well name relates to the number
on the map of the field in the bottom right corner. Both parameterisations produce
similar quality history matches. In both cases the match quality varies greatly between
different parameters and different wells. Both models were constrained on oil rate dur-
ing the history match period in the VIP model setup (carried out by BP), so the match
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Figure 7.8: Differences in sample distributions for Parameterisation Options 1 and 2
quality for these is good in all cases.
MPF-45 is the worst performing production well for all measurements and both mod-
elling options, suggesting that the model is not describing the area around this well
adequately. The pressure match is particularly poor (see PAVE:MPF-45 in Figures 7.6
and 7.7), and the historical well data diverges significantly from the simulation outputs
for the best fitting models in the later time steps. The close proximity of two faults
to the well suggests that the local structural interpretation may be wrong. While both
models produce equally good history matches, the distribution of sampling in parame-
ter space is not equivalent between the two parameterisations, as highlighted in Figure
7.8. Sampling is clustered in quite different regions of parameter space while the history
match quality is equivalent, with minimum misfits of around 10000 each.
The history match quality of both modelling options are affected by poor water produc-
tion matches, as shown in Figure 7.9. There are clear deficiencies in the models related
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to the multiphase behaviour and hence the relative permeabilities. The next case study
addresses the uncertainties the curve measurements, to improve the water production
matches.
Discussion
Overall we can conclude that a small decision in how the reservoir model is built, even
with the same input data and sampling from the same model parameters, has a sig-
nificant effect on sampling. Based purely on the history match quality it is impossible
to differentiate between the two models. Both produce visually similar quality history
matches and both have similar misfits. The main disparity in the model is in the dis-
tribution sample points in parameter space, where the clustering of samples for key
parameters like throw are quite different between the two models.
The similar quality of the models presents a problem in which model to use in future
uncertainty quantification studies, and in fact the optimal approach may be to concur-
rently run both models forward for future parameterisations to assess the level of model
uncertainty in both probabilistic forecasts. Such a method would have required a dou-
bling of the simulation effort, hence only one model was chosen for future case studies.
The 5 layer model was chosen to represent the reservoir due to its additional geological
detail and the more appropriate representation of sand and shale distributions along
the LCU. Such a choice is based on the beliefs of the author, and is open to the usual
biases of an interpretation.
Water production matches for both models are poor, with a number of wells performing
badly in the history match phase. In the initial model setup a choice was made on the
relative permeability curve to be used. The two available curves display a significant
difference between each other, thus it is probable that the nature of the true reservoir
curves in this part of the field is uncertain. Relative permeability parameterisations
have been carried out before [89], thus they can be included in future model parame-
terisations of the reservoir.
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Figure 7.10: Figure illustrating the parameterisation method applied to deal with relative perme-
ability uncertainty. Here a modifier is applied to adjust the interpolated curve a proportional distance
from the bottom curve to the top curve. In this example the input parameter is 0.3 (or 30%) and the
new curve is located 30% of the distance from the bottom to the top curve.
7.4.2 Case Study 2: Relative Permeability Uncertainty
Introduction and Model Parameterisation
The deficiencies in the water production matches shown in Figure 7.9 , suggested that
the chosen relative permeability curves may not have been appropriate. A parame-
terisation to handle uncertainties in the shape of the relative permeability curves was
created. The two available relative permeability curves for this part of the Milne Point
field were used to represent the extreme ends of a range of potential curves, termed
here as "top" and "bottom" curves. A new curve is then created by interpolating
between the two existing curves, as illustrated in Figure 7.10. This figure illustrates
the methodology whereby a proportion parameter describes the fractional proportion
the new curve is, between the top and bottom curves. In this case a proportion value
of 0.3 produces a new curve 30% of the distance from the "bottom" curve to the "top"
curve. The advantage of this method is that it requires only one input parameter. All
the model parameters are given in Table 7.3.
The new parameterisation was applied to the 5 layer (i.e. Option 1) model to observe
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Parameter Prior Range
kX Multiplier 0.5 - 2
kX/kZ 0.01 - 1
Porosity Multiplier 0.5 - 2
Throw modifier -60 - 60
Thickness/throw ratio 10 - 200
Relperm curve shift proportion 0 - 1
Table 7.3: Table of model parameters and prior ranges used for Case Study 2.
the improvement in history match quality. The same simulation and NA set up was
applied to this case study as was applied in Case Study 1.
Workflow Definition and Results
As in the previous parameterisations, 3,000 models were produced using the Neighbour-
hood Approximation algorithm. The model misfits are calculated based on oil, water
and gas production, and well average pressures. The key improvement in history match
quality is observed in the water production match, as shown in Figure 7.11. Here the
new water production matches for this case study are compared with the results from
the 5 Layered Option 1 model from Case Study 1. For all wells the water production
match has significantly improved through the new model parameterisation. The new
minimum misfit found is around 9,500.
Discussion
Significant improvements in the history match quality can be gained from parameteris-
ing other non-geological components of the reservoir. While the focus of this thesis and
hence the case studies in this chapter, focus on parameterising the geological reservoir
uncertainties, one must not forget that there may be other significant reservoir uncer-
tainties that contribute to the overall uncertainty in forecasting.
In this case the poor water production matches indicated a poor model for the two-phase
reservoir behaviour, hence a parameterisation of the model relative permeabilities. The
result is a significant improvement in the history match quality for water production.
From this we can establish that both geological and reservoir engineering parameter
are important in model parameterisation and the knowledge of both geologists and en-
gineers must be used to adequately assess model uncertainty.
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7.4.3 Case Study 3: Independent Fault Seal Parameterisation
Introduction
The previous parameterisations applied to the Milne Point Field modified (1) the fault
throw in a global fashion to account for uncertainty in the fault offsets and their subse-
quent sealing capacities, calculated from one of the SGR based equations, and (2) the
throw/displacement ratio which defines the thickness of the fault zone and hence the
fault zone transmissibility. There are two main ways to control the seal calculation of
each fault independently. The first option is to have an individual throw parameter for
each fault. This method is good as it also accounts for the juxtaposition of layering as
well as fault seal, however it’s a much more complex task to modify the position and
displacement of each fault in a network. To do so requires the intersections of each fault
surface and the displacements of those interconnecting faults must be accounted for in
a geologically reasonable way. The second approach is to change the fault zone thick-
ness/displacement ratio of each fault, which can be set up easily as parameters in IRAP
RMS™. It is not possible to parameterise the fault seal calculation exponents for each
individual fault in modern commercial software, though if this functionality was avail-
able it would provide another way to parameterise each fault. Another problem with
parameterising the Sperrevik fault seal calculation for each fault is the large number of
parameters that would be required. For this case study therefore, the throw/thickness
ratio for each fault is used to parameterise the model.
Model Parameterisation and Results
A total of 11 independent fault throw/displacement ratios were defined to describe all
the faults separately. The prior ranges for the parameters are the same as those given
in Table 7.3 , where the same throw/thickness prior range of 10-200 is used for each of
the 11 faults. Again the 5 layer model, described in Section 7.4.1 , is parameterised and
history matched over the full 3439 days of historical data. The relative permeability
parameterisation is maintained for this case study to keep the improvements in history
matching water production.
The history match quality is again reduced by the additional model parameters with a
minimum misfit of over 9000. The best 10 history matched models are given in Figure
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7.12. A comparison of the 5 layer model from Case Study 2, with the new results from
this case study, for the best 10 matched models, are given in Figure 7.13. A slight
improvement in the water match is observed in some of the best 10 models of this case
study, with slight improvements in the predicted water breakthrough time of well MPF-
38, however in general the variability in match quality is higher for the best matched
models.
Discussion
In this case study, the parameterisation of each fault seal produces more variability
in the best matched models, with some history matches improving upon the quality
of the previous case studies. One issue with the approach applied in this case is that
there is a significant increase in the number of required parameters. Such an increase
in the dimensions of parameter space will reduce the number of samples per parameter
axis significantly, and as such the number of simulations required will increase. The
increase in model complexity does not produce a significant improvement in the history
match quality, as such this parameterisation may not be preferable over the simpler
parameterisation used in Case Study 2.
7.4.4 Case Study 4: Adding a Single Fault
Introduction
The definition of the Milne Point fault network is based on faults interpreted from
seismic data. A time slice through the seismic is given in Figure 7.14, shows the large
faults that define the main partitions in the sector model we are using, however regions
of the field are less simple to define, and there is ambiguity in the location and number
of faults in some areas. Such a region is indicated by a yellow square in Figure 7.14,
where noisy data makes it impossible to pick out the exact number, location and nature
of any faults. As such it is fair to assume that over and above the faults defined in the
existing models, there may be a number of smaller faults located within the reservoir
that may have an effect on fluid flow.
The next case study uses a new parameterisation that adds a new fault to the model,
linked into the existing fault network. Three scenarios were produced that test the effect
of adding a new fault to the model, two of these parameterisations add a single fault to a
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Figure 7.14: Seismic amplitude slice, showing the main reservoir faults in our section of the Milne
Point field. The region in the yellow square highlights one of the difficult areas to identify the location
of faults. Here fault numbers and locations are more difficult to define.
static fault network and one adds a new fault to a network which is itself parameterised
using the global fault throw adjustment parameter. Of the two scenarios which use a
static network, one uses standard uniform prior distributions to define the parameter
uncertainty and one uses a combination of different pieces of geological information to
create a non-uniform prior. The aim is to demonstrate the impact of geological prior
information on history matching and uncertainty quantification by restricting the likely
locations of a sub seismic fault within the existing fault network.
The parameterisation with the additional fault but no prior data is called "No Prior
Data", the parameterisation with a new fault and prior data is called "Prior Data" and
the parameterisation with no prior data but a new fault in a network of faults where
globally shift parameter is applied is called "No Prior Data & Global Throw Modifier".
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Model Parameterisation
Adding a fault to an existing network of faults requires the identification of where the
new fault intersects with any existing faults. Calculating these intersections requires
the definition of the fault dimensions, and orientation, and location in the model. The
basic steps to this parameterisation are as follows:
1. Add a fault to the model at a location given as an X and Y coordinate. This XY
location defines the centre point of the fault.
2. Define the fault orientation and strike length from the centre point of the fault.
3. Identify for the given strike length of the fault, and the faults orientation, which
other faults it intersects, and the locations of those intersections.
4. Identify which are the closest faults along the given strike direction.
5. Identify the closest existing node in the closest fault to the intersection coordinates
on that fault.
6. Add 180 °to the orientation angle and repeat steps 2-5.
7. Define a number of pillars to make up the new fault in the model. For each pillar
calculate where it intersects with the model horizons which define layering.
8. Adjust the throw of the existing faults that have been intersected by the new
fault, by the throw value of that new fault.
The application of this approach requires the solution to 2 main geometric problems;
(1) where the new fault intersects an existing one and (2) where each pillar in the new
fault intersects the existing model horizons.
The solution to overcome these two problems has been developed here, in order to test
the importance of this parameterisation. More robust modelling approaches are possi-
ble and favourable, however such developments are not part of the scope of this thesis
and are therefore left for future research.
The first step in adding a fault is to locate the centre of the fault in the model by
defining the X and Y coordinates. If we assume little knowledge about where the fault
is located in the model, we need to define a uniform X and Y prior range for a portion or
all of the model (such as the location defined in the yellow square in Figure 7.14). In the
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case of Milne Point, such a parameterisation is made more difficult as the sector model
is oriented in a northeast/southwest direction. As such the prior required to position
a new fault, always inside the sector would need to be non-uniform. To overcome this
problem, the X and Y prior are defined for a rectangular orthogonal grid, and the
locations are then rotated by:
xi = x ∗ cos θ − y ∗ sin θ (7.1)
yi = x ∗ sin θ + y ∗ cos θ (7.2)
In both equations, θ represents the orientation of the fault network. This idea is illus-
trated in Figure 7.15 where the yellow and dark blue polygons represent the outside of
the gird and the red and light blue squares represent the prior ranges. Sampling within
the red square can be transformed to a location in the light blue square, as illustrated
by the locations of and .
The location of any fault intersections can be calculated in a number of ways, based
on the level of detail required. The optimal solution to this problem is to calculate the
intersection of the two planes as a line, and the details of this line would then be used
to produce a new fault pillar. Such methods are quite complex to develop, assume that
the intersecting planes are flat and planar and would require complex refinements of the
existing fault surfaces as the new intersecting node that is to be added may interfere
with existing fault nodes.
A simpler approach is to consider the top and bottom of the each fault plane as 1D
straight lines, and calculate the intersection of these straight lines with each other (see
Figure 7.16(a)). This can be programmed more easily. At the point of intersection be-
tween the newly added fault and the existing fault(s), the new fault pillar can either be
defined as a straight line between the coordinates of the top and bottom intersections
(see Figure 7.16(b)), or more simply, the closest existing fault node can be identified.
By adjusting the fault intersection points to use the existing fault nodes, the fault lo-
cation and orientation is adjusted slightly, depending on the spacing of nodes in the
faults. This creates a small error whose magnitude is proportional to the spacing on
the fault nodes.
The implementation applied to this case study defines the intersection points of the
new and existing faults by defining the faults as 1D straight lines, then finds the closest
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Figure 7.15: Diagrammatic representation of the offsetting code to allow parameterisation of the
fault location in a rotated model.
existing nodes to the calculated intersection point. In the Milne Point model, the fault
nodes are closely spaced, being a maximum of 60ft. This error is not accounted for in
the calculation of the model misfit in the following case studies.
The intersection points for two straight lines can be solved by the equation:
x = x1 + ua(x2 − x1), y = y1 + ua(y2 − y1) (7.3)
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Figure 7.16: Description of the theory behind how to calculate the intersection of 2 straight lines as
X and Y coordinates (a) and how this can be applied to calculate the intersection between 2 faults (b)
and each fault pillar and the model surfaces (c). Further descriptions of its application to calculating
fault/fault intersections and calculating the intersection depth with existing horizons are given in the
main text.
where:
ua =
(x4 − x3)(y1 − y3)− (y4 − y3)(x1 − x3)
(y4 − y3)(x2 − x1)− (x4 − x3)(y2 − y1) (7.4)
As shown in Figure 7.16 , the depth at which each fault pillar intersects the model
horizons can be calculated using Equations 7.3 and 7.4. The depths of pillar/horizon
intersections are required by the RMS pillar format files. Figure 7.16 demonstrates how
the inclined pillar cuts through the horizon at a point between two defined contour
lines. First a line is defined between the two contours along the same straight line as
the fault pillar. Next the intersection point between the contour/contour line and the
fault pillar is calculated, and the distance from the starting contour to intersection point
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is calculated as a proportion of the total contour/contour line length (e.g. in Figure
7.16(c) the intersection point is located 22% along the contour/contour line from right
to left). The intersection depth is then calculated by:
depth = depthi + (depthj − depthi) ∗ Prop (7.5)
Where depthi is the z value of the deepest intersected contour, depthj is the depth
of the other, shallower contour, and Prop is the fractional proportion of the distance
between the two contours where the interpreted intersection with the horizon occurs. A
complete description of the fault parameterisation code is given in Figure 7.17. Figure
7.17(a) represents the complete workflow for fault parameterisation and Figure 7.17(b)
covers the detail of the step.
The model parameters of the various scenarios are given in Table 7.4, and now include
an X and Y Origin, to locate the fault, a fault strike Orientation, and a fault throw
value. There is also a Throw Modifier that is only applied to the case study where a
global fault throw parameterisation is carried out.
Inclusion of Prior information
As stated in Equation 3.7, our posterior probabilities are proportional to the prior ×
likelihood such that:
posterior ∝ likelihood × prior (7.6)
where likelihood = e−misfit. This is equivalent to:
ln(posterior) ∝ ln(prior)−misfit (7.7)
Using this methodology we can simply subtract the misfit from the prior to calculate
the log of the posterior. As NAB resamples over the ensemble of misfit values to cal-
culate the posterior probability, we can add the prior and -misfit together to create
an ensemble which incorporates the best estimates of prior probability available to the
modeller. From the ensemble and the prior model, NAB can resample to calculate the
true posterior probabilities. The advantage of this method is that the shape of the
prior is not limited to one of the standard distribution shapes, and complex forms can
be applied that represent the true prior geological knowledge. Additionally, the logs of
multiple sources of prior information can be added together to create the overall prior
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Figure 7.17: Overview of the steps in the fault parameterisation code
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Parameter Prior Range
kX Multiplier 0.5 - 2
kX/kZ 0.01 - 1
Porosity Multiplier 0.5 - 2
Thickness/throw ratio 10 - 200
Curve shift multiplier 0 - 1
X Origin (ft) 537865 - 544306
Y Origin (ft) 6042876 - 6053992
Orientation (°) 0 - 360
Throw (ft) 1 - 60
Throw modifier -60 - 60
Table 7.4: Table of uncertain parameters and prior ranges for Case Study 4
value, from which the misfit can be subtracted.
As an example, the channel dimension correlations that are used in Chapter 5 to con-
strain the prior probabilities could be incorporated as prior functions that are added
to the misfit, rather than the method used in that section which was to trigger the
simulation model to fail. While in this case it is not a bad approach, we may have
more confidence in certain parts of the "known" parameter space leading to variability
in the probability values over the "good" (those shaded purple in Figure 5.7) regions
of parameter space. For instance in Figure 5.7, the , and
curves all occupy a similar region of parameter space, and are quite different
to the curve defining the Leeder (see Bridge [22]) data set. One could there-
fore assign a greater belief in the region between the and curves by
increasing the prior value in this area.
For case study 4, three different types of geological data are chosen to be incorporated
as the prior. The first is the elliptical fault description, previously given in Chapter
4.3, which is an approximation to the shape of real faults based on measured empirical
data. We can therefore assume this prior data to be quantitatively sourced, though it
is based on analogue data rather than a direct measurement of the reservoir. This prior
data will be used to constrain the dimensions of a new fault, given its throw value in a
more geologically based way.
The second source of geological prior information is added to restrict the likely locations
for a new fault in the network. This prior is based on curvature data sourced from the
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seismic horizons used in the modelling procedure. The assumption is that the curvature
of the surface will increase where faults are located, as the faults will offset the reservoir
horizons, and low curvature areas of the field are less likely to contain faults. To do
this a Boolean image was created where a curvature cut off is defined and used to limit
the regions of parameter space that may contain faults. This was then used to define
zones in X and Y parameter space that are may contain any faults and regions that are
unlikely to contain faults. The prior is then calculated by working out if a fault’s X and
Y parameter values fall inside an area deemed likely or unlikely to contain faults. This
value can be calculated for any degree of complex polygon using the following method.
For a given location (xi, yi) we can define a ray travelling in a straight line and to the
right to the edge of the space of interest (i.e. the largest value of y in X/Y space).
Next we can count the number of times the ray crosses a line segment of the polygons
that define the area of interest. If the number of intersections is even then the point is
outside of the polygon, else it is inside. A full description of this approach can be found
at [21].
The final source of prior data is the kind of rule of thumb/heuristic that is used by
geologists when defining the validity of an interpretation. Here we encapsulate the idea
that a new fault is unlikely to intersect an existing fault at an angle of orientation less
than 30° as in this case the displacement is more likely to have been accommodated by
the existing fault. Many such heuristics exist in geoscience, and as such this is repre-
sentative of one of the many qualitative rules of thumb that a geoscience expert might
want to apply.
Results
The history match results of all three parameterisations in Case Study 4 are given in
Figure 7.18 for well MPF-78. All production data for the well is included for each
parameterisation for the best 10 history matches, with an additional plot showing the
location of the fault in the existing network of faults. All model parameterisations vi-
sually produced equally good history matches, with an increased amount of variability
in the production responses observed in the Prior Data case.
The distribution of the faults locations for the 3 parameterisations shows samples spread
to the north of the model sector for the "No Prior data" parameterisation, to the south
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Figure 7.18: Results of Case Study 4 for all three parameterisations.
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Figure 7.19: Forecast results of Case Study 4 for non-prior and prior models.
of the model for "No Prior Data & Global Throw Modifier" parameterisation, and across
the entire model, when the geological prior information is added. There is no significant
improvement in match quality for any of the parameterisations, with minimum misfit
values of around 10,000 for each case. In comparison with previous case studies, the
parameterisations of Case Study 4 produced well matched models, particularly with
respect to water production matches.
Based on the produced ensemble of history matches, forecast runs were carried out for
the non-prior and prior information cases and are given in Figure 7.19. The figure shows
a clear reduction in the amount of uncertainty quantified in the Field Oil Production
Rate (FOPR) for the case where prior data is included. The impact on individual wells
is demonstrated by well MPF-78 which shows a smaller but noticeable decrease in the
amount of quantified uncertainty with the addition or prior data.
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Discussion
This case study tested a method for adding a new fault to a model and imposing an
expert geological prior to condition the location and orientation of that new fault. The
results show that again the use of geological prior information has an impact on the
inferences of uncertainty, to reduce the amount quantified. Figure 7.19 clearly demon-
strates a reduction in the uncertainty in field wide production forecasts through the
addition of a modest amount of prior data.
The parameterisation method developed to parameterise the location of a new fault in
an existing network of models has been demonstrated to work adequately though there
is scope for improvement. In particular, the code adjusts the calculated intersection
points of the new and existing faults so that an existing pillar in the faults can be used,
thus a new pillar is not required. This adjustment creates an error in the location and
orientation (i.e. the Origin X, Origin Y and Orientation parameters) of the new fault.
Such an error should either be removed by further developing the code to add a new
fault pillar or the error should be incorporated into the misfit calculation.
Overall the results show again that the use of geological knowledge is important in
constraining the sampling to improve the quantification of uncertainty.
7.4.5 Conclusions
The various case studies carried out on the Milne Point Field model(s) has shown that it
is not only possible to apply the principles of geological parameterisation to a real field
case, but there are also benefits of such an approach over traditional history matching
methods, and other uncertainty quantification approaches. The key contribution is the
addition of geological data to define the shape and structure of the model priors more
accurately and hence reduce parameter space. Similarly to the results given in Chapter
5 (see Figure 5.10), the forecast uncertainty is noticeably reduced through the addition
of prior information. While all parameterisations used in Case Study 4 produced similar
quality history matches, the addition of the geological prior information significantly
reduced the forecast uncertainties.
The addition of a relative permeability parameterisation also significantly improved
the history match quality of the models and illustrates the importance of including all
relevant model parameters. A further improvement to this parameterisation may be
to look at parameterisation of the relative permeability in each fault block (see Figure
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7.2), rather than globally over the model.
The model, in order to keep it simple, does not cover the high degree of operational
complexity that is present in the Milne Point field. Fracture stimulation and ESP op-
eration may have significant effects on the reservoir performance, both of which are not
modelled in the above case studies due to a lack of data made available and the com-
plexity of modelling these features. Future work will want to focus on these operational
constraints, and include them in future model predictions. Additional work could also
be carried out on further developing other models and parameterisation to include a
larger number of unknown sub-seismic faults, and to allow movement of the existing
faults, within the model. This will encapsulate the uncertainty over the location and
orientation of the fault, as well as its individual throw. Such an effort will require fur-
ther programming time to allow the calculation of each fault/fault intersection, however
the author sees this as the optimal parameterisation method that could be applied to
this model to cover structural uncertainty.
A further development would be to include a more detailed description of the fault ge-
ometries into the parameterisation, so that different fault types could be parameterised.
An example of this is to model faults as single surfaces, multiple parallel surfaces that
accommodate the same amount of throw as the single surface fault, and more complex
fault structures such as relay ramps.
The method for adding sub-seismic faults to an existing network has been developed and
tested in Case Study 4. The method makes a simplification that adjusts the location of
a new fault so that it intersects existing faults at the nearest know fault pillars, rather
than the actual intersection location for a given X and Y location, and orientation. This
approach can be improved upon by either including code that adds a new fault pillar
at the intersection location or incorporates the location offset into the misfit calculation.
Chapter 8
Conclusions
8.1 Overview
This chapter contains a summary of the key results of this thesis, provides major con-
clusions of the work and makes suggestions for future work. The overall aim of the
work was to demonstrate the importance of geological information in parameterising,
history matching and quantifying the uncertainty in petroleum reservoirs. To achieve
this a number of case studies were developed to examine the following key issues:
1. Create methods to parameterise geological reservoir features, in a realistic way,
which could then be automatically history matched
2. Demonstrate the impact on forecasts under uncertainty of geologically conditioned
non-uniform priors as opposed to standard uniform prior definitions for the un-
certain parameters
3. Show the impact of inappropriate model selection or an incorrect reservoir inter-
pretation
An additional contribution to the thesis shows the impact of model resolution and ge-
ological object scale on history match and forecast response.
Each chapter in the thesis deals with the different issues described above, as is illus-
trated in Table 8.1. The case studies developed in chapters 4-6 are all synthetic studies
designed to test specific ideas and develop parameterisation methods. The model in
chapter 7 is a real field model, created from real measured static data and matched
to real production data. In all the synthetic cases, historical data is produced from
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a particular realisation of the model parameterisation and artificial Gaussian noise is
added to represent measurement errors. In the real field case noise was measured from
the data to be used in the misfit calculation.
Chapter 4 describes two different methods to parameterise geological features; one
method is a simple parameterisation of a channelised system, the other is a method
to parameterise faults in terms of their dimensions, location and seal capacity. The
La Seretta Case study demonstrated the feasibility of geological parameterisation of a
simple channelised model, and code developed for this case study formed the basis for
all future work.
The second part of Chapter 4 described a method to parameterise faults in RMS. Here
a number of case studies were developed to test all aspects of the parameterisation of
faults, including the sensitivity of the model to fault throw, fault seal calculation param-
eters, different fault geometries, the representation of the fault in the gridded model,
and the impact of facies distributions. These case studies illustrated the importance of
fault uncertainty in our models and demonstrates useful ways to parameterise faults.
Chapter 5 described the impact of using geologically informed prior ranges on model
forecasting in comparison with forecasts produced from uniform priors. A number of
case studies were developed around the La Seretta outcrop model used in Chapter 4,
which was re-modelled in the RMS Facies:Channels modelling package to increase the
geological detail. Four case studies were developed to compare geologically informed
prior probabilities against uniform model priors, matching to both a Coarse and Fine
grid historical data set. A final fifth case study matched a Fine grid model to a fine grid
solution based on the geologically informed prior (i.e. the solution error was removed
from the model). The results from this chapter show that geological prior information
has a large impact on the amount of quantified uncertainty.
Chapter 6 describes the impact of representing the reservoir incorrectly, either through
an incorrect interpretation of the geology, or an inappropriate choice of reservoir model.
Two examples were used to illustrate these issues, one was a 2D model based on the
Ainsa II outcrop and one was a 3D model populated by 3 simple but very different
facies object shapes. The Ainsa II study took 3 different model interpretations and
parameterised them in 3 different ways. All nine model parameterisations were history
matched to a high resolution outcrop model and produced many good history matched
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models from many different parameter combinations.
In the second example in Chapter 6, three different model objects were used to history
match and forecasts under uncertainty, based on the same static well data and dynamic
production data. The three model objects chosen were Channels, Pacman and Geolog-
ical Hammers and were designed to be very different in form. Each case was history
matched and forecasted based on an unchanged model, with an extra well included in
the model, and with the addition of BHP data to the history match. Each case produced
equally good history matches but these were based on different parameter combinations,
and the resulting ensembles of models produced different P10-P90 ranges. Differences
between these forecasts will have implications on any field development/management
decisions.
The final chapter was a real field case study based on part of the Milne Point field. The
model was parameterised by a combination of poro-perm multipliers for the reservoir
sands, relative permeability, fault seal, fault throw and sub-seismic fault location. A
number of case studies were developed which demonstrated that complex real field
examples could be parameterised to produce good history matches and make forecasts
under uncertainty of future reservoir performance. The study also showed that multiple
sources of geological prior data could be combined to reduce the uncertainty in reservoir
forecasts.
8.2 Key findings
The key findings of this thesis can be divided into three groups: (1) Methods to en-
capsulate geological features in computer code so that they may be parameterised and
automatically history matched, (2) The impact of geologically informed priors on those
parameterisations and (3) the impact of inappropriate model representations of the
geology.
8.2.1 The Parameterisation of Geological Features
The key contribution of this thesis was to provide methods for parameterising geo-
logical features such that they could be included into an automated history matching
framework and allow the inclusion of prior data to improve the quality of uncertainty
quantification. The main parameterisation developments that have been achieved in
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this thesis are:
1. A way to access the parameters of IRAP RMS™ such that it could be incorporated
into an automated history matching framework. This was achieved through the
identification of key model setup files relating to the workflows built inside of
RMS. An overview of the general parameterisation process is given in chapter 3.7,
while more specific details of the parameterisation setups in RMS for the synthetic
models is given in appendix A.
2. A way of parameterising model objects such as sinuous channels, based on the
ability to access the RMS workflows.
3. A way to parameterise facies properties such as porosity and permeability by
parameterising the RMS model workflow.
4. Coded methods for constructing either single fault networks, where the fault loca-
tion is unknown (chapter 4.3) or more complex parameterisations where an entire
fault network is parameterised or a new fault is added to an existing network
(chapter 7). The details of the code are found in chapters 4.3, 7 and appendix A.
5. Simple methods for parameterising relative permeability based on Corey expo-
nents (chapter 6.2) or by interpolation between existing curves (chapter 7).
8.2.2 The Impact of Geologically Informed Priors
The following findings are based on the results of Chapters 5 and 7 which deal with the
impact of non-uniform, geological prior definitions:
• Geological prior data has a significant impact on the inferences of uncertainty.
It has been demonstrated to reduce the amount of quantified uncertainty in 2
separate cases, as illustrated in Figures 5.10 and 7.19. In both cases the sampling
was focused into geologically appropriate areas of parameter space, removing un-
realistic parameter combinations from the inferences of uncertainty. As a result
the inferences are based on our best knowledge of what is geologically possible
and we can have more belief in the forecasts.
• Parameter space is difficult to sample due to its high dimensional nature and as a
result, the choice of sampling algorithm has an impact on inferences of uncertainty
(as demonstrated by Erbas [48]). Geologically informed priors offer a way to
reduce the volume of parameter space that requires sampling in comparison with
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standard uniform distributions. The result is an increased number of samples that
will fall in the "good" areas of parameter space, and a reduction in the bias from
the choice of sampling algorithm setup.
• This thesis has demonstrated a robust method for the inclusion of geological
prior data into the existing Bayesian framework. This was done using Equation
7.7, where the log of the priors from any number of data sets, can be added
to the misfit value. Using this method, large numbers of different prior data
can be used in combination to produce a true representation of the geological
prior knowledge. It also allows different prior descriptions of the same parameter,
collected from different sources, to be combined to create a true representation of
prior uncertainty.
• The framework for adding prior data allows the integration of both qualitative
and quantitative data such that heuristics/rules of thumb can be combined with
measured data sets, empirical evidence, and regional geological knowledge. This
is demonstrated in Chapter 7 where many different data types are combined
to define a truer representation of the reservoir priors than standard uniform
priors. Geological knowledge is represented by both qualitative and quantitative
information, thus both sources must be honoured.
• The choice of prior data will influence the measure of uncertainty and will be bi-
ased by the background of the geologist. When multiple independent measures of
the same prior data are available, all priors can be applied together using Equation
7.7 thereby reducing the bias of which prior to choose. Annan and Hargreaves [7]
demonstrated the impact of using multiple independent prior sources for climate
sensitivity and showed a reduced range of global temperature increases that were
consistent with modern global climate models.
8.2.3 The Impact of Inappropriate Model Choice
The term "inappropriate model choice" encapsulates the uncertainty in the interpre-
tation of the geological system, uncertainty in which modelling method best describes
the reservoir geology, and variations in the set up of the geological model that have a
significant influence on the distribution of facies in them. The following are the key
findings relating to these issues:
• Geological parameterisation can only be applied to uncertanity quantification
when the uncertain parameters are able to cover the complete range of uncer-
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tainty in the reservoir. This is the case when we know what the geological system
is, we have a modelling method that captures all the eventualities of that system
and the model has a discrete set of parameter values that can be sampled. It
will not work completely where there is uncertainty in the model interpretation,
which would lead to uncertainty in the types of structures that are modelled, nor
when we have more than one choice of modelling approach.
• There will always be uncertainty in the reservoir interpretation and there is always
a choice of modelling approaches. Therefore inferences under uncertainty will be
influenced by the geologist that creates the geomodel, and the choice of modelling
approach, which will realistically be limited by the availability of software licenses
(i.e. there may only be one modelling software package available).
• The history match quality is not a measure of the correctness of the model’s
representation of the geology. As demonstrated in Chapter 6, different models
and parameterisations of those models, can produce equally good history matches.
Even when the reservoir was modelled using objects that do not exist in nature, we
are still able to produce a history match. Indeed the "Geological Hammer" model
was the least realistic shape of the 3 used in Chapter 6.3, however it produced
the best history matches of all three object types.
• There is often significant variation in the parameter combinations for the best
history matched models. For the Ainsa II models in Chapter 6, there was a
significant variation in the parameter values of the best 50 history matched models
(see Figure 6.3). This variation showed that for one parameterisation of one
model, there is significant variation in the possible combination of parameters
that can produce a good history matched model.
• Forecasts under uncertainty for different modelling methods will produce different
inferences of uncertainty. The inferences shown in Chapter 6.3 illustrate that 3
very different modelling approaches can produce different estimates of uncertainty.
The three modelling options produced forecasts with different standard deviations,
shown by the spread of the P10-P90 forecasts. For all model parameterisations,
the true reservoir future production fell within the P10-P90 boundaries. This
means it is impossible to tell, based on the forecast quality, if the modelling
approach is appropriate.
• The differences in the forecasts of uncertainty, created by the different mod-
elling options and parameterisations of the models, will lead to different devel-
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opment/management decisions being taken. In common with the work of Erbas
[49], where the choice of sampling algorithm affected the decision whether to drill
a well or not, the differences in the spread of the forecasts from the different
modelling methods will lead to different development decisions being taken.
• Changing the conditions of the simulation during the forecast period (which is
akin to testing a potential new development option) may not eliminate forecasts
based on inappropriate modelling methods, thus it cannot be used as a method
to identify the correct modelling approach. In the cases in Chapter 6.3, even with
the addition of a new well during the forecasts period, all three modelling options
produced good forecasts under uncertainty.
• The addition of new historical data reduces the amount of forecasted uncertainty
in all cases tested. In Chapter 6.3, BHP data was added and the reduction in P10
to P90 spread was noticeable. The new data also influenced the history match-
ing process, where the Pacman model produced almost identical quality history
matches, with and without BHP data, based on completely different combinations
of parameters.
• Where we have uncertainty in the interpretation of the model and/or where we
have more than one method of modelling the reservoir geology, it may be necessary
to produce many parameterisations of many different models and, at a minimum,
compare the forecasts. We may either then choose to use the most pessimistic
inference of uncertainty in our decision making, or combine the results in a statis-
tically correct manner, to produce an averaged inference of uncertainty. Bayesian
Model Averaging [124] may provide a good way to combine the many inferences
together.
8.3 Other Contributions
In addition to the key conclusions given in the section above, the thesis has also pre-
sented a number of other contributions. These are:
• Using an appropriately resolved model is critical in geological parameterisation
as numerical solution error can have a significant impact on the model response.
In the first La Seretta case study in Chapter 4.2, the coarse model was unable
to resolve the narrow ribbon sands which were present in the Fine grid. The
low impact on flow of these sands however did not influence the model response
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when the coarse model was matched to a Fine grid. In contrast, the second
La Seretta case study included more detail in the model, thus the reduction in
grid resolution from the Fine to the Coarse grids created a disparity between the
production responses of the models for the same parameter combinations. The
result was that the distribution of samples produced by the automated history
matching algorithm was impacted by the model solution error.
• It is necessary to check that the model resolution applied is sufficient to capture
the geological features that are being parameterised. If the features are below the
resolution of the grid, they will only influence the model grid values through any
upscaling applied.
• Grid type also has an impact on automated history matching. Three different
grid types were used to resolve the same fault. Each option was able to produce
adequate history matches, however the distribution of sampling was influenced by
the grid type.
• The event-based framework proved to be a robust method for parameterising the
geology of a reservoir. It provides a way to encapsulate geological knowledge by
honouring the main geological events that created the reservoir. Prior data and
empirical calculations can be easily incorporated into the framework such that
a database of geological knowledge can be built up and linked to the appropri-
ate parts of the model. The result is a "toolkit" of geological parameterisation
techniques and prior data sources that can be applied to quantify geological un-
certainty.
• The fault parameterisation code applied in this thesis was developed in-house to
capture the uncertainty in reservoir faults. It has proved to be a useful tool in
quantifying the uncertainty of reservoir faults and proves the value in developing
bespoke geological parameterisation methods.
8.3.1 Contributions to Industry
The event based framework represents a step change in the way that the geological and
engineering workflows are traditionally carried out. Figure 8.1 illustrates the differences
between the traditional and geological parameterisation workflows for reservoir model
development. A traditional approach separates the geological and engineering work-
flows such that the geologist hands over a model of the "static" geology, from which the
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Figure 8.1: A comparison of existing methods for producing reservoir forecasts and the new geological
parameterisation framework. The traditional approach separates the geological and engineering work-
flows, where as the new method defines all input information as prior ranges, and both the geologist
and engineer populate the same prior database for the model.
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engineer develops and history matches a reservoir simulation model based on only en-
gineering parameters. Traditionally only one or two history matches will be produced,
though an automated history matching method can be applied.
The new approach developed in this thesis allows both the geologist and engineer to
put prior knowledge from their respective areas of expertise into a "pool" of model prior
knowledge. From this an automated history matching algorithm can be applied to find
good models, while the prior data maintains the validity of the model. Overall this
approach represents a better way to integrate the geological and engineering workflows
such that the interdisciplinary differences have less impact on efficiency of the group
and more knowledge can be encapsulated and tested.
The usefulness of the approaches described in this thesis to industry are dependant on
the complexity and size of the reservoir and the major uncertainties that exist. The
developments of this work allow a user to parameterise geological objects created within
RMS, fault networks that are used to construct RMS models, the fault seal calculation
used to calculate transmissibilities between non-neighbour connections along the fault
surface and a number of reservoir engineering parameters such as relative permeability.
There are still major uncertainties relating to uncertainty in the modelling surfaces used
to define the gross rock volume which are not accounted for but are a major uncertainty
in most reservoirs. The use of these methods with other geological modelling software
will require new code to access the parameters of that software and as such some func-
tionality may not be accessible for non-RMS users.
The approaches detailed in this thesis, in theory could be applied to any reservoir model
that is capable of running on a single PC. In practice the major constraints of time will
dictate what models are suitable for running in this framework. In the field case devel-
oped in this work, only a single sector of the entire field was modelled and parameterised
as a complete simulation model of the reservoir would be either too large to run, or
would take too long to run in order to provide results of a sufficient precision. Valjak
[124] worked on full field models of 30 wells and over 13 years of production history,
which probably represents the maximum complexity of model that can be run at this
time based on modern computational resources. As more powerful computers become
available this situation will improve.
Some potential pitfalls of using the approaches in this thesis are:
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1. An over reliance on the code to produce the right answer and a lack of proper
quality control on the results of each model.
2. Too much data is produced to be analysed by the engineer/geologist in the time-
frame of the project.
3. The volume of data produced by each iteration of the model exceeds the available
storage volume on the computer, thus the engineer must limit the number of runs
and/or decide on what data must be kept.
4. Errors in individual models are not spotted by the code or the engineer and will
propagate through to the simulation model. The worst case result might be a
number of models contributing to forecasts that are the result of an error in the
code and are incorrect.
5. The computational time required to carry out a sufficient number of model runs
is more than is allowable for the project.
8.4 Thesis Conclusions
The overall conclusions of this thesis are:
• It is possible to encapsulate major geological features as parameters and sample
from the distributions of those parameters to produce a more complete estimate
of reservoir uncertainty.
• Geological prior knowledge strongly influences sampling and removes non-realistic
models from inferences of uncertainty.
• Uncertainty quantification is affected by the interpretation of the geological setting
and the choice of model to capture that geology.
These points can be paraphrased as, it is possible to parameterise the geological features
of a reservoir, however we must use geological prior knowledge to identify the most
likely interpretation(s), pick the most appropriate modelling method(s) and constrain
the parameter ranges for those models based on the most complete set of geological
knowledge possible.
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8.5 Recommendations for Future Work
The key issues that remain unaddressed in this thesis are:
1. What is the best way to extract the geological knowledge from experts in such a
format that it might be used to condition the model priors?
2. What is the optimal way to encapsulate knowledge and model the geology so that
all the different sources of prior knowledge are used?
3. How can we account for the uncertainty in our geological interpretations and
choice of modelling approach in our forecasts?
4. What are the key geological features which affect fluid flow and how can we
parameterise them?
Based on these key points my suggestions for future work are:
Extracting geological knowledge Qualitative prior information is difficult to in-
clude in our prior definition as it is non-numerical and must be extracted from the
knowledge of experts. Elicitation methods represent a way of extracting useful
information from experts so that it may be used to populate our priors. As such
I propose an investigation into the usefulness of different elicitation methods for
extracting geological knowledge.
Using geological knowledge Geological knowledge may be better used in uncer-
tainty quantification through one of the following options:
• Cultural Algorithms [99] are a recent development that create a belief space
associated with the sampling algorithm. This provides a close link between
the knowledge base and the optimisation methods such that the results of
the sampling feedback into the belief space. This methodology could not
only help capture the knowledge of the geologist but also use the results
from other previous studies to guide future sampling.
• Agent-based modelling has been applied to a number of scientific fields
(e.g. fish shoaling [122]) however it has not been used in geological mod-
elling. These methods allow rule-based heuristics (qualitative information)
and empirical data (quantitative information) to be combined to model the
behaviours of independent agents in the model. In the case of geological
"agents" we can consider objects and features of the model to be agents
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which are influenced by the environmental conditions of their formation. An
example might be multiple channel agents that are influenced by the slope
angle and location of previous channels. This method would represent a mid
point between full geological process modelling and object modelling.
Coping with interpretational uncertainty Develop a multi-interpretational infer-
ence of uncertainty by producing many inferences from many different model
interpretations of the data, to produce an overall quantification of uncertainty. A
possible method for this is to apply Bayesian Model Averaging [124] to the various
model forecasts to incorporate some measure of the belief in each Scenario.
Parameterise the key geological features Deformational and depositional param-
eters are the key features of the reservoir in most cases. Of these two deformational
features are common to all reservoirs, thus further parameterisation of faults and
the development of other structural parameterisations is the first priority. Further
work to be carried out on fault parameterisation includes:
• Looking into the impact of multi-phase fault uncertainty by parameterising
the relative permeabilities of the fault rocks. This could be carried out
by modifying the relative permeability curves based on the predicted clay
content.
• Investigating the impact of modelling different fault types on history match-
ing and forecasting. It is often impossible to discern between a single fault,
a fault zone containing many faults or a relay ramp system. In these cases
it would be interesting to test the influence of the different geometries.
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